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T T T]Ow, that’s great! is a sentence that can mean “wow, that’s great!” or its exact op- 
r r  posite. If you just demonstrated your knowledge o f quantum physics, your 
|  boyfriend might be complimenting you, if you just demonstrated your knowledge o f boiling 
eggs, that might just not be the case. And were you perhaps surprised by my use o f the phrase 
“your boyfriend”? Then you probably don’t have one. If you noticed nothing, then probably 
you do. The way our brains interpret an utterance is heavily determined by context, be it the 
one under which the utterance is produced, or the one determined by information already 
stored in that same brain. But a sentence isn’t just some abstract thing lying around waiting 
to enter our brain. It is also produced by one. How does your boyfriend come to decide that 
he wants to express the message ‘I know how to boil an egg, you don’t need to explain it.’ 
the way he does?
The fascinating thing about language is that we can effortlessly interpret what our 
conversation partners mean, whether they just say it or say quite the contrary. And they 
know we can, or they would not say the opposite o f what they mean and still expect us to 
understand them. In this thesis, I want to find out how context affects language processing 
in the brain. More specifically, I investigate how the brain combines contextual and linguis­
tic information to arrive at a well-formed interpretation or production of an utterance. Even 
more specifically, I investigate the role o f right hemispheric regions in contextual language 
use.
To fully grasp language use, we must not only look at it in its context, we must also 
look at the different ways in which it is used: both at how it is produced and how it is 
comprehended. In this thesis, I therefore undertake two of the first systematic neuroimag­
ing studies o f overt sentence production. Such studies have so far been scarce: when people 
speak, they move their heads. If you’re trying to measure microscopic processes going on 
in the brain with millimeter resolution, this is a problem. With functional Magnetic Reso­
nance Imaging, this is even more o f a problem as the movement also causes artefacts in the 
measured signal. I circumvented these problems by using two novel methods developed at 
the Donders Centre for Cognitive Neuroimaging 8 91.
1. the neurobiology of language
The study of language in the brain began with the discoveries o f two 19th century 
neurologists, Paul Broca and Carl Wernicke. Based on the study o f their patients’ language
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deficits and the dissection of their brains once the patients had died, they concluded that 
damage to left inferior frontal cortex (Broca) and left posterior temporal cortex (Wernicke) 
caused massive language deficits. At the time and for almost another century, the emerg­
ing idea was that Broca’s area (part o f left inferior frontal gyrus) was involved in language 
production, and Wernicke’s area (posterior left superior temporal gyrus) did language com­
prehension. This idea has pretty much become obsolete, but although everyone agrees that 
these two areas are crucial to language, agreement on what it is they do is far harder to reach
22, 24, 38-40, 48, 57, 87, 117
F ig u re  1. Broca an d  W ernicke's areas1
Until not so long ago, similar studies were the only way to investigate brain function. 
Neuropsychology, the study of the relation between brain damage and functional deficits, 
brought knowledge on brain function a big step forward. However, it also has its limitations: 
the brains studied are, by definition, damaged and nature doesn’t do well controlled experi­
ments so that no two damaged brains are alike. These limitations were circumvented with 
the advent o f cognitive neuroscience: the use o f techniques with which the healthy brain’s 
activity can be measured while people perform tasks. Researchers could now investigate the 
living brain in action, and could do so with normal, healthy people.
In all studies described in this thesis I use one such technique, functional Magnetic 
Resonance Imaging. This is a technique which measures the Blood Oxygen Level Depen­
dent (BOLD) response o f neural tissue. Active neurons consume more energy and therefore 
more oxygen. This causes increased oxygen consumption in the active neurons, which in 
turn causes increased blood flow to and blood volume in the relevant neural tissue. These 
changes affect the magnetic properties o f the tissue, which we can then measure. This also 
means that the measured signal is an indirect and delayed reflection of neural activity: the 
peak of the BOLD-response occurs about 7s after stimulus presentation. Nevertheless, by 
comparing the response o f brain regions in different conditions, inferences can be drawn
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about the conditions under which a brain region becomes more active. By systematically 
comparing conditions differing in interesting ways, we can learn more about a normal brain 
at work.
F ig u re  2 . T h e  3 T  S iem ens T IM -T rio  M R -scan - 
ner at the D on d ers C entre for C ogn itive N e u ­
ro im aging
In three o f the four studies described in this thesis we use a specific application of 
fMRI, fMRI adaptation. This is a phenomenon in which the Blood Oxygen Level De­
pendent (BOLD) response in neuronal populations sensitive to a stimulus changes after 
repetition of that stimulus60, though the exact neural mechanism underlying this reduced 
response is disputed36, 99. fMRI adaptation can also be used to identify areas sensitive to par­
ticular stimulus attributes, by manipulating repetition o f different attributes independently. 
Importantly, in such a paradigm multiple simultaneously occurring stimulus properties can 
be spatially segregated. We used this logic to identify the brain areas subserving processing 
o f different characteristics o f spoken or heard sentences (Chapters 2, 3, 4).
To better distinguish areas involved in different processing steps, in Chapters 2  and 4 
we employed an analysis technique that deserves some further mention: exclusive masking. 
In a standard fMRI analysis (General Linear Model), we look for areas whose response cor­
relates with the presence or absence o f a particular stimulus characteristic A above a certain 
probability threshold p(A). This tells us that the area is very likely involved in processing 
that stimulus characteristic. In exclusive masking, we further overlay these areas with areas 
correlated with another stimulus characteristic B below a certain probability threshold p(B). 
This latter threshold is put quite low (in our case at p<.20), so that any areas not correlated 
with the presence or absence o f the stimulus characteristic at this threshold are unlikely to 
be involved in processing that stimulus characteristic. Exclusive masking yields the areas 
sensitive to characteristic A at p(A) but not sensitive to B at p(B). By doing so, we hope to 
find areas that are specifically sensitive to one characteristic but not the other. However, due 
to the very nature o f the type o f statistical analyses we do, we cannot actually prove that an
10
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area is not involved in a particular process. Putting the threshold p(B) low can therefore only 
tell us that this involvement is highly unlikely and this fact should be kept in mind when 
interpreting the findings.
2. the right language
Everyone knows the left hemisphere ‘does’ language. And there are good indications 
for it too: The fact that left hemispheric brain damage quite frequently leads to language 
deficits while right hemispheric patients do not usually present with classic aphasic symp­
toms, such as the inability to produce well-formed sentences102 and the fact that almost all 
brain imaging studies on language find a left-lateralized pattern o f brain activation68 are 
important examples.
But on closer inspection, patients with right hemispheric lesions turn out to have 
problems using language, though they may be more subtle. They, for instance, have dif­
ficulty in interpreting indirect requests105, jokes122 and in interpreting interlocutors’ mind 
states35, 101, 102. In short, they have trouble using contextual information to correctly interpret 
an utterance. Imagine you had to use a language stripped of all these things. Would you say 
you had no language deficit whatsoever? Also, neuroimaging studies o f language in healthy 
controls very regularly find right hemispheric effects7 and sometimes right hemispheric find­
ings are simply not reported52. Maybe then, classic knowledge notwithstanding, language is 
not exclusively a left hemispheric function after all.
That the right hemisphere has been left out o f language may perhaps partly be a con­
sequence o f how we build our experiments and neuropsychological tests. While context is 
often crucial in determining what is meant by a sentence, unfortunately it is typically the 
first victim of experimental research on language: by their very nature, experiments are 
built to keep circumstances as controlled as possible. Language in the laboratory is stripped 
o f its context and presented to the participants in the form of isolated sentences or words. 
The participants, try as they may, cannot help noticing that they are viewing a seemingly 
random set o f language materials constructed for the sole purpose o f being materials in 
an experiment. The same goes for neuropsychological tests, where patients go through an 
extensive battery o f language tests and will probably not be prone to forgetting that this is 




A number o f studies indicate that regions in the right hemisphere are sensitive to dis­
course coherence9, 61, 104, that is, the extent to which multiple sentences can be integrated into 
a coherent representation of what is being said/read. As said, right hemispheric patients do 
not usually present with aphasic symptoms but have problems using contextual information 
to interpret sentences. Such findings have driven research on the role o f right hemispheric 
regions in language processing towards a role in pragmatics, the study of meaning in con­
text.
The nature o f this role is the focus o f much debate7, 19, 57, 65, 68, 78: various distributions 
o f labour between left and right hemisphere have been proposed. The evidence described 
above has often been taken to suggest that the right hemisphere is involved in processing 
non-literal language. Recent evidence, however, seems to suggest that the division of labour 
is different, in that the left hemisphere is more sensitive to salient (dominant) meanings and 
direct semantic relationships, while the right hemisphere is more sensitive to non-salient 
(infrequent or inferred) meanings and more remote relationships, irrespective o f whether 
they are literal or not32, 69, 70, 97. Jung-Beemans’ coarse coding hypothesis57 fleshes out how 
this might work. In this view, right and left hemispheric language areas perform similar pro­
cesses, and contain the same types o f information, but the representations o f concepts differ 
in one important way between the left and right posterior temporal areas, where storage of 
semantic information is presumed to take place: the semantic fields are highly focused in the 
left, and more diffuse in the right hemisphere. Therefore, a concept will tend to activate a 
few associates quite strongly in the left, and many associates more weakly in the right hemi­
sphere. More unfamiliar, novel associations are then more likely to be activated in right than 
left hemispheric regions.
3. the speaking brain
These theories are all exclusively tested in the domain of language comprehension. 
But what about speaking? In this case, context is the starting point: you want to say some­
thing because (hopefully) it is relevant in the context in which you are: maybe you want to 
explain the recipe o f what you are cooking, maybe you want to tell your boss why you were 
late for work, maybe a problem is severely bothering you and you want to talk about it. In 
all these cases there is a situation which you want to talk about. How do you get from the 




Speaking is the conversion o f an intention to communicate a message into a linear­
ized string o f speech sounds. An essential step in this process is the retrieval o f the relevant 
concepts and the specification of meaning (semantic structure). One key aspect o f semantics 
is thematic role structure. It refers to the relation between the different concepts and events, 
or ‘who does what to whom’. Schematically this can be stated as a predicate with arguments: 
BITE(M AN,DOG) means there is a BITE event, performed by a M AN (the agent) to the 
expenses o f a D O G  (the patient).
Another part o f semantic structure, the information structure, specifies what in the 
message is new, what is known, and what is important. The message BITE(M AN, DOG) 
could be expressed as “The dog was bitten by a man” or “The man bit a dog”. We normally 
take the first sentence to be about ‘the dog’ (the topic), and to focus on that it was a man 
(and not a snake) that bit it (the focus), while in the second sentence ‘the man’ is the topic, 
and we learn that he bit a dog (and not a sandwich). In this thesis, however, I restrict the 
discussion of semantic structure to thematic role structure.
The thematic role structure BITE(M AN,DOG) can be expressed in a variety o f ways, 
depending on the choice o f a grammatical (syntactic) structure: “The dog was bitten by a 
man” , “The man bit a dog” , “ It was a man that bit the dog” , or even “Did the man bite a 
dog?”. Words play a central role in connecting semantic and syntactic structure40, 62, 113. The 
mental lexicon, our memory for language, contains information on semantic, syntactic, 
and phonological (i.e., how the word sounds) properties o f words. When we prepare an ut­
terance, the relevant concepts (TO BITE, MAN, D O G ) are retrieved from memory. The 
syntactic properties (e.g., word class, grammatical gender) o f the associated words are in turn 
also activated. For example, the concept BITE belongs to a word (a lexical item) ‘to bite’ that 
has the syntactic property o f being a verb. This verb takes a subject and an object, which 
defines the specifics o f the sentence structure that the verb can enter into. The sentence “The 
man bites a dog to the woman” is ungrammatical because the verb TO  BITE cannot take a 
recipient (‘the woman’). Through unification o f these syntactic constraints o f activated lexi­
cal items a syntactic structure for the sentence is generated. The steps involved in speaking 
are illustrated in figure 3.
Although cognitive models specify the components o f speech production in much 
detail, very little is known about the neuronal infrastructure for speaking. So far cognitive 
neuroimaging research on language has focused on comprehension31, and the few studies on 
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The scarce neuroimaging studies that have investigated overt sentence-level production ei­
ther treat sentence production as a unitary process6, 20, 58, or isolate only one component of 
speech production53. It is, therefore, unknown to what degree the different cognitive stages 
in speech production also recruit different neuronal networks. To be able to say anything 
about semantic processing in speaking, we first had to disentangle it from other steps in 
sentence production. In Chapter 2 I therefore investigate production of sentence-level se­
mantic, lexical and syntactic characteristics o f sentences.
For this purpose, I developed a novel paradigm, the traffic light paradigm. In this para­
digm, participants describe pictures involving two actors performing a certain action. The 
participants have to describe this picture with a short sentence detailing who does what to 
whom (e.g., “The man hits the woman”). There is a catch however: the actors in the picture 
are colored either green or red and the participants always have to mention the green actor 
first. For a picture showing a man hitting a woman, the sentence will therefore be “The man 




green. This effectively forced participants to produce either active or passive sentences and 
therefore allowed us to manipulate whether syntactic structure was repeated or novel across 
subsequent sentences.
4. speaking and hearing the same language
But then, to what extent do the processes described above for speaking overlap with 
similar processes in listening? Now that the idea o f Wernicke’s and Broca’s areas as respec­
tively comprehension and production areas has become obsolete23, 40, 57, the question is how 
to characterize the neuronal infrastructure that relates speaking to listening. Are the same 
areas involved in both? Do speaking and listening rely on the same underlying neural archi­
tecture?
So far, much o f the debate on the neuronal overlap between action and perception in 
language has focused on the role o f the motor system, triggered by the discovery o f mirror 
neurons96, which respond the same way when observing or when performing an action. 
Involvement o f the brain’s motor system in speech perception is a well-established fact18, 74, 93, 
114, 115, 121, but there is widespread disagreement on what this involvement implies. Opinions 
differ on whether the motor system is necessary for comprehension or not28, 49, 64, 67, 90, 109, 119.
I wondered: aren’t we missing something here? Producing language, after all, is not 
restricted to moving our articulatory muscles. As outlined above, the speaker needs to un­
dertake a series o f steps to proceed from a preverbal message to an audible utterance. As 
listeners and speakers usually understand each other, it is likely that the linguistic representa­
tions generated in speaking and listening are alike in some way89. Possibly, then, the systems 
generating those representations also overlap.
While this would perhaps seem intuitive, in the psycholinguistic tradition (the study 
of the cognitive psychology o f language use) language comprehension and production are 
treated as separate kinds. They are studied separately, by separate research groups and dis­
cussed in separate books and at separate conferences. Separate models positing different 
processes exist for both modalities. There are breaches in the firewall though19, 30, 40, 43, 45, 59, 80,
90, 98, 108.
Nevertheless, I had no way of being sure: no studies systematically disentangled the 
steps involved in speaking. We did, but then lacked something to compare our results to in 
a straightforward manner: Three studies had used fMRI adaptation to investigate sentence
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F ig u re  5 . T h e different processing  steps involved in 
sp eak in g an d  listen ing. B oth  speak ing an d  listening 
involve central linguistic  processes (sem antic, lexi­
cal an d  syntactic) an d  peripheral sensory an d  m otor 
processes (speech perception  an d  articu lation). The 
representations generated by these processes can either 
be the sam e in speak in g an d  listen ing or be different. 
T h ey  cou ld  also be different for central lingu istic  p ro­
cesses bu t not peripheral processes, or vice versa.
processing in comprehension, investigating either full sentence repetition12, syntactic repeti­
tion86, or both semantic and syntactic repetition16. In all three studies, however, word- and 
sentence level semantics were confounded, as the repetition of words co-varied with the 
repetition of sentence meaning. In Chapter 3, I therefore directly compare sentence-level 
semantic, lexical and syntactic processes in speaking and listening. I thereby hope to tackle 
the question: in what way do comprehension and production overlap in the brain?
5. in what sense, ‘semantic encoding’?
In Chapters 2 and 3, we managed to separate the neuronal infrastructure o f semantic 
and syntactic encoding, both in speaking and in listening. But several processes are sub­
sumed under ‘semantic encoding’. The first step in speaking is to construct a preverbal mes­
sage62. This requires encoding the situation we want to talk about (MANa biting DOGb) 
into a thematic role structure which can be described as BITE(M AN,DOG). To do this, the 
first step is to build a representation of a situation we are going to talk about. Next, we need 
to map this representation onto concepts in our memory, and in particular to the semantic 
properties o f words we know.
These two stages in semantic encoding map onto a known distinction within linguis­
tics: the difference between reference and sense o f a linguistic expression21. The sense o f an
16
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F ig u re  4 . T h e  traffic light paradigm . Participants describe the presented picture w ith a  sh ort sentence con tain ing action, 
agent an d  patient. T h ey  have to start w ith the person  colored  in green, therefore p rod u cin g  ‘T h e  m an strangles the w om an ’ 
for the left p icture, bu t ‘T h e  w om an  is stran gled by the m an ’ for the right one.
expression is its linguistic meaning, the reference is the non-linguistic mental representa­
tion the expression refers to. In the view of Jackendoff55, referents for concrete objects are 
representations in our minds, o f objects in the real world, constructed by the perceptual 
system. Sense, then, is that part o f meaning that is encoded in the form of the sentence. In 
other words, sense (linguistic meaning) is the interface between the conceptual system and 
linguistic form (spanning both phonology and syntax)55.
Speaking is the conversion of an intention to communicate a message into a linear­
ized string o f speech sounds. An essential step in this process is semantic encoding - the 
retrieval o f the relevant concepts and the specification of semantic structure62. In this step, 
the intended reference needs to be mapped onto a sense, for it to be expressed. From a 
processing point o f view, then, reference forms the input to semantic encoding, while sense 
is the output. Semantic encoding itself is the computation necessary to map the one onto 
the other in order to generate the appropriate output. In this thesis, I consider sense to be 
equivalent to the preverbal message in sentence production62. The preverbal message is the 
semantic structure that forms the output o f semantic encoding and the input to syntactic 
and phonological encoding.
In Chapters 2 and 3 I look at semantic encoding and decoding as one processing step 
in producing sentences. The next question, taken up in Chapter 4, then, is how the differ­
ent areas involved in semantic encoding play a role in processing the input (reference), the 
output (sense), and the process o f mapping the one onto the other. In the fMRI adapta­
tion study described in Chapter 4, therefore, I distinguish repetition of sense (the linguistic 





Different types o f context may play out to different processes in semantic encod­
ing and decoding. In everyday language use, whatever has been said just before we hear a 
particular utterance usually has some bearing on our interpretation. The sentence “The 
elephant flies” means something quite different after “Dumbo is a special animal” than af­
ter “The circus transported all its animals by plane” . The immediately preceding linguistic 
context o f which a sentence is part o f is called discourse context. When comprehending a 
coherent piece o f text, we form a representation of discourse. In fact, we form three: the 
surface code, the text base, and the situation model33, m. The surface code is a literal rep­
resentation o f the exact wording and syntax o f the text (‘‘The animal tamer gently patted 
the elephant.The animal was afraid o f entering the plane.’’), the text base contains explicit 
text propositions in a stripped down format that preserves meaning (e.g., PAT(ANIMAL 
TAMER, ELEPHANT), IS AFRAID(ELEPHANT), ENTER(ELEPHANT,PLANE)), and 
the situation model is the content or the conceptual structure o f the microworld that the 
text describes (Circus traveling by airplane). In this thesis, I focus primarily on the situation 
model representation of discourse.
Another important type o f context in interpreting sentences are all the things we al­
ready know. The sentence “Israeli shopkeepers feel threatened by Palestinians with their 
vegetables” surprises you because you know that vegetables tend not to be the problem 
between Palestinians and Israelis. Knowledge o f our state o f affairs in the world is called 
‘world knowledge’.
In Chapter 5  I turn to the interplay o f these two very familiar types o f context. In 
Chapters 2, 3 and 4 we investigated production and comprehension of sentences in the con­
text o f a visually presented situation. The events and actors in these staged events were novel 
to the participants. In everyday language use, however, our task is more often to produce 
and understand language in the context o f what we, and our conversation partners, already 
know. To investigate to what extent this difference affects the processes involved in language 
comprehension in Chapter 5 I took a different approach: I presented our participants with 
sentences that would mean something to them. You have a mental representation (and prob­
ably even an opinion) o f the situation in the Middle East. But yet the sentence “Israeli shop­
keepers feel threatened by Palestinians with their vegetables” might nevertheless be less weird 
if you just read that the Israeli shopkeepers in Jerusalem fear the competition of their Pales­
tinian counterparts since they keep their prices lower. In this case, you need to integrate the
18
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newly built representation of economic tensions between Israeli and Palestine shopkeepers 
into your previously stored representation of the Middle East. In fact, that’s how newspapers
work: b a r a c k  o b a m a  i s  t h e  p r e s i d e n t  o f  t h e  u n i t e d  s t a t e s
is a lousy headline, BARACK OBAMA IS A BALLET DANCER is a headline that 
will make you want to read the text below it to understand why this is so. In Chapter 5 we 
investigate how the brain accomplishes this.
In sum, in this thesis, I aim to investigate how the brain produces and understands lan­
guage in context. The context we study is visual in Chapters 2, 3 and 4, and is provided by 
discourse and stored world knowledge in Chapter 5. By investigating language in context, I 
hope to elucidate the role o f right hemispheric regions in language processing, as I think the 
contributions o f these regions to language processing lie in such contextual language use. 
The role o f right hemispheric regions in language processing has so far been underestimated 
not because it is unimportant, but because context is precisely the part o f language research­
ers tend to eliminate from their experiments. To fully understand how we speak, listen, write 
and read, context must become an important part o f language research. This will elucidate 
the role right hemispheric regions play in the neuronal infrastructure o f language. What I 
think this role is will be the subject o f Chapter 6.
19

the neuronal in fra­
s t ru c tu re  of speaking
chapter 2
c h a p t e r  2 
t h e  n e u r o n a l  i n f r a s t r u c t u r e  o f  
s p e a k i n g
a b s t r a c t
Models o f speaking distinguish producing meaning, words and syntax as the different 
components o f speaking. Nevertheless, little is known about the brain’s integrated neuronal 
infrastructure for speech production. We investigated semantic, lexical and syntactic aspects 
o f speaking using fMRI. In a picture description task, we manipulated repetition of sentence 
meaning, words, and syntax separately. By investigating brain areas showing response adap­
tation to repetition o f each of these sentence properties, we disentangle the neuronal infra­
structure for these processes. We demonstrate that semantic, lexical and syntactic processes 
are carried out in partly overlapping and partly distinct brain networks and show that the 
classic left-hemispheric dominance for language is present for syntax but not semantics.
B ased  on:
Lau ra  M en en ti, Katrien  Segaert &  Peter H agoort (m an uscrip t in preparation)
T h e  neuronal infrastructure o f  speaking.
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the neuronal infrastructure of speaking
i n t r o d u c t i o n
“Twas brillig and the slithy toves 
D id gyre and gimble in the wabe;
All mimsy were the borogoves 
And the mome raths outgrabe.”*0
What are toves? No clue. Or, well...? They are things that can be plural, be ‘slithy’, 
and can ‘gyre’ and ‘gimble’. We are apparently able to process grammar in the absence of 
meaningful words. Indeed, models o f speech production29, 63, 64, 114 agree that what we say 
(semantics) and how we say it (syntax) are different aspects o f the speaking process. In this 
study, we investigate whether the neuronal infrastructure underlying speaking also shows 
this distinction.
Speaking is the conversion of an intention to communicate a message into a linear­
ized string o f speech sounds. An essential step in this process is the retrieval o f the relevant 
concepts and the specification of semantic structure. One key aspect o f semantics is the­
matic role structure. It refers to the relation between the different concepts and events, or 
‘who does what to whom’. Schematically one can state this as a predicate with arguments: 
ROB(THIEF, LADY) means there is a ROB event, a TH IEF is the agent o f this event (the 
one who robs), while LADY is the patient (the one who is robbed).
The thematic role structure ROB(THIEF, LADY) can be expressed in a variety of 
ways, depending on the choice o f a syntactic structure: “The lady was robbed by a thief” , 
“The thief robbed a lady” , “ It was a thief that robbed the lady”, or even “Did the thief rob 
a lady?” . O f course, though these sentences share the same thematic role structure, they do 
have subtle differences in meaning. In this chapter we will focus on thematic role structure 
as a key aspect o f semantic structure. Words play a central role in connecting semantic and 
syntactic structure 40, 63, 115. The mental lexicon, our memory for language, contains informa­
tion on semantic, syntactic and phonological properties o f words. When we prepare an ut­
terance, the relevant concepts (TO ROB, THIEF, LADY) are retrieved from memory. The 
syntactic properties (e.g., word class, grammatical gender) o f the associated words are in turn 
also activated. For example, the concept BITE belongs to a lexical item ‘to bite’ that has the 
syntactic property o f being a verb. This verb takes a subject and an object, which defines the
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specifics o f the sentence structure that the verb can enter into. For example, the sentence 
“The dog bites a man to the woman” is ungrammatical because the verb ‘bites’ cannot take 
an indirect object. Through unification of these syntactic constraints o f activated lexical 
items a syntactic structure for the sentence is generated.
Though cognitive models specify the components o f speech production in much de­
tail, very little is known about the neuronal infrastructure for speaking. So far cognitive 
neuroimaging research on language has focused on comprehension31, and the few studies on 
speech production are mostly either on single word production55, or on covert production14. 
The scarce neuroimaging studies that have investigated overt sentence-level production ei­
ther treat sentence production as a unitary process6, 20, 59, or isolate only one component of 
speech production54. It is, therefore, unknown to what degree the different cognitive stages 
in speech production also recruit different neuronal networks.
In the present functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) study, we disentangle 
syntactic, semantic and lexical processes during sentence production by using a fMRI ad­
aptation paradigm. fMRI adaptation is a phenomenon in which the Blood Oxygen Level 
Dependent (BOLD) response in neuronal populations sensitive to a stimulus is affected 
after repetition of that stimulus36, 61. fMRI adaptation can also be used to identify areas 
sensitive to particular stimulus attributes, by manipulating repetition o f different attributes 
independently. Importantly, in such a paradigm multiple simultaneously occurring stimulus 
properties can be spatially segregated. We used this logic to identify the brain areas generat­
ing semantic, lexical, and syntactic characteristics o f spoken sentences. Our study is the first 
fMRI adaptation study on speaking.
In this study, 20 Dutch participants described pictures by producing short sentences, 
while lying in the MRI-scanner. Syntactic, semantic or lexical aspects o f the spoken sentenc­
es could be either repeated or novel between two subsequent sentences (Figure 1). Syntactic 
repetition is manipulated independently o f both lexical and semantic repetition, enabling 
us to find areas uniquely sensitive to syntax. Lexical and sentence-level semantic repetition 
cannot be manipulated orthogonally to each other, as it is hard to communicate the same 
message without, at least partly, using the same words. Our design, however, allows us to 
manipulate repetition of word meaning and thematic role structure respectively, while keep­
ing the other constant. This allows us to distinguish areas sensitive to word meaning from 
areas involved in sentence-level semantic processing. To counter MR-artefacts due to speak­
ing, we used an fMRI-sequence that increases sensitivity and reduces motion artefacts8, 93.
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m e t h o d s
subjects
Twenty-four (seven male) healthy right-handed Dutch native speakers with normal or 
corrected to normal vision (mean age 22 years, range 20-28) participated in the experiment. 
All subjects had attended or were attending university education in the Netherlands. All 
subjects gave written informed consent prior to the experiment and received a fee for their 
participation. Four subjects were excluded from analysis (one male). For two o f these, spatial 
normalization of the anatomical data could not be performed. A part o f the data o f a third 
subject was lost, while the fourth subject showed no BOLD-effects for checking contrasts 
such as visual stimuli compared to a blank screen, indicating that the data was incorrectly 
logged.
stimuli
The stimulus set consisted o f 962 pictures. Four hundred thirty-two pictures for the 
target trials elicited either active or passive sentences (see Figure 1 for examples). They de­
picted a man and a woman or a boy and a girl performing a transitive action. One of the 
actors was colored green and the other was colored red. Participants described the action on 
the picture and were instructed to name the green person before the red person. In this way, 
participants produced either the agent or the patient o f the action, leading to an active or 
a passive sentence respectively. The pictures depicted 36 different actions. Each action was 
depicted with one of two couples o f children, two pictures elicited actives (one with the boy 
as the agent and the other with the girl) and two pictures elicited passives (one with the boy 
as the patient and the other with the girl). In the pictures o f adults, two couples o f adults 
enacted each action. In this way, the agents and patients on the pictures varied.
The filler set consisted o f 530 pictures. These elicited intransitive and locative sentenc­
es. Four-hundred fifty-four pictures (i.e. 86 % of the fillers) elicited intransitive sentences. 
These pictures depicted one person (colored either green or red) performing an action that 
requires no object (e.g., standing, singing, running). Seventy-six pictures (14%) elicited
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locative sentences, with either a locative state or a frontal locative structure. These pictures 
depicted two objects (one o f the items was colored green and the other was colored red). 
Thus, during a small number o f the filler trials, participants could perform the same task as 
during the target trials (name the green item before the red item). The verbs depicted on the 
pictures that elicited locative sentences were as follows: ‘to hang’, ‘to climb’, ‘to sit’ , ‘to lie’ 
and ‘to stand’. Because the agents performing the action in pictures depicting intransitives 
were sometimes famous people, animals or people that could be named by their profession, 
and many of the items in pictures depicting locatives were objects, the filler items did not 
only increase variability in produced syntactic structures but also in produced words.
We tested an initial set o f pictures in a pilot experiment with 30 participants (23 fe­
male and 7 male university students who received a monetary reward or course credits for 
their participation). The first part o f this pilot experiment tested the clarity and comprehen­
sibility o f the pictures. Participants freely described black and white versions o f the pictures 
with a single sentence. In this way, we could investigate how participants spontaneously 
named the action and the actors and which syntactic structure they used. The results showed 
that for all pictures there was a certain degree o f variability in the verb that participants used 
to describe the action. We therefore concluded that in the actual experiment we would pres­
ent the verb before the picture and ask participants to use this verb in their description. We 
chose the verb that was used most frequently during the pilot experiment and removed the 
pictures for which the consensus on which verb to use was low. O f all the transitive sentences 
that were produced in this part o f the pilot experiment, 94% were actives and 6% were pas­
sives. The second part o f the pilot experiment tested whether our pictures and task elicited a 
syntactic priming effect. Participants again described 186 pictures with a sentence, but now 
had to name the green person before the red person. The difference in reaction time (i.e., 
sentence onset times) between novel and repeated syntax was 115 ms. On the basis o f the 
general outcome o f this pilot experiment we concluded that our stimuli and task were clear 
to participants and that they served the purpose o f eliciting priming.
design
The design had three factors (syntax, semantics, words), with two levels (repeated/nov­
el) each. Separate repetition o f meaning (semantic repetition) and individual words (lexical 
repetition) allows to distinguish areas that are sensitive to sentence meaning, and those that
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are sensitive to repetition of words but not to repetition of meaning. The three factors could 
not be fully crossed, since it is not possible to repeat sentence meaning without, at least 
partly, repeating words. This effectively leads to a 2x2x2 design with two empty cells.
The target items were presented in 64 blocks with an average length of 4.75 items 
(range 3-6 items). We used a running priming paradigm where each target item was the 
prime for the subsequent target item. No condition was repeated twice in a row. The target 
blocks were alternated with filler blocks, with the same average length. Every subject saw a 
different list o f items, with in total 608 pictures o f which 304 were transitive items. Since 
there were 64 blocks, 64 transitive items served as primes only. The remaining 240 transitive 
items constituted the target trials so that there were 40 items per condition. See figure 1 for 
the design and stimulus examples.
task and procedure
Each target picture was preceded by its corresponding verb. Participants were instruct­
ed to describe the picture with a short sentence, using the presented verb. Each sentence 
had to start with the green person or object. The experiment consisted o f two runs o f 47 
minutes. The experimenter coded the participant’s responses online for correctness and pre­
voicing. The responses were also recorded in order to extract reaction times (RTs).
Between the two runs the participants got an anatomical T1 scan and a short break 
outside the MRI-scanner. Participants completed a short practice block in the scanner be­
fore the actual experiment started.
Each trial consisted o f the following events: first, the verb was presented for 500ms. 
After an ISI o f 500-1500ms the picture was presented for 2000ms. After another ISI of 
4000- 7000ms the next trial started.
data acquisition
Participants were scanned with a Siemens 3T Tim-Trio MRI-scanner, using a 12-chan­
nel surface coil. To acquire our functional data we used parallel-acquired inhomogeneity- 
desensitized fMRI91. This is a multi-echo EPI, i.e. images are acquired at multiple T E ’s 
following a single excitation. The T R  was 2.398 s and each volume consisted o f 31 slices of
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F ig u re  1: D esign  an d  Stim uli. Sub jects described scenes w ith short sentences con tain in g action , agent an d  patient. To guide 
their p rodu ction , we invented the traffic light p arad igm . Subjects were instructed to  start their description  w ith the green 
character. In effect, this fo rced  them  to produce either an active or a passive sentence. Sem antic, lexical, an d  syntactic content 
cou ld  be repeated (e.g., fo r  syntax: active-active or passive-passive) or novel (active-passive or passive-active) between two 
subsequen t sentences. In  the figure, each p icture is d isplayed w ith its correspon din g sentence an d  the sem antic, lexical and  
syntactic con ten t o f  that sentence. Syntactic repetition cou ld  be orth ogon ally  m an ipu lated  w ith respect to sem antic an d  lexi­
cal repetition. Sem an tic an d  lexical repetition were each com p ared  between con d ition s where the other factor w as constant. 
For exam ple, “ T h e  w om an  is stran gled  by the m an” an d  “ T h e  m an is stran gled by the w om an ” both contain  the sam e w ords 
as the prim e “ T h e  w om an  strangles the m an” . For the effect o f  sem an tic repetition, we tested  for differences between only 
these tw o con d ition s (S T R A N G L E (M A N ,W O M A N )- S T R A N G L E (M A N ,W O M A N ) vs. S T R A N G L E (M A N ,W O M A N )-  
S T R A N G L E (W O M A N ,M A N )), leaving the con d ition  w ith novel w ords (S T R A N G L E (M A N ,W O M A N )-  
F E E D (B O Y ,G IR L )) out o f  the com p arison . T h e sam e logic applies to the effect o f  lexical repetition, w here we left the 
con d ition  w ith repeated them atic role structure (S T R A N G L E (M A N ,W O M A N )- S T R A N G L E (M A N ,W O M A N ) out o f  the 
com parison .
3 mm thickness with slice-gap of 17 %. The voxel size was 3.5x3.5x3 mm3 and the field of 
view was 224 mm. Functional scans were acquired as follows: TE1 at 9.4 ms, TE2 at 21.2 
ms, TE3 at 33 ms, TE4 at 45 ms, and TE5 at 56 ms with echo spacing o f 0.5ms. This en­
tails broadened T 2 * coverage. Because T 2 * mixes into the five echoes in a different way, the 
estimate o f T 2 * is improved. Accelerated parallel imaging reduces image artefacts and thus 
is a good method to acquire data when participants are producing sentences in the scanner 
(causing motion and susceptibility artefacts). However, the number o f slices did not allow 
acquisition of a full brain volume in most participants. We always made sure that the entire 
temporal and frontal lobes were scanned because these were the areas where the fMRI ad­
aptation effects o f interest were expected. This meant however that data from the superior
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posterior frontal lobe and the anterior parietal lobe (thus data from the top o f the head) were 
not acquired in several participants. A whole-brain high resolution structural T1-weigthed 
GRAPPA sequence was performed to characterize participants’ anatomy (TR = 2300 ms, 
T E  = 3.03 ms, 192 slices with voxel size o f 1 mm3, FOV = 256).
data analysis
To separate participants’ speech from the scanner sound and extract reaction times, 
the speech recordings were bandpass filtered with a frequency band of 250 to 4000 Hz and 
smoothed with a width half the sampling rate. Speech onsets were determined and linked to 
the stimulus presentation times to extract the reaction times. The reaction times for correct 
responses to the target items were analysed in a repeated measures ANOVA using SPSS, as 
were the error data. We discarded from the RT-data (and therefore considered errors) all 
trials with incorrect responses, all trials with an RT below 300 ms or above 3000 ms and all 
trials more than 3SD ’s from each individual subject’s mean.
The fMRI data were preprocessed and analysed with SPM 525. The first 5 images were 
discarded to allow for T1 equilibration. Then the five echoes o f the remaining images were 
realigned to correct for motion artefacts (estimation of the realignment parameters is done 
for one echo and then copied to the other echoes). Consequently the five echoes were com­
bined into one image, using a combination of the method designed by Poser et al.91 and a 
method designed to filter task-correlated motion out o f the signal8. Combination o f the five 
echoes went as follows. First, echo two to five (i.e. TE2, TE3, TE4 and TE5) were combined 
using a weighting vector with the weights being dependent on the measured differential 
contrast to noise ratio. Linear regression was then used to utilize the time course o f an image 
acquired at a very short echo time (i.e. TE1) as a voxelwise regressor for the other image (i.e. 
the result o f combining TE2, TE3, TE4 and TE5) in the same echo train that is acquired 
with high BO LD  sensitivity. The resulting images were coregistered to the participants’ 
anatomical scan, normalized to M NI space and spatially smoothed using a 3D isotropic 
Gaussian smoothing kernel (FWHM = 8mm).
Our 2 x 2 x 2 design with the factors semantic, lexical and syntactic repetition resulted 
in 6 conditions, as two cells were empty. These were crossed with two additional factors: 
whether the target structure was an active or a passive and whether the picture depicted 
adults or children. This led to 24 main regressors. Separate regressors were included in the
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first level model for the verbs, fillers, prime items and incorrect responses. Note that incor­
rect responses were put in a separate regressor and therefore excluded from analysis. These 
regressors were all convolved with the canonical hemodynamic response function provided 
by SPM5. Finally, the realignment parameters were added as regressors o f no interest. For 
the second level model we used the beta-images o f the 24 main regressors. The second level 
contrasts were computed pooling over syntactic structure and actors, as these factors do not 
pertain to the questions at hand in the current study. The cluster size was used as the test 
statistic and only clusters significant at P < 0.05 corrected for multiple non-independent 
comparisons are reported. Local maxima are also reported for all clusters with their respec­
tive family-wise error (FWE) corrected P-values. We performed masking by computing ex­
clusive masks at p<.05 uncorrected. Note that due to the very nature o f the type o f statistical 
measure we employ, we cannot prove that an effect does not exist. However, if an effect does 
not survive tresholding at p<.05 uncorrected voxelwise, it may be said to be very weak and 
unreliable at the very least.
r e s u l ts
behavioral data
The behavioral data are reported in figure 2. Repeated measures o f the error data 
revealed only an effect o f lexical repetition (F(1,19) = 7.56, p<.013). Repeated measures 
G LM ’s on the reaction time data revealed additive, non-interacting effects o f semantic (F 
= 4.6, p<.045), lexical (F = 57.582, p<.000) and syntactic repetition (F = 5.277, p<.033). 
For both error data and reaction time data there were no interactions between syntax and 
semantics, and between syntax and words. The interaction between words and semantics 
cannot be tested, as each of the factors is tested at only one level o f the other (e.g., the differ­
ence between semantically novel and semantically repeated sentences is tested only for those 
conditions where words are repeated).
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F ig u re  2 . Behavioral data. Sem an tic an d  lexical repetition were each com p ared  between con d ition s where the other fac­
tor w as constant. Therefore, the lexical p rim in g  effect pertains to the difference between the first tw o an d  the m iddle two 
co lu m n s, w hile the sem antic p rim in g  effect is reflected in the difference between the m iddle tw o an d  the last tw o colum ns. 
T h e  syntactic p rim in g  effect is orth ogon al to  both , an d  is the difference between the dark an d  light bars. A ) Reaction  tim es. 
R epeated  m easures G L M ’s revealed additive, non -in teractin g effects o f  sem antic, lexical an d  syntactic repetition . B) Error 
data. R epeated  m easures G L M ’s revealed only an effect o f  lexical repetition.










Semantics 1 37 Temporal_Mid_L -48 -66 6 843 0.000 5.89 0.000
37 not found -38 -58 14 4.29 0.205
2 37 Temporal_Mid_R 56 -66 0 1457 0.000 5.58 0.001
39 Temporal_Mid_R 44 -64 20 5.52 0.001
37 Temporal_Mid_R 52 -56 6 4.80 0.031
3 5 Precuneus_R 6 -56 54 303 0.000 4.50 0.098
7 Precuneus_L -8 -62 52 4.31 0.195
7 Parietal_Sup_L -20 -68 50 4.17 0.299
Words 1 30 Precuneus_L -4 -50 16 2118 0.000 7.51 0.000
29 Precuneus_R 8 -50 14 5.75 0.000
n/a Cerebellum_4_5_L -6 -44 0 5.48 0.001
2 20 Temporal_Inf_L -46 -50 -14 1341 0.000 7.09 0.000
37 Fusiform_L -38 -38 -20 5.40 0.002
37 n/a -46 -52 2 5.33 0.003
3 37 Fusiform_R 36 -56 -20 148 0.003 5.67 0.001
4 10 Frontal_Sup_Medial_L -6 58 30 74 0.027 5.01 0.013
5 6 Precentral_L -50 0 48 79 0.02 4.53 0.09
6 11 Frontal_Med_Orb_L -2 54 -8 122 0.01 4.49 0.104
11 Rectus_L -2 42 -18 3.86 0.635
Syntax 1 6 Precentral_L -42 2 48 951 0.000 6.07 0.000
6 Precentral_L -38 -2 56 5.52 0.001
44 Precentral_L -50 8 34 4.97 0.015
2 37 Occipital_Inf_L -46 -60 -12 1175 0.000 5.85 0.000
37 Temporal_Inf_L -42 -46 -12 5.40 0.002
21 Temporal_Mid_L -58 -54 8 5.10 0.009
3 40 Parietal_Inf_L -36 -52 54 1892 0.000 5.37 0.003
40 Parietal_Inf_L -42 -44 50 5.33 0.003
7 Parietal_Sup_L -24 -72 42 5.25 0.004
4 45 Frontal_Inf_Tri_L -44 42 0 93 0.014 4.26 0.228
45 Frontal_Inf_Tri_L -42 44 10 4.05 0.419
T a b le  1. M ain  effects o f  sem antic, lexical an d  syntactic repetition. L isted  are the M N I-co o rd in ates for the first three local 
m axim a for each sign ificant cluster in the relevant com p arison s (p < .05  corrected cluster-level, thresh old p < .0 0 0 1  uncorrected 
voxel-w ise). A n atom ical labels are derived from  the A u to m atic  A n atom ical Labeling  atlas112 an d  from  B rodm an n ’s atlas. 
C luster-level statistics are listed  for each cluster, voxel-level statistics also for local m axim a.
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F ig u re  3 . M ain  effects o f  sem an tic, lexical an d  syntac­
tic repetition. Show n are all areas that show  an effect o f  
either sem antic, lexical or syntactic repetition, bu t w ith 
no restriction on sensitivity to the other effects. T h e  ef­
fects d isplayed in figure 2 are a  subset o f  these. A ll effects 
p < .0 5  corrected at cluster level (threshold p < .0 0 0 1  un ­
corrected voxel-wise).
Figure 4 . Results. A reas sensitive to only one factor (se­
m antics, w ords or syntax), two o f  these (sem antics and 
\  ' * • ‘ "V'-"' syntax, or w ords an d  syntax), an d  the one area sensitive 
to  all three factors. A ll effects p < .0 5  corrected at cluster 
level (threshold p < .0 0 1  uncorrected voxel-w ise). For re­
su lts  exclu d in g  on e o r  tw o factors, the effects are m asked 
exclusively at p < .0 5  uncorrected.
□ $ e m » n b c *
■  syntax 
S w o rd s
fMRI results
The main effects o f the three factors are reported in figure 3 and table 1, the specific 
analyses o f overlap and segregation between semantics, words and syntax are reported in 
figure 4 and table 2. As the latter are a more specific and hence informative version of the 
main effects, we focus on those in what follows.
Specifying relational semantic (e.g., thematic role) structure, lexical retrieval, and syn­
tactic encoding are three distinct operations in speaking. It is, therefore, to be expected that 
at least some areas in the brain are sensitive to only one o f these components o f sentence 
production. We first tested each o f these contributions separately, while excluding the other 
effects through exclusive masking. The only area sensitive to the repetition of thematic role 
structure without showing either a syntactic or lexical effect is the right middle temporal 
gyrus (MTG; BA 37 and 21). Repetition of words (with all their associated properties) 
elicits suppression in left anterior M TG (BA 21 and 22), and in a medial cluster in the left 
precuneus (BA 29 and 30). Repetition of syntactic structure leads to suppression in the left
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effect cluster BA Anatomical label global and local maxima cluster-level voxel-level
x y z K p T p (FWE)
only semantics 1 37 Temporal_Mid_R 42 -62 16 367 0.003 5.11 0.008
21 Temporal_Mid_R 52 -46 4 4.64 0.047
39 Occipital_Mid_R 56 -66 26 4.45 0.098
only words 1 29 Precuneus_L -8 -50 14 1428 0.000 6.36 0.000
30 Precuneus_L 2 -48 16 6.36 0.000
27 Lingual_L -6 -44 4 5.31 0.003
2 22 Temporal_Mid_L -52 -12 -8 244 0.003 4.36 0.163
21 Temporal_Mid_L -54 -2 -22 4.30 0.197
21 Temporal_Mid_L -58 -4 -14 3.77 0.745
only syntax 1 40 Parietal_Ini_L -40 -48 50 732 0.000 5.13 0.007
19 Occipital_Mid_L -30 -66 36 5.02 0.012
7 Parietal_Ini_L -34 -58 48 4.63 0.060
2 44 Precentral_L -50 8 34 647 0.000 4.97 0.015
9 Precentral_L -42 8 48 4.87 0.024
6 Precentral_L -36 0 58 4.82 0.029
3 45 Frontal_ini_tri_L -44 42 0 361 0.004 4.26 0.228
45 Frontal_ini_tri_L -42 44 10 4.05 0.419
47 Frontal_inf_oib_L -42 38 -18 3.78 0.729
syntax &  words, no semantics 1 37 Temporal_Inf_L -44 -44 -10 257 0.017 4.59 0.072
21 Temporal_Mid_L -56 -46 4 4.27 0.010
20 Temporal_Inf_L -46 -46 -18 3.94 0.018
2 6 Precentral_L -50 0 48 192 0.051 4.53 0.006
syntax &  semantics, no words 1 7 Parietal_Sup_L -20 -68 50 707 0.000 4.17 0.299
7 Parietal_Sup_L -32 -52 58 4.13 0.338
7 Precuneus_L -10 -64 56 3.83 0.675
syntax, words and semantics 1 37 Temporal_Mid_L -56 -56 4 604 0.000 4.32 0.188
37 Temporal_Inf_L -56 -66 -2 3.99 0.486
37 Occipital_Inf_L -46 -58 -12 3.89 0.564
T ab le  2 . Results. L isted  are the M N I-co o rd in ates for the first three local m axim a for each sign ificant cluster in the relevant 
com p arison s (p < .05  corrected cluster-level, thresh old p < .0 0 1  uncorrected voxel-w ise). A n atom ical labels are derived from  the 
A u tom atic  A n atom ical Labeling  atlas112 an d  from  B rodm an n ’s atlas, both in M R Icron . C luster-level statistics are listed  for 
each cluster, voxel-level statistics also for local m axim a.
inferior frontal gyrus (LIFG; BA 44/45/47), left precentral gyrus (BA 44/9/6), and the left 
inferior parietal lobule (IPL; BA 40/19/7).
Since the lexicon plays a crucial role as interface between syntax and semantics, we 
expected to find areas that are sensitive to all three o f the core properties. A cluster extend­
ing from left M TG  to left ITG (BA 37) shows suppression to syntactic, semantic and lexical 
repetition.
Syntactic encoding is achieved through the unification o f lexical-syntactic information 
into syntactic structures. This should be reflected in areas sensitive to both lexical and syn­
tactic repetition while not showing a semantic effect. A cluster extending from the left M TG 
to ITG (BA 37/21/20), and the left precentral gyrus (BA 6) showed this pattern. There were 
no areas sensitive to both lexical and semantic but not syntactic repetition.
Finally, besides the lexicon, higher-level biases (e.g., the tendency to express a tran­
sitive event as an active sentence) could interface between semantic and syntactic processes. 
Potential areas involved in these high-level matching procedures should be sensitive to syn­
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tactic and semantic, but not lexical repetition. There is one such area in the left superior 
parietal cortex (superior parietal lobule, precuneus; BA 7).
d i s c u s s i o n
This study provides the first integrated picture o f the neuronal infrastructure for 
speaking. Our data disclose the following organizational principles: (i) Core operations in 
speaking, such as thematic role specification, lexical retrieval, and syntactic encoding, are in 
part subserved by non-overlapping brain areas. (ii) These unique areas are embedded in a 
network of additional areas that provide the necessary neuronal infrastructure for interfac­
ing between the semantic, lexical, and syntactic operations during speaking. (iii) There is a 
clear gradient in the asymmetry between the two hemispheres, with the process o f syntactic 
encoding strictly lateralized to the left perisylvian cortex, while the specification of the re­
lational content o f an utterance relies on contributions o f the right hemisphere. Moreover, 
different parts o f the left temporal lobe play a crucial role in the storage o f word-related in­
formation. Note that all these areas are most likely not language-specific, but in the context 
o f speaking they play their own, relatively unique, role.
Our results provide a clear picture o f the brain areas involved in speaking. If we 
progress through the phases o f speaking, the speaker’s first step is to generate a semantic 
(thematic role) structure that can be syntactically encoded such as BITE(D O G , MAN). 
The input to this process is the non-linguistic mental representation the speaker wants to 
talk about. We postulate the right posterior M TG  (sensitive to repetition of sentence-level 
semantic structure but not o f individual concepts) to be relevant for providing this input to 
the generation of thematic role structure, at least in the case o f a visuospatial context such 
as used here (see Chapter 5). The bilateral M T G ’s, sensitive to repetition of thematic role 
structure but also to some (weak) extent to lexical semantics, are presumably involved in 
generating such a thematic role structure.
Once the speaker’s intention has led to the generation o f a semantic structure, this 
structure contains the semantic properties o f the words to be inserted. Retrieval o f the rel­
evant lemmas further triggers their corresponding syntactic properties, which are then en­
coded into a syntactic structure for the sentence. The lexicon is the crucial interface between 
semantic and syntactic processes and the left posterior M TG  is the prime candidate area 
contributing to the lexicon, as it shows sensitivity to lexical but also semantic and syntactic 
processes. This is in accordance with models postulating a crucial role o f posterior temporal
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areas in storage o f word knowledge40.
The anterior M TG, however, is sensitive to repetition o f words but not to any sentence- 
level properties. In the present study repetition of words conflates the repetition o f many 
different properties (semantic, syntactic, phonological) o f these words. Our results, there­
fore, cannot tell us whether the lexical repetition effect is specific to one of these properties, 
or common to all o f them. In a meta-analysis on word production, the anterior M TG was 
found to be commonly activated during picture and word naming and therefore postulated 
to be involved in the selection of lexical concepts53, an idea that our results corroborate. This 
same area is also affected in semantic dementia120, a progressive neurodegenerative disorder 
mainly characterized by loss o f the ability to remember meanings o f words. It has, therefore, 
been proposed as an amodal hub in semantic memory for concepts88.
Processing o f meaning at the word- and sentence level clearly produces different 
suppression patterns: sentence-level semantics is processed by the bilateral M T G ’s, but only 
the left M TG is sensitive to lexical repetition. Our results also clarify the role o f right hemi­
sphere areas in semantic processing in healthy subjects: the right M TG focuses on relational 
meaning beyond the single concept level. This result is consistent with the idea that the right 
hemisphere is relatively more involved in computing (non-linguistic) situation models that, 
in speaking, provide the input to specifying the propositional content o f an utterance7, 66, 78.
After conceptual encoding, the speaker formulates a syntactic structure. These two 
processes are necessarily intertwined: though different syntactic structures can express the 
same thematic role structure, they do carry subtle differences in meaning — which is why 
the speaker might consider different syntactic structures for one and the same thematic role 
structure. The message BITE(M AN, DOG) can be expressed as “The dog was bitten by a 
man” or “The man bit a dog”. We normally take the first sentence to be about the dog, and 
to focus on that it was a man (and not a snake) that bit the dog, while the second sentence 
is about the man and tells us he bit a dog (and not a sandwich).
Irrespective o f the chosen syntactic structure, syntactic encoding is thought to occur 
through the unification o f lexical-syntactic frames40, 62, 113. The LIFG is involved in generat­
ing a syntactic structure, as it showed suppression to both lexical and syntactic, but not 
semantic, repetition. In sentence comprehension, this area has previously been shown to be 
involved in syntactic unification o f lexical frames103.
There were also areas showing only a sensitivity to syntactic repetition. Left BA 44 
and 6 have previously been found involved in syntactic encoding in production in healthy 
subjects52. They have also been found to show syntactic priming in comprehension116. These
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non-lexical areas suggest the additional involvement o f more general procedures in syntactic 
encoding.
Besides the lexicon, more general interfacing mechanisms between semantics and syn­
tax, such as the tendency to make the agent (DOG) the subject o f the sentence (producing 
“The dog bites the man” rather than “The man is bitten by the dog”), may exist. The supe­
rior parietal lobule (sensitive to syntax and semantics but not to words) might play a role in 
this type o f non-lexical matching processes.
In sum, in the first fMRI study that imaged the speaking brain in an integrated para­
digm by tapping the three core aspects o f speaking, we have shown that speaking relies on 
areas with specific and unspecific sensitivities to semantic, syntactic and lexical information, 
while the language dominance o f the left hemisphere shows up most clearly for syntax, but 





c h a p t e r  3 
s h a r e d  l a n g u a g e :
o v e r l a p  a n d  s e g r e g a t i o n  of  t h e  n e u r o n a l  i n f r a ­
s t r u c t u r e  f o r  s p e a k i n g  a n d  l i s t e n i n g  r e v e a l e d  by
f MR I
a b s t r a c t
The involvement o f the brain’s speech production system in speech comprehension is 
the topic o f much debate. While research focuses on whether motor areas are involved in 
listening or not, overlap could occur not only for primary sensory and motor processes, but 
also at linguistic levels (semantic, lexical and syntactic processes). Using an fMRI repetition 
suppression paradigm in speech comprehension and production, we investigated at what 
levels speaking and listening overlap in the brain. We found that the brain areas involved in 
semantic, lexical, and syntactic processing are mostly the same for speaking and listening. 
Effects o f primary processing load (indicative o f sensory and motor processes) overlap in 
auditory cortex, and in left inferior frontal cortex, but not in motor cortex, where process­
ing load affects the response only in speaking. These results indicate that the linguistic parts 
o f the language system are used for both speaking and listening , but that the motor system 
does not provide a crucial contribution to listening.
B ased  on :
Lau ra  M en en ti, Sarah Bihler, Katrien  Segaert &  Peter H ago o rt (subm itted) 
Shared language: O verlap an d  segregation o f  the neuronal infrastructure for speak in g an d  listen ing revealed by fM R I
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i n t r o d u c t i o n
“An old lady is being robbed by a thief!” How do we come to produce this sentence? 
Speaking is the conversion of an intention to communicate a message into a linearized string 
o f speech sounds. An essential step in this process is the retrieval o f the relevant concepts 
and the specification of the meaning of what we want to say, the semantic structure. A key 
aspect o f semantics is thematic role structure. It refers to the relation between the different 
concepts and events, or ‘who does what to whom’. Schematically one can state this as a pred­
icate with arguments: ROB(THIEF, LADY(OLD)). There is a ‘RO B’ event, performed 
by a TH IEF (the agent o f the action) to the expenses o f a LADY (the patient o f the action), 
who has the property o f being OLD.
The thematic role structure ROB(THIEF, LADY(OLD)) can be expressed in a va­
riety o f ways, depending on the choice o f a syntactic structure: (“An old lady is being robbed 
by a thief!” , “A thief is robbing an old lady!” or even “Did a thief rob an old lady?”) The 
words in this structure then activate their corresponding phonological properties, so that the 
articulatory patterns required to pronounce the sentence can be generated62.
And how does the person we are shouting this to, understand us? She hears “* n  
o ld led iizb iiq rabd bajaG if” . She first has to segment this stream of sound into words, 
parse the syntactic structure and retrieve the word meanings which together will help her in 
deducing that a thief robbed an old lady and not the other way around. The different steps 
required to pronounce and comprehend a sentence are illustrated in figure 1.
An important question in both psycholinguistic and neuroscientific research is to what 
extent the processes described above for speaking and listening overlap. Now that the idea 
o f Wernicke’s and Broca’s areas as respectively comprehension and production areas has be­
come obsolete23, 40, 56, the question is how to characterize the neural infrastructure that relates 
speaking to listening. Are the same areas involved in both? Do speaking and listening rely 
on the same underlying neural architecture?
So far, much o f the debate on the neuronal overlap between action and perception 
in language has focused on the role o f the motor system, triggered by the discovery o f mir­
ror neurons96. Involvement o f the motor system in speech perception is a well-established 
fact18, 74, 94, 114, 115, 121, but there is widespread disagreement on what this involvement implies. 
Opinions differ on whether the motor system is necessary for comprehension or not48, 67, 109, 
119. For instance, in motor theory o f speech perception the motor system is essential in per­
ceiving speech: perceiving speech is to perceive the articulatory gestures we would produce
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F ig u re  l .T h e  different processing  steps involved in 
speak ing an d  listening. Both  speak ing an d  listen ing in ­
volve central lingu istic processes (sem antic, lexical and 
syntactic) an d  peripheral sensory an d  m o to r processes 
(speech perception  an d  articu lation). T h e  representa­
tions generated by these processes can either be the 
sam e in speak in g an d  listen in g or be different. T h ey  
cou ld  also be different for central linguistic  processes 
but n ot peripheral processes, or vice versa.
if pronouncing the same sounds28, 64. In other views, the involvement o f the motor system 
is optional and depends on how difficult perception is90, or is mainly tied to coordinating 
action in conversation98.
But aren’t we missing something here? Producing language is not restricted to mov­
ing the articulatory muscles. As described above, the speaker needs to undertake a series of 
steps to proceed from a preverbal message to an audible utterance. As listeners and speakers 
usually understand each other, it is likely that the linguistic representations generated in 
speaking and listening are alike in some way89. Possibly, then, the systems generating those 
representations also overlap.
In the psycholinguistic tradition, language comprehension and production are treated 
as separate kinds. They are studied separately, by separate research groups and discussed in 
separate books and at separate conferences. Separate models positing different processes ex­
ist for both modalities. This notwithstanding, Kempen has previously made the case that 
syntactic encoding and decoding rely on the same processor58. He bases this claim on a se­
ries o f characteristics o f syntactic processing across modalities: sensitivity to conceptual fac­
tors, direct mapping of thematic relations onto syntactic relations, incremental processing, 
and determinism (the process ends with one result). Heim has claimed that the underlying 
neuronal infrastructure for such a syntactic processor lies in Broca’s region44. Federmeier’s 
PARLO framework, on the other hand, focuses on overlap in semantic processing. It states
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that the production system aids comprehension by predicting upcoming input and thereby 
providing top-down control in generating semantic interpretations19. Finally, research on 
aphasic patients has repeatedly shown that comprehension deficits rarely occur without pro­
duction deficits, and vice versa43, 80, 108.
The question underlying the present study, then, is: in what way do comprehension 
and production overlap in the brain? We aim to investigate the overlap in linguistic pro­
cesses, and the neuronal infrastructure underlying them: not only movement-related areas 
(premotor and primary motor cortices), but also language-related areas (perisylvian cortex) 
may well be recruited for both speaking and listening. The research question underlying the 
present study is illustrated in figure 1.
Language comprehension has been extensively investigated in fMRI68 but so far, ad­
equate fMRI sentence production data to answer this question has been lacking. Most lan­
guage production studies are mostly either on single word production45, 53, or on covert 
production14. The few neuroimaging studies that have investigated overt sentence-level 
production either treat sentence production as a unitary process2, 6, 20, 57, or isolate only one 
component o f speech production 52.
One Positron Emission Tomography (PET) study has investigated overlap between 
language production and comprehension2. Participants either told or heard autobiographi­
cal stories and these speaking and listening conditions were contrasted with counting or 
with listening to rotated speech respectively. The authors found overlapping activations in 
speaking and listening in several areas but not in motor cortex. The common activations 
in speaking and listening, though compelling, are hard to interpret however: the task was 
unconstrained, and the baselines are very low-level, and differ radically between modalities. 
It is therefore hard to individuate to what functional processes the common activations may 
be due.
In a previous fMRI study, we performed the first comprehensive investigation o f se­
mantic, lexical, and syntactic processes in sentence production (Chapter 2)77. For the pres­
ent study, we carried out the same fMRI experiment in sentence comprehension in order 
to directly compare semantic, lexical, and syntactic processes in sentence production and 
comprehension. In both experiments we disentangle semantic, lexical, and syntactic, pro­
cesses during speaking/listening by using an fMRI adaptation paradigm. fMRI adaptation 
is a phenomenon in which the Blood Oxygen Level Dependent (BOLD) response in neu­
ronal populations sensitive to a stimulus is enhanced or suppressed after repetition of that 
stimulus36. This paradigm can also be used to identify areas sensitive to particular stimulus
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attributes, by manipulating repetition of different attributes independently. Four studies on 
sentence comprehension have used fMRI adaptation before, but they investigated full sen­
tence repetition12, looked only at syntactic repetition86, 116, or manipulated both semantic and 
syntactic repetition but confounded word- and sentence level semantics15. Our design allows 
us to disentangle sentence-level semantic, lexical, and syntactic processes. By comparing 
these processes between speaking and listening, we can test whether the neuronal infrastruc­
ture underlying them is the same across modalities. Our design is depicted in figure 2.
Though we focus on neuronal overlap in linguistic processing, the design of our exper­
iments also makes it possible to compare more basic sensory and motor processes in speak­
ing and listening, to test for motor involvement in naturalistic comprehension. Subjects 
produce or hear either active (“The boy feeds the girl”) or passive (“The girl is fed by the 
boy”) sentences. Passive sentences contain more syllables than active sentences, and therefore 
impose a greater load on the articulation or perception systems in speaking and in listening 
respectively. By comparing effects o f number o f syllables between sentence production and 
comprehension, we can test whether primary sensory and motor processes overlap between 
speaking and listening.
To reiterate, the debate on the extent to which comprehension and production pro­
cesses overlap in the brain has focused on the role o f the motor system. We extend the dis­
cussion to overlap in linguistic processes by comparing the neuronal infrastructure underly­
ing semantic, lexical, and syntactic processing in speaking and listening. We also investigate 
the role o f the motor system in naturalistic language comprehension.
m e t h o d s
participants
The comprehension and production versions o f our study were run with two differ­
ent groups o f subjects. Twenty-four right-handed subjects took part in the comprehension 
experiment (twelve male; mean age 21.1 years, SD 2.13). Twenty-four (seven male; mean 
age 22.6 years, SD 2.03) participated in the production experiment, but four subjects were 
excluded due to technical problems with the data.
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F ig u re  2 . D esign  an d  Stim uli. Sub jects view ed scenes an d  listened to  short sentences contain in g action , agent an d  p a ­
tient. Sem an tic , lexical, an d  syntactic con ten t co u ld  be repeated (e.g., for syntax: active-active or passive-passive) or novel 
(active-passive or passive-active) between two su bsequ en t sentences. In the figure, each picture is displayed w ith its cor­
respon din g sentence an d  the sem antic, lexical an d  syntactic conten t o f  that sentence. Syntactic repetition cou ld  be or­
thogonally  m an ipu lated  w ith respect to sem antic an d  lexical repetition. Sem an tic an d  lexical repetition were each co m pared  
between con d ition s w here the other factor w as constant. For exam ple, “ T h e  w om an  is stran gled  by the m an” an d  “ T h e 
m an is stran gled  by the w om an ” both  con tain  the sam e w ords as the prim e “ T h e  w om an  strangles the m an” . For the ef­
fect o f  sem antic repetition, we tested for differences between only these two con d itio n s (S T R A N G L E (M A N ,W O M A N )-  
S T R A N G L E (M A N ,W O M A N ) vs. S T R A N G L E (M A N ,W O M A N )-S T R A N G L E (W O M A N ,M A N )) , leaving the con d ition  
w ith novel w ords (S T R A N G L E (M A N ,W O M A N )-F E E D (B O Y ,G IR L ))  out o f  the com parison . T h e sam e logic applies to the 
effect o f  lexical repetition , where we left the con d ition  w ith repeated them atic role structure (S T R A N G L E (M A N ,W O M A N )-  
S T R A N G L E (M A N ,W O M A N ) ou t o f  the com parison . In the produ ction  experim ent, the actors in the p ictures were colored 
either green or red an d  participan ts had  to describe the p ictures w ith one sentence that started  w ith the green actor. T h is 
forced them  to  produce either an active or a  passive (see chapter 2).
All participants were healthy native Dutch speakers with normal or corrected-to-nor- 
mal vision and had attended or were attending university education in the Netherlands. All 
subjects gave written informed consent prior to the experiment and received a fee or course 
credit for their participation.
stimuli
Our target stimulus set contained 962 photographs that depicted 36 transitive events 
such as kiss, help, strangle with the agent and patient o f this action. Each action was per-
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formed by three couples (2x men/women; 1x boy/girl). These pictures could be described 
with transitive sentences, which were spoken or heard by the participants in the production 
and comprehension experiments respectively. In the comprehension experiment, the pictures 
were displayed in grayscale. Each picture had two corresponding auditory stimuli, an active 
and a passive version. The auditory stimuli were recorded by a young female native Dutch 
speaker. In the production experiment, the pictures were displayed with the actors colored in 
either red or green, to cue the participants for our traffic light paradigm (see below).
The filler stimuli contained intransitive, locative and catch sentences. Sixty-two per­
cent o f the filler stimuli were either intransitive sentences (e.g., “De jongen belt.” [The boy 
calls.]) paired with pictures o f one person performing an intransitive action. Twenty-one 
■3  percent o f the filler stimuli consisted o f a locative sentence and a picture showing events 
such as stand, sit, lie with two objects or one actor and one object (e.g.,”In de boom hangt 
een voetbal.” [*In the tree hangs a football.]).
For the comprehension experiment, there were 60 trials where sentence and picture 
did not match. These catch trials were used for attention control. They were always gram­
matical, but described situations different from those depicted. These mismatches could 
lie in sentence-level semantic, syntactic or lexical factors. For example, for a picture that 
depicted a man kissing a woman possible catch sentences could be: The man punishes the 
woman, The girl kisses the woman, The woman kisses the man.
design
The design was identical in the two experiments and is illustrated in figure 2. There 
were three factors (syntax, semantics, words), with two levels (repeated/novel) each. Separate 
repetition of meaning (semantic repetition) and individual words (lexical repetition) allowed 
us to distinguish areas that are sensitive to sentence meaning from those that are sensitive to 
repetition of words but not to repetition o f sentence meaning. The three factors could not be 
fully crossed, since it is not possible to repeat sentence meaning without, at least partly, re­
peating words. This effectively led to a 2x2x2 design with two empty cells. The factor num­
ber o f syllables (active or passive sentence structure) was orthogonal to all other factors.
The target items were presented in 64 blocks with an average length of 4.75 items 
(range 3-6 items). We used a running priming paradigm where each target item was the 
prime for the subsequent target item. No condition was repeated twice in a row. The target
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blocks were alternated with filler blocks, with the same average length. Since there were 64 
blocks, 64 transitive items served as primes only. The remaining 240 transitive items consti­
tuted the target trials so that there were 40 items per condition. Each subject was presented 
a different list, which consisted o f 304 transitive (prime or target) stimuli and 364 filler 
stimuli (60 catch) in the comprehension experiment, and of 304 transitive and 304 filler 
stimuli in the production experiment.
task and procedure
Comprehens i on: . While lying in the M R scanner, subjects were presented pictures 
and sentences nearly simultaneously via a projection screen and headphones respectively. 
We instructed subjects to listen carefully to the spoken sentences and to focus on the visual 
stimuli to detect mismatches between picture and sentence. Subjects reported mismatches 
by pressing a button with their left or right index finger (the response hand was counterbal­
anced).
A trial consisted o f one sentence and one picture. Each trial lasted 6000ms. The pic­
ture was displayed between 0-2000 ms after trial onset and lasted for 2000ms. The ISI be­
tween the onset o f picture and sound was 0-2000 ms (the sound was always presented with 
or after the picture). The sentence recordings had a duration of 677-2111 ms (mean: 1314 
ms, SD: 337 ms). The experiment consisted o f two sessions o f 33 minutes, with a 5-minute 
anatomical scan in between.
Production: Each target picture was preceded by its corresponding verb. Participants 
were instructed to describe the picture with a short sentence, using the presented verb. In 
this sentence they had to mention the green person or object before the red person or object. 
We call this the traffic light paradigm. The experiment consisted o f two runs o f 47 min­
utes. The participants underwent a 5-minute anatomical scan after the first run, and were 
then taken out o f the MR-scanner for a break before they underwent the second run. The 
responses were recorded in order to extract reaction times (RTs). The experimenter coded 
the participant’s responses online for correctness and prevoicing. Each trial consisted o f the 
following events: first, the verb was presented for 500ms. After an ISI o f 500-1500ms the 




data acquisition and analysis
Data acquisition took place in a 3T Siemens Magnetom Tim-Trio MRI scanner. Par­
ticipants were scanned using a 12-channel surface coil. To acquire our functional data we 
used parallel-acquired inhomogeneity-desensitized fMRI91. This is a multi-echo EPI, i.e. 
images are acquired at multiple T E ’s following a single excitation. The T R  was 2398 ms and 
each volume consisted o f 31 slices o f 3 mm thickness with slice-gap of 17 %. The voxel size 
was 3.5x3.5x3 mm and the field o f view was 224 mm. Functional scans were acquired at 
multiple TEs following a single excitation (TE1 at 9.4 ms, TE2 at 21.2 ms, TE3 at 33 ms, 
TE4 at 45 ms, and TE5 at 56 ms with echo spacing o f 0.5ms) so that there was a broadened 
_ 3  T 2 * coverage. Because T 2 * mixes into the five echoes in a different way, the estimate o f T 2* 
is improved. Accelerated parallel imaging reduces image artefacts and thus is a good method 
to acquire data when participants are producing sentences in the scanner (causing motion 
and susceptibility artefacts). For optimal comparability, we used the same sequence in the 
comprehension experiment. The number o f slices did not allow acquisition of a full brain 
volume in most participants. We always made sure that the entire temporal and frontal lobes 
were scanned because these were the areas where the repetition suppression effects o f interest 
were expected. This meant however that data from the superior posterior frontal lobe and 
the anterior parietal lobe (thus data from the top o f the head) were not acquired in several 
participants. A whole-brain high resolution structural T1-weigthed MPRAGE sequence was 
performed to characterize participants’ anatomy (TR = 2300 ms, T E  = 3.03 ms, 192 slices 
with voxel size o f 1 mm3, FOV = 256), accelerated with GRAPPA parallel imaging37.
The fMRI data were preprocessed and analyzed with SPM525. The first 5 images were 
discarded to allow for T1 equilibration. Then the five echoes o f the remaining images were 
realigned to correct for motion artefacts (estimation of the realignment parameters is done 
for one echo and then copied to the other echoes). Consequently the five echoes were com­
bined into one image with a method designed to filter task-correlated motion out o f the sig­
nal8. First, echo two to five (i.e. TE2, TE3, TE4 and TE5) were combined using a weighting 
vector dependent on the measured differential contrast to noise ratio. The time course o f an 
image acquired at a very short echo time (i.e. TE1) was used as a voxelwise regressor in a lin­
ear regression for the combined image ofTE2, TE3, TE4 and TE5. Weighting o f echoes was 
calculated based on 25 volumes acquired before the actual experiment started. The resulting 
images were coregistered to the participants’ anatomical scan, normalized to M NI space and 
spatially smoothed using a 3D isotropic Gaussian smoothing kernel (FWHM = 8mm).
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We then performed first- and second-level statistics. For the 1st level general linear 
model (GLM), we modulated the individual start time of either the sound stimulus (com­
prehension) or the picture (production). The events o f our model were convolved with 
the canonical hemodynamic response function included in SPM5. For comprehension, the 
1st level model included pictures, filler sounds, prime sounds, the twelve conditions (six 
conditions x two syntactic structures) and catch trials. For production, the 1st level model 
included verbs, filler pictures, prime pictures, the twelve conditions and errors. Both models 
included six motion parameters as event-related regressors.
The second level model consisted o f a 6x2x2 (condition x number o f syllables x mo­
dality) factorial design. We performed two types on analyses: to investigate the intersection 
of effects across modalities, we performed conjunction analyses for the relevant contrast 
in both modalities. In these analyses multiple different contrasts are tested, and only areas 
showing an effect in all tested contrasts (conjunction null hypothesis) result in a significant 
conjunction26. To investigate differences between modalities we computed interactions be­
tween effect and modality. We also computed simple effects for each modality, masked ex­
clusively for the other at a very low threshold (p<.50 uncorrected voxelwise). Clusters show­
ing both an interaction of effect with modality and an exclusive effect only for one modality 
can be said to be specific to either comprehension or production. For all tests, the cluster 
size at voxelwise threshold p<.001 uncorrected was used as the test statistic and only clusters 
significant at P < 0.05 corrected for multiple non-independent comparisons are reported. 
Local maxima are also reported for all clusters with their respective voxelwise family-wise 
error (FWE) corrected P-values.
r e s u l ts
linguistic processes
The conjunction analyses for the effects o f semantic, lexical and syntactic repetition 
across experiments all showed significant overlap between speaking and listening. For se­
mantic repetition, significant suppression effects in both comprehension and production 
were found in three areas: bilateral posterior middle temporal gyrus (M TG; left: BA 37/7;
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right: BA 37/39) and the right precuneus. For lexical repetition, six clusters showed suppres­
sion in speaking and listening: left posterior inferior/middle temporal gyrus (BA 37), left an­
terior middle temporal gyrus (BA 21/22), right fusiform gyrus (BA 37), left precuneus (BA 
30), left frontal superior medial gyrus (BA 10) and left inferior frontal gyrus (BA 45/47). 
Syntactic repetition yielded significant suppression effects in two areas: left inferior frontal 
gyrus (BA 44/6) and left posterior middle temporal gyrus (BA 21/22).
T ab le  1. R esults for lingu istic processes. L isted  are the M N I-co o rd in ates for the first three local m axim a for each sign ificant 
cluster in the relevant com p arison s (p < .05  corrected cluster-level, thresh old p < .0 0 1  uncorrected voxel-w ise). A natom ical la­
bels are derived from  the A u tom atic  A n atom ical Labeling  atlas112 an d  from  B rodm an n ’s atlas. C luster-level statistics are listed 
for each cluster, voxel-level statistics also for local m axim a.
effect cluster BA Anatomical label global and local maxima cluster-level voxel-level
x y z K p T p (FWE)
conjunction semantics 1 37 Temporal_Mid_L -48 -66 6 2434 0.000 6.65 0.000
37 Temporal_Mid_L -38 -58 14 4.94 0.017
7 Parietal_Sup_L -22 -68 48 4.41 0.117
2 39 Temporal_Mid_R 42 -66 18 2660 0.000 5.52 0.001
37 Temporal_Mid_R 56 -64 8 5.51 0.001
37 Temporal_Inf_R 48 -62 -6 4.98 0.014
3 0 Precuneus_R 2 -60 34 254 0.016 4.76 0.036
interaction semantics x modality no significant clusters
semantics in production masked excl. for 
comprehension





37 Tmporal_Inf_L -44 -50 -12 2416 0.000 7.78 0.000
37 Temporal_Mid_L -46 -52 2 6.23 0.000
37 Fusiform_L -36 -38 -18 5.67 0.001
2 47 Frontal_InfOrb_L -40 30 -14 905 0.000 6.43 0.000
45 Frontal_Inf_Tri_L -48 30 12 5.57 0.001
45 Frontal_Inf_Tri_L -42 30 4 4.20 0.273
3 10 Frontal_Sup_Medial_L -8 58 30 372 0.003 6.26 0.000
4 30 Precuneus_L -2 -52 20 322 0.005 6.00 0.000
5 37 Fusiform_R 38 -52 -18 207 0.034 4.81 0.029
37 Fusiform_R 38 -42 -22 4.22 0.257
6 22 Temporal_Mid_L -54 -10 -10 253 0.016 4.72 0.042
21 Temporal_Mid_L -56 -4 -18 4.72 0.043
interaction words x modality (prod > 1 30 Precuneus_R 12 -50 16 2754 0.000 5.83 0.000
comp)
23 Cuneus_L -14 -56 20 5.73 0.000
30 Calcarine_L -12 -52 12 5.60 0.001
















29 Cingulum_Post_L -12 -52 12 7.14 0.000
2 10 Frontal_Med_Orb_L 8 -38 28 218 0.028 4.83 0.026
11 Frontal_Med_Orb_R 0 -32 34 4.50 0.099
10 Frontal_Med_Orb_L -2 -22 38 3.58 0.909
words in comprehension masked excl. for no significant clusters
production
conjunction syntax 1 44 Frontal_Inf_Oper_L -50 10 22 1036 0.000 4.78 0.033
6 Precentral_L -48 4 48 4.31 0.192
6 Precentral_L -38 -4 58 4.02 0.454
2 22 Temporal_Mid_L -56 -44 4 751 0.000 4.63 0.061
21 Temporal_Mid_L -60 -54 6 4.44 0.124
21 Temporal_Mid_L -50 -54 14 3.99 0.485
interaction syntax x modality no significant clusters
syntax in comprehension masked excl. for 
production






For the differences between modalities, we looked for areas showing both an interac­
tion between modality and the relevant effects, and an exclusive effect for only one modality. 
For semantic and syntactic repetition, no areas met either o f those criteria, indicating that 
there were no areas reacting differently to semantic or syntactic repetition depending on 
modality. For repetition o f words, however, there was one cluster meeting both criteria: this 
was a cluster centered around the right precuneus (BA 30, 23, and 29). This area showed 
repetition suppression for words for speaking but not for listening. These results are sum­
marized in table 1 and depicted in figure 3.
F ig u re  3 . A reas co m m o n  to speak ing an d  listen ing for 
sem antic, lexical an d  syntactic processing. P < .05  cluster- 
level F W E  corrected, m aps thresh olded  at p < .0 0 1  voxel- 
w ise uncorrected.
Q  semantics 
|  words 
I  syntax
peripheral processes
The conjunction of the effect o f number o f syllables across modality yielded five sig­
nificant clusters: two in the bilateral middle superior temporal gyri (BA 41, 22), one stretch­
ing from left precentral gyrus across middle frontal gyrus to the rolandic operculum (BA 44, 
and 6), left supplementary motor area (BA 32) and left inferior frontal gyrus (BA 44).
There were also areas showing a differential response in speaking and in listening: 
clusters in bilateral pre- and postcentral gyri (BA 3 and 4; primary motor cortex) showed an 
interaction and an effect o f number o f syllables only in production, as did the right globus 
pallidum.
As our active and passive sentences vary both in number o f syllables and in syntactic 
structure, we performed a follow-up conjunction analysis to investigate to what the effect of 
number o f syllables is due. In this analysis, we look for the conjunction of effect o f number
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of syllables and syntactic repetition in both production and comprehension. The three left 
lateralized areas reported above that show an effect o f number o f syllables, are also sensitive 
to syntactic repetition. The bilateral middle temporal gyri, however, are sensitive to number 
o f syllables but not to syntactic repetition. These results are summarized in table 2 and 3, 
and depicted in figure 4.
T ab le  2 . Results for peripheral processes. L isted  are the M N I-coord in ates for the first three local m axim a for each sign ificant 
cluster in the relevant com p arison s (p < .05  corrected cluster-level, thresh old p < .0 0 1  uncorrected voxel-w ise). A natom ical la­
bels are derived from  the A u tom atic  A n atom ical Labeling  atlas112 an d  from  B rodm an n ’s atlas. C luster-level statistics are listed 
for each cluster, voxel-level statistics also for local m axim a.







T  p  (FWE)
conjunction sentence length 1 48 Temporal_Sup_R 54 -14 0 1500 0.000 6.410 0.000
48 Temporal_Sup_R 44 -24 8 5.580 0.001
22 Temporal_Sup_R 60 -26 6 5.390 0.002
2 48 Rolandic_Oper_L -46 2 8 793 0.000 6.160 0.000
44 Precentral_L -38 6 34 4.140 0.329
6 Frontal_Mid_L -32 -2 54 3.870 0.632
3 n/a Temporal_Sup_L -44 -22 8 1665 0.000 5.600 0.001
48 Herschl_L -36 -28 8 5.240 0.004
n/a n/a -58 -50 18 4.460 0.114
4 32 Supp_Motor_Area_L -2 12 50 500 0.000 5.250 0.004
32 Cingulum_Mid_R 8 16 46 4.900 0.020
5 n/a n/a -50 14 14 428 0.001 5.220 0.005
interaction sentence length x modality 1 4 Postcentral_R 46 -10 36 602 0.000 5.850 0.000
(prod > comp) 2 4 Postcentral_L -48 -10 30 526 0.000 5.250 0.004
3 Postcentral_L -44 -14 36 4.960 0.016
3 n/a Putamen_L -28 -8 -4 256 0.015 4.520 0.090
48 n/a -18 0 -4 3.930 0.560
n/a n/a -10 -6 -6 3.700 0.817
4 48 Putamen_R 28 -4 -2 300 0.001 4.470 0.111
n/a Pallidum_R 20 6 -2 3.780 0.733
n/a n/a 24 -18 6 3.620 0.882
interaction sentence length x modality 1 n/a n/a -50 -18 6 313 0.006 4.480 0.106
(comp > prod) 21 Temporal_Sup_L -46 -30 6 4.470 0.111
T ab le  3 . C o n ju n ctio n  analysis o f  syntactic repetition effect an d  sentence length effect. In areas that are sensitive to both
m an ipu lations, the sentence length effect is m ore likely due to  the difference in syntactic structure.
effect cluster BA Anatomical label global and local maxima cluster-level voxel-level
x y z K  p T  p (FWE)
conjunction of sentence length and 1 44 nn I p er _L -52 12 18 185 0.05 4.530 0.089
syntactic repetition in production and 
comprehenion 2 6 Precentral_L -48 4 48 359 0 4.310 0.192
6 Precentral_L -40 -2 36 3.560 0.922
44 Precentral_L -40 6 32 3.520 0.942
3 21 Temporal_Mid_L -62 -52 6 267 0.01 4.210 0.263
21 Temporal_Mid_L -50 -52 16 3.730 0.780
22 Temporal_Mid_L -54 -38 4 3.500 0.952
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d i s c u s s i o n
In this study we investigated whether linguistic processes in speaking and listening 
make use o f the same neuronal infrastructure. We did this by comparing fMRI adaptation 
effects for semantic, lexical, and syntactic repetition in speaking and listening. Also, to inves­
tigate the involvement o f the motor system in comprehension, we looked for areas sensitive 
to number o f syllables, reflecting basic processing load.
For the linguistic processes we found the same areas sensitive to semantic, lexical and 
syntactic repetition in production and comprehension, and almost no differences. Bilateral 
posterior middle temporal gyri are involved in semantic processing, left posterior and ante­
rior middle temporal gyrus and left inferior and middle frontal gyrus are involved in lexical 
processing, and left posterior middle temporal gyrus and inferior frontal gyrus are involved 
in syntactic processing. The only area showing a differential effect for any of these effects 
between modalities was the right precuneus, which was sensitive to lexical repetition in pro­
duction but not comprehension.
These data highlight a hitherto neglected aspect o f the discussion on overlap between 
comprehension and production: we show that the neuronal infrastructure underlying se­
mantic, lexical, and syntactic processes in speaking and listening overlaps massively. In fact, 
for semantic and syntactic repetition we were unable to find any areas showing a differential 
effect between modalities. Our findings convincingly show that language production and 
comprehension are two facets o f one language system in the brain.
Federmeier proposed that the neuronal infrastructure underlying speaking and listen­
ing should mainly overlap in the left hemisphere, as production is more left lateralized than 
comprehension19. Our findings do not support this idea: the right hemisphere was equally 
recruited in comprehension and production, and this recruitment only occurred for seman­
tic processing. Perhaps not coincidentally, most proposals on right hemispheric contribu­
tions to language have focused on semantic processing7, 19, 56.
Though our study was mainly designed to complement the discussion on overlap 
between speaking and listening by looking at linguistic processes, our design also allowed 
us to look at motor involvement in comprehension by comparing effects o f processing load 
(number o f syllables) in both modalities: areas involved in basic perceptual processes in 
both modalities should show sensitivity to such a factor in speaking and listening. A set of 
left hemispheric regions in frontal cortex (BA 44/6, SMA and the pars opercularis o f the 
left frontal gyrus) and bilateral superior temporal gyri were sensitive to number o f syllables
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F ig u re  4 . E ffects o f  n um ber o f  syllables in sentence p ro ­
du ction  an d  com prehension . Prim ary aud itory  cortex 
show s an effect in both produ ction  an d  com prehension , 
bu t stronger in com prehension . Left inferior frontal cor­
tex is sensitive to the num ber o f  syllables in both  co m ­
prehension an d  p rodu ction , w hile prim ary  m otor cortex 
show s this effect only du rin g  speaking. P < .05  cluster-lev­
el F W E  corrected, m aps displayed at p < .0 0 1  voxel-wise 
uncorrected.
across modalities. The effect in auditory cortex during speaking is most likely caused by 
participants hearing themselves speak.
Our factor number o f syllables was manipulated along with syntactic structure, so 
these effects should be interpreted with caution. That being said, we think there is evidence 
that suggests that these overlapping effects are due to the difference in syntactic structure 
between the sentences, rather than number o f syllables per se. An indication in this respect is 
the left-lateralized nature o f these findings. I f  these areas were involved in the motor compo­
nent o f speaking or listening, they should show a bilateral pattern. Furthermore, these areas 
have previously been found involved in syntactic processing in comprehension7, 52, 103, 116. A 
post hoc conjunction analysis for syntactic repetition and number o f syllables across modali­
ties confirmed that the left lateralized areas sensitive to number o f syllables across modalities 
are also sensitive to syntactic repetition, while primary auditory cortex is not.
More importantly, we found different effects for number o f syllables between speak­
ing and listening in bilateral primary motor and somatosensory cortex, and in the globus 
pallidum. Whether the crucial difference lies in number o f syllables or in syntactic structure, 
we show that this factor affects primary motor areas in speaking but not listening. All the 
areas sensitive to this factor in production but not comprehension are known to be involved 
in motor processing. As one might expect, we therefore find primary motor areas involved 
in language production, but not comprehension.
But how do these data relate to other data that postulate the motor system to be in­
volved in speech perception? Note that the comparison in our experiment is rather different 
from other studies where involvement o f motor cortex was found in speech perception: we 
compare two speech conditions to each other, where the only difference is how much speech 
needs to be produced or understood. This may yield different results than comparing speech 
to non-speech. Previous research has led to the conclusion that activation of primary mo­
tor areas during speech comprehension may not be specific to speech, and may not even be
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found when comparing speech to a non-speech complex sound 98.
Our data allow us to sketch the contours o f the brain’s language system. Encoding or 
decoding a semantic representation recruits bilateral posterior temporal areas, at least when 
the semantic representation is linked to a visual scene, such as in our study. Retrieving lexi­
cal items is a clear left-lateralized function, and involves left posterior and anterior middle 
temporal gyrus, and left inferior frontal gyrus. The left posterior middle temporal gyrus is 
thought to store word representations40, 103. Left anterior middle temporal gyrus has been 
shown to be commonly activated during picture and word naming and therefore postulated 
to be involved in the selection of lexical concepts53, an idea that our results corroborate. 
Syntactic encoding (speaking) and syntactic parsing (comprehension) both recruit left in­
ferior frontal gyrus, as has previously been shown44, 103. Finally, speaking and listening part 
company in interacting with the external world, when either perceiving input or producing 
output: we find no evidence o f primary motor cortex involvement in speech perception.
In conclusion, we have shown that the linguistic operations required to understand 
or produce an utterance are performed by the same network o f areas. This network is left- 
lateralized for syntactic and lexical processes, but not for semantic processes. On the other 
hand, perceiving speech is not the same as articulating it, and the underlying neuronal in­






c h a p t e r  4 
f r o m  r e f e r e n c e  t o  s e n s e :
h o w t h e  b r a i n  e n c o d e s  m e a n i n g  f o r  s p e a k i n g
a b s t r a c t
Ever since Frege21 linguists have drawn the distinction between the linguistic mean­
ing o f an expression (the sense) and what it refers to (the reference). Semantic encoding in 
speaking involves mapping the reference onto a sense, in order to express that reference. 
In this fMRI study on sentence production we investigate the neuronal infrastructure un­
derlying this task. In a picture description task, we manipulated repetition o f sense (the 
sentence meaning) and reference (the described situation) separately. By investigating brain 
areas showing response adaptation to repetition of each of these sentence properties, we 
disentangle the neuronal infrastructure for these two components o f semantic encoding. 
Areas involved only in encoding reference were the bilateral inferior parietal lobes and right 
inferior frontal cortex, while Broca’s area, left middle frontal gyrus and left superior parietal 
lobe showed a selective effect o f processing sense. We think these two sets o f areas reflect the 
input and output to semantic encoding respectively. Large parts o f the language network 
(left inferior frontal gyrus, bilateral posterior temporal gyri), showed involvement in both 
sense and reference processing. These areas are probably involved in mapping reference onto 
sense, the crucial step in semantic encoding.
B ased  on :
L au ra  M en en ti, Karl M ag n u s Petersson &  Peter H ago o rt (in preparation ). From  reference to sense: how  the brain
en codes m ean ing for speaking.
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from sense to reference
i n t r o d u c t i o n
“Look at that guy hitting the other guy!” After reading this sentence, you presumably 
have a mental representation of two adult male persons, o f whom one is hitting the other. 
They are both male and adult but they are still two different persons. A linguistic distinc­
tion within the domain o f semantics, is the difference between reference and sense o f a 
linguistic expression21. The sense o f an expression is its linguistic meaning, the reference is 
the non-linguistic mental representation the expression refers to. In the representation of the 
sentence “Look at that guy hitting the other guy!” there are two guys (for instance a blond 
and a dark-haired guy, as indicated by ‘that’ and ‘the other’), but they are both referred to 
by the same sense, the word ‘guy’ (an adult male person). This sense thus has two possible 
references. The reverse is also possible. If you knew more about the two guys you might be 
shouting: “Look at that man hitting his son!” in the same situation. ‘His son’ and ‘the other 
guy’ are then two possible senses which can have the same referent.
In the view of Jackendoff56, referents for concrete objects are representations in our 
minds, o f objects in the real world, constructed by the perceptual system. Sense, then, is that 
part o f meaning that is encoded in the form of the utterance. In other words, sense (linguis­
tic meaning) is the interface between the conceptual system and linguistic form (spanning 
both phonology and syntax)56. Speaking is the conversion of an intention to communicate a 
message into a linearized string o f speech sounds. An essential step in this process is semantic 
encoding - the retrieval o f the relevant concepts and the specification of semantic structure63. 
In this step, the intended reference needs to be mapped onto a sense, for it to be expressed. 
In this mapping process, certain semantic choices have to be made, such as referring to the 
entities in the referential domain by, for instance, “the guy” or “the man on the chair” . From 
a processing point o f view, then, reference forms the input to semantic encoding, while 
sense is the output. Semantic encoding itself is the computation necessary to map sense (the 
input) onto the reference (the output) in order to generate the appropriate output. In this 
paper, we consider sense to be equivalent to the preverbal message in sentence production63. 
The preverbal message is the semantic structure that forms the output o f semantic encoding 
and the input to syntactic and phonological encoding.
In speaking establishing reference is the first step o f semantic encoding, necessary to 
utter a sentence in the first place. As no neuroimaging studies on encoding of reference and 
sense in sentence production have so far been conducted, in this fMRI study we aim to fill 
that gap. In a pair o f prior fMRI adaptation studies on sentence-level processing, we com-
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pared the neuronal structure underlying computation semantic structure o f an utterance 
in comprehension and production76, 78 (Chapters 2 and 3, this thesis). More specifically, we 
investigated the construction of thematic role structure, the relation between the different 
concepts and events, or ‘who does what to whom’. This aspect o f semantic structure forms 
a crucial interface between conceptual structure (the domain of reference) and syntactic 
structure (the grammatical roles). Schematically a thematic role structure can be stated as 
a predicate with arguments: ROB(THIEF, LADY(OLD)). There is a ‘ROB’ event, per­
formed by a TH IEF (the agent o f the action) to the expenses o f a LADY (the patient o f the 
action), who has the property o f being OLD. In both our studies, photographs depicting 
transitive events (events requiring an agent and a patient, such as ROB, KISS, HIT) pro­
vided the context for the sentences, which were either produced or heard by the participants. 
In both cases, we found bilateral posterior middle temporal gyri involved in this component 
o f sentence processing.
The next question, and the one underlying the present study, then, is how the differ- 
^ 4  ent areas involved in semantic encoding play a role in processing the input (reference), the 
output (sense), and the process o f mapping the one onto the other. In this sentence produc­
tion fMRI adaptation study we again focus on thematic role structure as an essential part of 
semantic structure. In a picture description paradigm, we manipulated repetition of seman­
tic structure across subsequent sentences. We crossed repetition of sense and reference. The 
actors in the picture were coloured and these colours varied for the same depicted situation. 
Participants could therefore subsequently describe the same situation as “The yellow man 
hits the blue woman.” and then as “The red man hits the green woman.”
Although the picture therefore looked slightly different in the two trials, the colors 
were an arbitrarily varying property o f the individuals in the picture and the participants 
were made aware o f this (see Methods). We do not consider such arbitrary variations to be 
part o f reference. One might consider this parallel to the fact that we change clothes every 
day: they make us look different but do not thereby cause us to become different individu­
als. The reference o f the expression was therefore kept constant but the sense changed. In a 
complementary fashion, the sentence “The red man hits the green woman.” could be used in 
subsequent trials to describe a different hitting event involving different participants. Sense 
was kept constant, but the reference changed. This allowed us to distinguish the situation 
the participants spoke about from the utterance they used to spoke about it.
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m e t h o d s
participants
Twenty-four right-handed subjects took part in the experiment (twelve male; mean 
age 25-2 years, SD 7-5). All subjects were healthy native Dutch speakers with normal or 
corrected-to-normal vision and had attended or were attending university education in the 
Netherlands- All subjects gave written informed consent prior to the experiment and re­
ceived a fee or course credit for their participation.
design
The design is illustrated in figure 1. There were four factors (words, sense, actors, refer­
ence), with two levels (repeated/novel) each. Contrasting repetition o f sense and individual 
words allowed us to distinguish areas that are sensitive to the overall meaning of a sentence, 
and those that are sensitive to repetition o f words but not to repetition of sentence meaning. 
Contrasting repetition of actors and reference allowed us to distinguish areas that are sensi­
tive to the overall situation from those that are sensitive to the people involved irrespective 
o f the specific situation. The four factors could not be fully crossed, since it is not possible to 
repeat sense without, at least partly, repeating words, as it is not possible to repeat an event 
(the reference) while changing the people involved. Therefore, we varied each of the factors 
at only one level o f the factor it could potentially be confounded with.
The target items were presented in 78 blocks with an average length of 5.4 items 
(range 3-7 items). We used a running priming paradigm where each target item was the 
prime for the subsequent target item. No condition was repeated twice in a row. The target 
blocks were alternated with filler blocks, with an average length of 3.5 items. Since there 
were 78 blocks, 78 transitive items served as primes only. The remaining 315 transitive 
items constituted the target trials so that there were 35 items per condition. Each subject 




F ig u re  1. D esign  an d  Stim uli. Su b jects described scenes w ith short sentences con tain in g action , agent an d  patien t an d  their 
respective colors. Th ere  are fou r factors (w ords, sense, actors, reference), w ith tw o levels (repeated/novel) each. Separate rep­
etition  o f  sense an d  individual w ords allow s d istin gu ish in g areas that are sensitive to the overall m ean in g o f  a  sentence from  
those that are sensitive to repetition o f  w ords bu t n ot to repetition o f  sentence m eaning. Separate repetition o f  actors an d  ref­
erence allow s distingu ish in g areas that are sensitive to the overall situation  from  those that are sensitive to  the people involved 
irrespective o f  the specific situation . T h e  four factors can not be fully crossed, since it is not possib le  to repeat sense w ithout, 
at least partly, repeating w ords, as it is not possib le  to repeat a  situation  w hile ch anging the people involved. T h erefore, each 
o f  the factors varies only at one level o f  the factor it co u ld  potentially  be con fou n d ed  with.
stimuli
Our target stimulus set contained 1152 photographs that depicted 36 transitive events 
such as kiss, help, strangle with the agent and patient o f this action. Each action was per­
formed by four couples (2x men/women; 2x boy/girl). These 36x4 pictures were further 
edited so that the agent and patient each had a different color (red-green, green-red, blue- 
yellow, yellow-blue), and these 36x4x4 pictures were also flipped so that the position of 
the agent could be either left or right on the picture. The filler stimuli contained pictures 
depicting 868 intransitive and 160 locative events. The actors and objects in these pictures 
were also colored in red, green, yellow or blue.
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task and procedure
Participants first read the instructions and were given the opportunity to ask ques­
tions. The instructions not only explained the task, but also introduced all the different 
frequently occurring actors as separate individuals, along with a photo o f them in each color. 
This way, we made sure that the participants were aware that the colors were arbitrarily vary­
ing properties o f the different actors.
Each target picture was preceded by its corresponding verb. Participants described the 
picture with a short sentence, using the presented verb. In this sentence they had to men­
tion both persons and their colors. The experiment consisted of two runs o f 39 minutes. 
The participants underwent a 5-minute anatomical scan after the first run, and were then 
taken out of the MR-scanner for a break before they underwent the second run. The re­
sponses were recorded in order to extract reaction times (RTs). The experimenter coded the 
participant’s responses online for correctness and prevoicing. Each trial lasted 7000ms and 
consisted of the following events: the verb was presented between 0-1000ms after the start of 
the trial, with a duration of 500 ms. After an ISI of 500-2500ms the picture was presented 
for 2000ms.
data acquisition and analysis
Data acquisition took place in a 3T Siemens Magnetom Tim-Trio M RI scanner. Par­
ticipants were scanned using a 12-channel surface coil. To acquire our functional data we 
used parallel-acquired inhomogeneity-desensitized fMRI91. This is a multi-echo EPI, i.e. im­
ages are acquired at multiple T E ’s following a single excitation. The T R  was 2398 ms and 
each volume consisted of 31 slices o f 3 mm thickness with slice-gap of 17 %. The voxel size 
was 3.5x3.5x3 mm and the field of view was 224 mm. Functional scans were acquired at 
multiple TEs following a single excitation (TE1 at 9.4 ms, TE2 at 21.2 ms, TE3 at 33 ms, 
TE4 at 45 ms, and TE5 at 56 ms with echo spacing of 0.5ms) so that there was a broadened 
T2* coverage. Because T2* mixes into the five echoes in a different way, the estimate of T2* 
is improved. Accelerated parallel imaging reduces image artefacts and thus is a good method 
to acquire data when participants are producing sentences in the scanner (causing motion 
and susceptibility artefacts). The number of slices did not allow acquisition o f a full brain 
volume in most participants. We always made sure that the entire temporal and frontal lobes
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were scanned because these were the areas where the fMRI adaptation effects of interest were 
expected. This meant however that data from the superior posterior frontal lobe and the an­
terior superior parietal lobe (thus data from the top of the head) were not acquired in several 
participants. The functional scans of the first and second runs were aligned using AutoAlign. 
A whole-brain high resolution structural T1-weigthed MPRAGE sequence was performed 
to characterize participants’ anatomy (TR = 2300 ms, TE = 3.03 ms, 192 slices with voxel 
size o f 1 mm3, FOV = 256), accelerated with GRAPPA parallel imaging37.
For the behavioural data, to separate participants’ speech from the scanner sound and 
extract reaction times, the speech recordings were bandpass filtered with a frequency band 
of 250 to 4000 Hz and smoothed with a width half the sampling rate. Response onsets and 
durations were determined and linked to the stimulus presentation times to extract the reac­
tion times and total speaking times. The planning times, speaking times and total response 
times for correct responses to the target items were analysed in a repeated measures ANOVA 
using SPSS.
The fMRI data were preprocessed and analyzed with SPM525. The first 5 images were 
discarded to allow for T1 equilibration. Then the five echoes of the remaining images were 
realigned to correct for motion artefacts (estimation of the realignment parameters is done 
for one echo and then copied to the other echoes). Subsequently the five echoes were com­
bined into one image with a method designed to filter task-correlated motion out of the 
signal8. First, echo two to five (i.e. TE2, TE3, TE4 and TE5) were combined using a weight­
ing vector dependent on the measured differential contrast to noise ratio per voxel. The 
time course of an image acquired at a very short echo time (i.e. TE1) was used as a voxelwise 
regressor in a linear regression for the combined image ofTE2, TE3, TE4 and TE5. Weight­
ing o f echoes was calculated based on 25 volumes acquired before the actual experiment 
started. The resulting images were coregistered to the participants’ anatomical scan, normal­
ized to M N I space and spatially smoothed using a 3D isotropic Gaussian smoothing kernel 
(FW HM  = 8mm).
We then performed first- and second-level statistics. For the 1st level general linear 
model (GLM), we modulated the individual start time of the picture. The events of our 
model were convolved with the canonical hemodynamic response function included in 
SPM5. The firsst level model included verbs, filler pictures, prime pictures, the nine condi­
tions and errors. Erroneous responses were therefore put in a separate regressor, leaving only 
correct responses in the actual analyses. The model also included six motion parameters as 
event-related regressors of no interest.
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The second level model consisted of a factorial design with nine conditions. We per­
formed two types o f analyses: to investigate the intersection of sense and reference effects, we 
performed conjunction analyses for the relevant contrasts. In these analyses multiple differ­
ent contrasts are tested, and only areas showing an effect (be it suppression or enhancement) 
in all tested contrasts under a conjunction null hypothesis result in a significant conjunction
26. To look for areas sensitive to one factor but not the other, we applied exclusive masking. 
In such an analysis, the significant clusters for one factor are overlaid with a low-threshold 
mask for the other factor (p<.20 uncorrected voxelwise), and only clusters that survive the 
masking procedure are reported. Note that due to the very nature of the type of statistical 
measure we employ, we cannot prove that an effect does not exist. However, if an effect does 
not survive tresholding at p<.2 uncorrected voxelwise, it may be said to be very weak at the 
very least. For all tests, the cluster size at voxelwise threshold p<.001 uncorrected was used 
as the test statistic and only clusters significant at P < 0.05 corrected for multiple non-inde­
pendent comparisons are reported. Local maxima are also reported for all clusters with their 
respective voxelwise family-wise error (FWE) corrected P-values. The effects for repetition 
of words and actors are reported in the tables, but since the aim of the study is to distinguish 
sense and reference we focus on those two factors in discussing the results.
results
behavioral
We performed repeated measures GLM ’s on the planning times (RTs), speaking 
times (the duration of the response), and the total planning + speaking times. The data are 
reported in figure 3. For planning times, repetition of sense, actors and reference produced 
significant priming effects (words: F<1; sense: F(1,23) = 109.53, p<.001; actors: F(1,23) = 
22.95, p<.001; reference: F(1,23) = 94.60, p<.001). For speaking times, repetition of sense 
and reference significantly affected the duration o f the response (words: F(1,23) = 1.52, 
p<.232; sense: F(1,23) = 12.31 p<.002; actors: F(1,23) = 3.71, p<.066; reference: F(1,23) = 
9.50, p<.005). However, the direction of these effects was reversed. Priming led to shorter 
planning times but longer speaking times. Analyses on the total time the participants took 
to complete the response (so planning plus speaking time) again revealed significant effects 















acto rs - novel 
re feren ce  - novel
w ords - novel 
se n se  - novel
w ords - repeated 
se n se  - novel
a c to r s  -  re p e a te d  
re fe re n c e  -  n o v e l
w o rd s - repeated 
se n se  - repeated
a c to r s  -  re p e a te d  
re fe re n c e  -  re p e a te d
Figure 2. Behavioral data: planning  times (light shades), speaking times (dark shades), and to tal response times (total bar 
length) for all conditions. E rror bars represent standard error o f  the mean o f the total speaking times.
= 2.78, p<.11; reference: F(1,23) = 33.307, p<.001). The total response time mirrored the 
planning time pattern: when primed, subjects were faster to complete the response. There 
were no significant interactions in any of the analyses.
fMRI
F igure 3. Results. Shown are the effect o f sense masked exclusively for reference, for reference m asked exclusively for sense, 
and  the conjunction o f the two. P<.05 cluster-level FW E corrected for simple effects, maps thresholded at p<.001 voxelwise 
uncorrected, masks thresholded at p<.20 voxelwise uncorrected.
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All results are reported in tables 1 and 2, and depicted in figure 3. Table 2 lists the main 
effects for all factors in the design, we here limit the discussion to the more specific results 
for sense and reference as listed in table 1.
C o m mo n  effects of sense and r e f e r ence : . We first tested for areas sensitive to 
repetition of both sense and reference. The bilateral superior parietal lobes (BA 7), fusiform 
gyrus (BA 37) and posterior middle temporal areas showed suppression in the conjunction 
analysis. These same posterior temporal areas again showed a bilateral pattern, as suppres­
sion was also present on the right (BA 37/19). The left calcarine sulcus (BA 17) exhibited 
suppression as well. Finally, three frontal clusters in the left middle frontal gyrus, left SMA 
and left precentral gyrus (all BA 6) also showed repetition suppression. We also tested for 
increased responses upon repetition (enhancement), but found no areas exhibiting this pat­
tern.
Table 1. Overlap and  segregation o f sense and  reference. Listed are the M N I-coordinates for the first three local m axim a for 
each significant cluster in the relevant com parisons (p<.05 corrected cluster-level, threshold p<.001 uncorrected voxel-wise, 
exclusive masks p<.20 uncorrected vowel-wise). A natom ical labels are derived from the A utom atic A natom ical Labeling a t­
las112 and  from  B rodm ann’s atlas. Cluster-level statistics are listed for each cluster, voxel-level statistics also for local maxima.






T  p  (FWE)
sense and reference 1 37 Fusiform_L -42 -60 -12 4162 0.000 5.95 0.000
7 Parietal_Sup_L -24 -62 54 5.57 0.001
7 Parietal_Sup_L -22 -72 44 5.33 0.004
2 6 Frontal_Mid_L -26 -8 50 728 0.000 5.73 0.001
6 Precentral_L -40 0 50 4.99 0.018
3 19 Occipital_Inf_R 44 -76 -2 1323 0.000 4.90 0.026
19 Occipital_Inf_R 38 -72 -8 4.86 0.030
37 Temporal_Mid_R 46 -66 10 4.41 0.161
4 6 Supp_Motor_Area_L -4 10 56 191 0.035 4.76 0.045
5 7 Parietal_Sup_R 26 -58 54 461 0.000 4.74 0.048
7 Parietal_Sup_R 24 -72 50 4.27 0.247
7 n/a 24 -48 48 3.94 0.583
6 6/44 Precentral_L -44 6 20 299 0.005 4.42 0.153
6 Precentral_L -42 -4 32 4.27 0.253
7 17 Calcarine_L -8 -92 6 329 0.003 4.08 0.423
17 Calcarine_L -10 -82 8 3.77 0.772
17 Calcarine_L -14 -68 8 3.74 0.807
sense -suppression 1 n/a Frontal_Inf_Ti_L -34 18 24 186 0.039 4.71 0.054
45 Frontal_Inf_Ti_L -50 28 26 4.46 0.136
45 Frontal_Inf_Ti_L -38 26 26 4.10 0.409
sense - enhancement 1 39 Angular_L -54 -58 36 497 0.000 5.85 0.000
19 Occipital_Mid_L -42 -74 38 4.23 0.283
2 9 Frontal_Mid_L -26 24 44 251 0.012 4.03 0.476
44 Frontal_Mid_L -42 18 40 4.01 0.501
reference - suppression 1 39 Temporal_Mid_R 50 -66 20 805 0.000 9.44 0.000
39 Occipital_Mid_R 42 -74 26 8.09 0.000
37 Temporal_Mid_R 60 -60 12 7.81 0.000
2 39 Tmporal_Mid_L -42 -68 20 617 0.000 8.99 0.000
39 Tmporal_Mid_L -54 -66 18 7.37 0.000
19 Occipital_Mid_L -30 -78 32 5.35 0.002
3 23 Precuneus_R 4 -58 24 1389 0.000 5.56 0.001
n/a Precuneus_R 2 -54 40 5.24 0.006
n/a Precuneus_L -10 -50 52 5.16 0.009
reference - enhancement 1 45 Frontal_Mid_R 38 46 10 416 0.001 4.79 0.040
46 Frontal_Inf_Orb_R 44 48 -4 4.31 0.218
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Table 2 . M ain effects for all factors in the design. Listed are the M N I-coordinates for the first three local maxima for each 
significant cluster in the relevant com parisons (p<.05 corrected cluster-level, threshold p<.001 uncorrected voxel-wise). A na­
tom ical labels are derived from  the A utom atic Anatom ical Labeling atlas 112 and  from  B rodm ann’s atlas. Cluster-level statistics 






clust& BA Anatomical label global and local ' cluster-level «el-level
y z K P T p  (FWe
no significant clusters
1 6 Supp_Motor_Area_L -4 8 54 1389 0.000 7.71 0.000
n/a n/a -10 20 22 4.44 0.146
n/a Cingulum_Mid_L -10 16 32 4.12 0.387
2 7 Occipital_Mid_L -26 -60 42 5208 0.000 6.63 0.000
2 Parietal_Inf_L -46 -38 50 6.07 0.000
37 Fusiform_L -42 -60 -12 5.95 0.000
3 6 Precentral_L -46 -2 34 3488 0.000 6.53 0.000
6 Precentral_L -46 0 42 6.23 0.000
44 Frontal_Inf_Oper_L -46 8 22 6.18 0.000
4 n/a Thalamus_L -10 -14 10 983 0.000 5.33 0.004
n/a Thalamus_L -4 -20 12 4.99 0.018
n/a Thalamus_R 4 -18 6 4.61 0.079
5 19 Occipital_Inf_R 44 -76 -2 2342 0.000 4.90 0.026
18 Vermis_6 3 -72 -8 4.86 0.030
7 Parietal_Sup_R 26 -58 54 4.74 0.048
6 17 Calcarine_L -8 -92 6 378 0.000 4.08 0.423
19 Calcarine_L -20 -66 6 3.97 0.556
17 Calcarine_L -12 -82 6 3.91 0.617
1 7 Parietal_Sup_L -28 -60 46 374 0.002 4.96 0.020
2 44 Frontal_Inf_Oper_R 42 10 28 471 0.000 4.89 0.027
45 Frontal_InOn_R 42 24 22 4.01 0.500
45 Frontal_InOn_R 46 34 16 3.97 0.548
3 37 Fusiform_R 40 -44 -18 396 0.001 4.88 0.028
37 Temporal_Inf_R 42 -58 -10 4.76 0.045
4 44 Frontal_Inf_Oper_L -36 8 28 252 0.012 4.33 0.209
n/a FIDntal_]nJ^^ri_L -38 20 24 3.66 0.875
45 FIDntal_]nJ^^ri_L -42 28 18 3.44 0.979
5 37 Temporal_Mid_R 36 -58 14 332 0.003 4.11 0.395
40 n/a 30 -56 34 4.04 0.469
19 n/a 32 -64 28 3.94 0.587
1 37 Temporal_Mid_R 54 -58 6 21483 0.000 12.62 0.000
37 Temporal_Mid_R 48 -64 12 11.49 0.000
19 Occipital_Mid_L -48 -74 4 11.27 0.000
2 6 Frontal_Sup_L -26 -6 55 851 0.000 5.97 0.000
3 20 Temporal_Mid_R 50 -10 -18 307 0.005 5.08 0.012
20 Fusiform_R 42 -16 -20 3.62 0.903
4 6 Frontal_Sup_R 30 -6 60 598 0.000 5.00 0.017
n/a Frontal_Mid_R 24 12 42 4.56 0.093
6 Precentral_R 40 0 46 4.01 0.504
5 6 Supp_Motor_Area_L -4 10 56 236 0.016 4.76 0.045
6 Frontal_Sup_L -14 10 50 3.83 0.716
6 27 Lingual_R 6 -34 -4 479 0.000 4.64 0.072
27 n/a -8 -28 -4 4.31 0.222
27 Thalamus_L -16 -30 6 3.84 0.702
7 44 Precentral_L -44 6 20 299 0.005 4.42 0.153
6 Precentral_L -42 -4 32 4.27 0.253
Effects specific to sense: Next, we looked for areas showing fMRI adaptation to 
sense, without showing an effect for reference. The BOLD-response o f the pars triangularis 
in the left inferior frontal gyrus (BA 45) was reduced after repetition o f sense. The response 
in the left angular gyrus (BA 39/19) and in the left middle frontal gyrus (BA 44/9), on the 
other hand, increased after repetition o f sense.
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Effects specific t o  r e f e r ence : . Finally, we looked for areas exhibiting fMRI adapta­
tion to reference, while not showing an effect o f sense. The BOLD-response o f the bilateral 
temporo-parietal junctions (BA 39/37/19) and the precuneus decreased after repetition of 
reference. In the right middle frontal and inferior gyrus (BA 45/46) the BOLD-response 
increased after repetition of reference.
discussion
In this sentence production study, we aimed to distinguish brain areas sensitive 
to reference (the mental representation an utterance refers to) and the sense (the semantic 
structure that interfaces with linguistic form). The behavioral data showed that both sense 
and reference priming affect the responses, and that these two effects do not interact. This 
shows that both processes are psychologically real and distinct, and that priming them af­
fects the speed with which a sentence can be produced.
In speaking, constructing an utterance is an incremental process, involving several 
steps63. The first is to construct a preverbal message. In the present experiment, this requires 
encoding the situation we want to talk about (MANa hitting W OM ANb) into a thematic 
role structure which can be described as HIT(MAN(BLUE),WOMAN(YELLOW)): there 
is a H IT  event, performed by a MAN, who has the property o f being BLUE, to the expenses 
of a W O M A N  who has the property of being YELLOW. As outlined in the introduction, 
the input is the reference, the output the sense. We wanted to find out how the brain maps 
these two onto each other. In the following, we will trace step by step how, based on our 
results, we think the brain comes to encode an utterance.
The first step is to build a representation of a situation we are going to talk about — the 
reference. This representation forms the input to semantic encoding, and is non-linguistic in 
nature. As outlined in the introduction, in the case of a concrete referent this representation 
is the result of perceptual processes within the perceptual system — in the present case, the 
visual system. Presumably, such a representation is, at least to some extent, built for what we 
perceive independently of whether we are going to talk about it or not. In the present para­
digm, this step should be independent of the sense o f the final utterance. Areas showing sup­
pression to repetition of reference but not sense were the bilateral occipito-temporo-parietal 
junctions (BA 37/39/19) and the precuneus. Preliminary data from a control experiment 
corroborate the idea that the role of these areas in reference is primarily to build a perceptual 
representation: in an experiment involving the same stimuli without any linguistic task, the
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same bilateral areas at the junction of the occipital, temporal and parietal lobes show sup­
pression to repetition o f reference. The finding that these areas are involved in generating 
the non-linguistic representation to refer to now also allows us to further specify a previous 
finding on semantic encoding in sentence production: in a previous study, we found that 
part o f the superior right M TG is sensitive to sentence- but not word-level meaning78. This 
effect overlaps with the area sensitive to repeated reference but not sense, and therefore was 
presumably due to the encoding of the referent as well. This interpretation also fits with the 
fact that these two areas were the two areas in our results not found involved in anaphoric 
referential processing in discourse85, indicating that their involvement may indeed depend 
on the type of referent. The precuneus does not seem to show the same repetition effect in 
the non-linguistic control experiment, and it did show an effect in anaphoric reference pro- 
cessing85, so its function in computing reference awaits further research.
Repetition o f reference did not just elicit suppression: in right inferior frontal gyrus 
the response increased upon repeated presentation. The repetition enhancement effect for 
^ 4  reference in right inferior frontal cortex was particularly striking since large parts o f con­
tralateral left inferior frontal cortex showed repetition suppression for reference. Repetition 
enhancement has been postulated to be caused, among other things, by novel network for­
mation due to the construction of new representations11, 27, 48, 101. In speech comprehension, 
right inferior frontal cortex has previously been implicated in the construction of a situation 
model77, 109, a mental representation of text containing information on, for instance, space, 
time, intentionality, causation and protagonists125. These are integrated and updated over 
several sentences and also contain all inferences that were not explicitly stated but are neces­
sary for comprehension125. The difference between reference as discussed above and situation 
models is that the latter pertain to the integration o f referents of several utterances into one 
mental model and also contain unstated information, arrived at through inferences. A simi­
lar distinction is likely in production: the situation model may contain any information that 
the speaker knows pertains to the situation, but that he does not mention. Right inferior 
frontal gyrus has repeatedly been found to be involved in generating inferences62, 72. The first 
presentation of a referent may therefore induce the start of situation model construction.
The second main step in semantic encoding is to map the representation that we want 
to talk about onto linguistic concepts that can be syntactically encoded — the actual process 
of encoding. This would presumably involve areas sensitive to both sense and reference, 
interfacing between linguistic meaning and the mental representation of the situation that 
will be described. W hat is perhaps most striking about our data, is the great extent to which
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these two processes are neurally intertwined: bilateral posterior middle temporal gyri (BA 
37), superior parietal areas (BA 7), precentral gyrus (BA 6) and LIFG (BA 44/6) all show 
largely overlapping suppression effects for sense and reference. O ur data show that large 
parts o f the language network are involved in processing reference, and that reference there­
fore presumably is important throughout much of the task of building an utterance.
But what is the contribution of all these areas to semantic encoding? Due to the prox­
imity of areas coding the perceptual representation of the referent and some of the areas 
involved in processing both sense and reference, we hypothesize that the bilateral temporal 
areas sensitive to sense and reference are primarily involved in mapping one onto the other. 
Such mapping requires the retrieval of the relevant lexical concepts from the mental lexicon, 
which indeed has often been postulated to involve the posterior middle temporal gyrus40, 
58. The bilateral superior parietal lobes also showed suppression to the repetition of both 
reference and sense. These parietal areas have previously been found involved in studies 
investigating linguistic inference80, 86. In the sense/reference fMRI study discussed in the 
introduction, the parietal areas were more strongly activated for both referentially ambigu­
ous and anomalous conditions compared to coherent conditions, but this effect was more 
pronounced for the ambiguous condition85. In a study on linguistic and logical inference, 
this area was found to be common to both types o f inference compared to detection of 
grammatical violations80. O ur suppression effect in this area may reflect that in a situation 
where sense, reference, or both are repeated, less inferences are required than in a situation 
where that is not the case. The superior LIFG (BA6) also showed suppression both to repeti­
tion o f sense and of reference. O n the hypothesis that IFG is involved in unifying different 
elements into a coherent representation40, this means that the reference o f an utterance is 
also kept active in the working space of language.
The final step of semantic encoding is the output — the sense. There is one area show­
ing a repetition suppression effect for sense but not reference: the left inferior IFG (BA 
45). The final, linguistic, sense is apparently assembled in LIFG. This effect may, however, 
also be partly due to the repetition of the exact sentence, therefore by repetition o f not just 
semantic but also both syntactic and phonological sequencing processes. In fact, the focus 
of the effect, lying at the heart of the part of LIFG most often found involved in syntactic 
processing7, suggests just that. Ventral LIFG, most commonly known to be involved in 
meaning processing7, remains sensitive to reference throughout.
Repetition of sense also elicits enhancement in two areas. The exact same left hemi­
spheric frontal and parietal areas here showing repetition enhancement for sense have previ­
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ously been found to be involved in semantic inhibition52, that is, inhibition of contextu­
ally inappropriate meanings. In the present paradigm, each word (MAN, BOY, W OM A N, 
GIRL) has two prominent possible referents. One of them has to be suppressed in mapping 
the intended referent onto the sense. W hile this would seem harder in the case where sense 
is not repeated (and therefore elicit suppression instead o f enhancement upon repetition), 
this seeming incongruity can be readily explained: the BOLD-response in both these areas 
shows consistent deactivation in any of the conditions compared to an implicit baseline. The 
deactivations are less strong in the conditions with repeated sense, than those where sense is 
novel. This mirrors activation patterns in the so-called default mode network, which shows 
increasing deactivations depending on task difficulty34. Both areas have been shown to be 
part of the default mode network.
In sum, our data suggest that the bilateral temporo-parietal-occipital junctions are in­
volved in constructing a mental representation o f a percept (the reference), that the bilateral 
posterior middle temporal gyri map this representation onto linguistic concepts that can 
be expressed, and that the final sense is unified in left inferior frontal gyrus — this can then 
serve as input to both syntactic and phonological encoding which also involve left inferior 
frontal gyrus.
To conclude, our data confirm that the theoretical distinction between sense and refer­
ence is psychologically real, both in terms of behavior and of neuroanatomy. The behavioral 
data shows that both processes affect the ease of production. The fMRI data shows that 
indeed some areas are selectively affected by one of these computations. But, strikingly, the 
neuronal infrastructure underlying sense and reference is largely shared in the brain. At least 
in our contextually bound sentence production paradigm, contextual meaning remains rel­
evant even while it has no explicit marking in the produced utterance.
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chapter 5
c h a p t e r  5 
w h e n  e l e p h a n t s  f l y :
d i f f e r e n t i a l  s e n s i t i v i t y  o f  r i g h t  a n d  l e f t  i n f e r i o r  
f r o n t a l  g y r i  t o  d i s c o u r s e  a n d  w o r l d  k n o w l e d g e
abs trac t
Both local discourse and world knowledge are known to influence sentence process­
ing. We investigated how these two sources of information conspire in language comprehen­
sion. Two types of critical sentences, correct and world knowledge anomalies, were preceded 
*5  by either a neutral or a local context. The latter made the world knowledge anomalies more 
acceptable or plausible. We predicted that the effect of world knowledge anomalies would 
be weaker for the local context. World knowledge effects have previously been observed in 
the left inferior frontal region (Brodmann’s area 45/47). In the current study an effect of 
world knowledge was present in this region in the neutral context. We also observed an ef­
fect in right inferior frontal gyrus, which was more sensitive to the discourse manipulation 
than the left inferior frontal gyrus. In addition, the left angular gyrus reacted strongly to the 
degree of discourse coherence between the context and critical sentence. Overall, both world 
knowledge and the discourse context affect the process of meaning unification, but do so by 
recruiting partly different sets of brain areas.
Based on:
Laura M enenti, Karl M agnus Petersson, René Scheeringa &  Peter H agoort (2009).
W hen  elephants fly: differential sensitivity o f right and  left inferior frontal gyri to discourse and  w orld knowledge.
Journal o f  Cognitive Neuroscience, 21, 2358-2368.
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when elephants fly
in t roduct ion
'The elephant flies” is a sentence you can immediately understand, though you know 
that elephants typically do not fly. Maybe you thought o f a circus traveling by airplane 
or maybe you thought of Dumbo. To comprehend a sentence we rapidly make use of the 
knowledge we have about the world, and even if what we read or hear does not fit with 
what we typically take for granted we usually comprehend utterances as long as they are 
well-formed. Sentence comprehension can be further facilitated if the reader or hearer is 
provided an adequate context. If  we first read the sentence Dumbo is a fantasy animal then 
The elephant flies becomes a coherent sentence in its context. The question then is, how 
understanding of the sentence The elephant flies is modulated depending on what we just 
read or heard. W hen reading texts or listening to speech we are constantly integrating the 
current word meaning with the preceding information. Grasping the neural implementa­
tion o f contextual integration is an essential part of understanding the neural organization 
of language comprehension.
Modulations of sentence comprehension by discourse have previously been investi­
gated with various techniques. In an eye-movement study, Duffy and Keir17 investigated 
the influence o f disambiguating discourse on processing of gender stereotypes. Sentences 
such as “The electrician taught herself...” evoke longer reading times of the word ‘herself’ 
because electricians are stereotypically men and readers therefore take longer time integrat­
ing the incoming word ‘herself’. However, after a disambiguating context explaining that 
the electrician was a woman, the effect of stereotype anomaly on reading times at the criti­
cal word disappeared. Hald, Steenbeek-Planting, and Hagoort42 investigated modulation 
of world knowledge comprehension by discourse context with ERP’s. Hagoort, Hald, Bas- 
tiaansen, and Petersson41 had already established that world knowledge anomalies, just like 
semantic anomalies, elicit an N 400 effect, which indexes ease of semantic integration of 
content words. Hald et al.42 presented world knowledge sentences (correct or anomalies: 
Dutch trains are yellow/white and blue.) that were preceded by two types o f contexts: (i) 
neutral contexts introduced the topic of the world knowledge sentence and were in line 
with the world knowledge of the listener/reader (e.g., The Netherlands are famous for their 
designers. In addition, the Dutch railways have chosen a very conspicuous color scheme, 
which makes them recognizable everywhere.); (ii) local contexts introduced information 
that made deviations from the default world knowledge more acceptable (e.g., “The coming 
world championships are one big national spectacle.” T he Dutch railways have painted the 
Dutch flag on their trains.) They found that the N400 effect to world knowledge anomalies
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was weaker when the sentences were preceded by the local context, thereby supporting the 
idea that ongoing discourse can modulate the integration of world knowledge information 
retrieved from long term memory. Similarly, Nieuwland and Van Berkum83 investigated dis­
course modulation of animacy anomalies such as “The peanut was in love”. Such animacy 
anomalies presented in isolation elicited a clear N 400 effect compared to neutral sentences 
as “The peanut was salted”, but when these sentences were preceded by a supporting dis­
course introducing an amorous peanut, the N 400 effect not only disappeared, but was re­
versed: “The peanut was salted“ now elicited a larger N400 than “The peanut was in love”. 
Taken together, this suggests that local discourse can override semantic and world knowl­
edge anomalies and that the anomaly effect is thus inherently context-dependent.
To form a coherent representation of a multi-word utterance, the reader must not 
only retrieve and integrate lexical information and world knowledge that is stored in long 
term memory. She also has to form a representation of the ongoing discourse itself. Here it 
is important to make a distinction between three different types of discourse representation: 
the surface code, the text base and the situation model33, 111. The surface code is a literal rep­
resentation of the exact wording and syntax of the text (The animal tamer gently patted the 
elephant. The animal was afraid of entering the plane.), the text base contains explicit text 
propositions in a stripped-down format that preserves meaning (e.g., PAT[animal tamer, 
¡5  elephant], AFRAID[elephant], ENTER[elephant, plane]), and the situation model is the 
content or the conceptual structure of the microworld that the text describes (Circus travel­
ing by airplane). In the present paper, by discourse representation we mean the situation 
model level of representation, which determines how additional incoming information is 
interpreted.
A recurring issue in fMRI research on discourse comprehension is the involvement of 
the right hemisphere in language processing and more specifically in discourse processing. 
Jung-Beeman5, 56 proposed a division of labor between the right and left hemispheres in 
language processing. In this proposal the right and left hemispheres perform similar func­
tions in language processing but they encode information in a different way, with the right 
hemisphere performing coarser semantic coding than the left. In other words, it is suggested 
that semantic fields are more focused in the left hemisphere, while they are more diffuse 
in the right hemisphere. For example, the semantic field for the word foot might include 
hand, leg, toe in the left hemisphere, but in addition bare, step, ball in the right hemisphere. 
Reading foot will then activate a few related words quite strongly in the left hemisphere, and 
many words more weakly in the right. In addition, the right hemisphere has been shown to
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be involved in processing jokes4 and metaphors95, 10S; see78 for a review). This has been taken 
to suggest that the right hemisphere is involved in processing non-literal language. Recent 
evidence, however, seems to suggest that the division of labor is different, in that the left 
hemisphere is more sensitive to salient (dominant) meanings and direct semantic relation­
ships, while the right hemisphere is more sensitive to non-salient (novel and inferred) mean­
ings and more remote relationships, irrespective o f whether they are literal or not32, 70, 97.
A few studies indicate that regions in the right hemisphere are sensitive to discourse 
coherence. Kuperberg, Lakshmanan, Caplan, and Holcomb60 found that the right inferior 
frontal gyrus (RIFG) showed stronger responses to sentences unrelated to preceding two- 
sentence contexts than to related sentences. In line with this finding, St George, Kutas, 
Martinez and Sereno104 found that untitled (and therefore less coherent) paragraphs elicited 
more activation than titled paragraphs in the right but not the left hemisphere. Further­
more, Caplan and Dapretto9 found that such coherence violation effects depend on the 
precise type o f anomaly. Their subjects read question answer dialogues where the answer was 
on or off-topic, versus logical or illogical. For example, for the question “Do you believe in 
angels?” the on-topic answer was “Yes, I have my own special angel” whereas the off-topic 
answer was “Yes, I like to go to camp.” For the question “Do you like having fun?” the 
logical answer was “Yes, because it makes me happy” whereas the illogical answer was “No, 
because it makes me happy.” They found that the effect of discourse anomalies was more 
left-lateralized for logicality and more right-lateralized for topicality.
Hagoort40 proposes that the left inferior frontal gyrus (LIFG) is an active workspace for 
language processing. This region is involved in unifying structured pieces of knowledge that 
are stored in long-term memory55, 113. It also integrates linguistic with non-linguistic infor­
mation, including for example world knowledge41 or gestures118. Hagoort et al.41 compared 
integration of semantic and world knowledge. Semantic knowledge is knowledge about the 
words in our language. World knowledge on the other hand refers to our knowledge about 
the state of affairs in the world. An example will clarify the distinction: the sentence “D utch 
trains are sour” violates our knowledge about the meaning o f the word ‘sour’ which is not 
applicable to trains. O n the other hand the sentence “D utch trains are white” is an inter­
pretable sentence, but it just so happens that Dutch trains are yellow and, therefore, most 
Dutch people will know this sentence to be false. Hagoort et al.41 found that compared to 
correct sentences the LIFG, specifically BA 45 and 47, showed stronger BOLD responses 
to both semantic and world knowledge anomalies. They concluded that this result provided 
evidence for a role of the LIFG in the integration of world knowledge as well as semantic
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knowledge, in line with linguistic accounts that have argued for the absence of a clear dis­
tinction between semantic and world knowledge regarding lexical items54.
The aim o f the present fMRI study is to investigate whether the LIFG unifies infor­
mation from long term memory and discourse. We investigated whether ongoing discourse 
could modulate the integration of world knowledge sentences in LIFG. If a sentence that 
departs from our world knowledge (“The elephant flies”) is preceded by a discourse context 
that supports it (Circus traveling by airplane), unification should be easier. As described 
above, there are a few fMRI studies that shed light on how the brain processes multi-sen­
tence utterances. Several of these have found that the right hemisphere is involved in dis­
course processing7, 78. Since we expected right hemisphere involvement to be stronger in our 
study with multi-sentence texts than it was in Hagoort et al.41, where single sentences were 
presented, we investigated modulations of world knowledge unification not only in the left 
hemisphere regions where they found increased responses to anomalies, but also in their 
right hemisphere counterparts. To avoid confusion, we do not think a true dichotomy exists 
between ‘correct’ sentences and ‘anomalies’. Rather, there is a continuum from sentences 
that fit very well with our world knowledge to sentences that are odd in the light o f what we 
know. However, for ease of reading we use the terms ‘correct’ and ‘anomaly’ as shorthand.
O ur paradigm was similar to the one used by Hald et al.42, with either neutral or local 
contexts preceding correct world knowledge sentences or anomalies. The local contexts were 
designed to make the world knowledge anomalies more plausible. The predictions were as 
follows: first, left BA 45 and 47 were expected to show a stronger response to world knowl­
edge anomalies than to correct sentences in the neutral context. Second, the local context 
should facilitate integration o f the anomaly. The effect of world knowledge should therefore 
be reduced in the local context compared to the neutral context. Third, since the right hemi­
sphere is known to be involved in discourse processing, we predicted that the right BA45 
and 47 would also show modulation of world knowledge processing by discourse context. 
Finally, we investigated the effect of both world knowledge and discourse context at the 






Thirty-two healthy right-handed Dutch native speakers with normal or corrected to 
normal vision (13 male, 19 female; mean age = 22 ± 3) participated in the experiment. 
All subjects had attended or were attending university education in the Netherlands. All 
subjects gave written informed consent prior to the experiment and received a fee for their 
participation.
stimuli and design
One hundred and thirty-two sets of Dutch-language stimuli were created for this ex­
periment. Like Hald et al. (2007), we used a 2 x 2 factorial design with the factors discourse 
context (neutral/local) and world knowledge (correct/anomaly). The contexts were either 
in accordance with world knowledge (neutral context), or contained a motivation for the 
world knowledge anomaly in the critical sentence, making the anomaly more acceptable 
(local context). The critical sentences were either in accordance with world knowledge or 
departed from world knowledge (anomaly). There was, however, one important difference 
compared to the ERP-study by Hald et al. 42. In the present study, the contexts were much 
more tightly matched: the two versions of a particular context had an identical syntactic 
structure, were matched on sentence and word length and on word frequency, and differed 
in as few words as possible. This was necessary due to the lower temporal resolution o f fMRI 
compared to EEG. In an fMRI study, contexts differing as widely as they did in the ERP- 
study could lead to strong but hard to interpret effects on BOLD-responses to the critical 
sentences (see Table 1 for translated examples of our stimuli).
All contexts consisted o f three sentences. The first sentence was equal between the two 
versions of the context and introduced the subject of the text. The other two sentences were 
matched on syntactic structure, word frequency and number o f words, and differed on as 
few words as possible. The three context sentences were followed by the critical sentence. 
This critical sentence had two versions, which only differed in one word, the critical word.
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The critical word never appeared in sentence-final position, and the context did not contain 
either of the critical words.
Two hundred and twenty-five sets of stimuli were pre-tested with 75 subjects in total. 
Nineteen subjects were given the single critical sentences only, with no prior context. The 
sentences were truncated before the critical word and subjects were asked to complete them 
to make a complete, grammatical sentence. The participants were instructed to fill in the 
first thing that came to mind, and to keep completions as short as possible. Thirty-one 
subjects were given a list of items consisting of half neutral and half local contexts in a ran­
dom order, again followed by the truncated critical sentences. Stimuli were selected for the 
experiment if none of the subjects completed the critical sentence with the world knowledge 
anomaly in the single sentence condition. After the neutral context not more than 2 subjects 
should fill in the critical word constituting the anomaly, while after the local context at least
3 subjects should respond with the anomaly. The difference between the cloze probabilities 
of the critical word constituting the world knowledge anomaly after the local and neutral 
contexts was required to be at least 20%. Paired-sample T-tests showed that the two con­
texts differed significantly in terms of cloze probability of the correct critical word (T(133) 
= 18.3, P < 0.001) and o f the anomalies (T(133) = -27.2, P < 0.001). The characteristics of 
the selected items are reported in Table 2. The cloze probability of the correct critical word is 
15  higher after the neutral context than in the single sentence, and lower after the local context.
The cloze probability of the anomaly is higher after the local context than after the neutral 
context, or in the single sentence. Local contexts do not succeed in completely overriding
Table 1. Stimulus characteristics. Cloze probabilities for correct and  anom aly com pletions after the neutral context, the local 
context, or w ithou t context. C P = cloze probability.
Examples
Neutral contexts (1) Carl Barks wrote many Donald Duck stories and invented Duckburg. In his early sketches we see Huey,
Dewey and Louie as young well-behaved boys with hats and scarves, They often go out to help old ladies.
(2) More and more lamp posts are placed in the Netherlands. This way it is easier to see the road. This is nice 
for drivers.
(3) There now is a vaccination against measles. The disease is more frequent the lower the age of patients is. 
They are more vulnerable to contagion.
Local contexts (1) Carl Barks wrote many Donald Duck stories and invented Duckburg. In his early sketches we see Huey,
Dewey and Louie as young bad boys with striped sweaters and masks. They often go out to rob old ladies.
(2) More and more lamp posts are placed in the Netherlands. This way it is harder to see the night sky. This is 
sad for astronomers.
(3) There now is a vaccination against measles. The disease is more dangerous the higher the age of patients 
is. They are more vulnerable to complications.
Critical sentences (1) Donald Duck's nephews are boy scouts / thieves and very smart.
(2) With the lights on you can see more / less at night.
(3) Measles is a disease that especially affects children / elderly,
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Table 2. Results o f the pretest for the selected items. Reported are the cloze probabilities o f correct com pletions and  anomalies
after the truncated  critical sentence (Measles is a disease th a t especially affects___________). T he truncated  critical sentence
was presented after the neutral context, the local context or in isolation.
Condition Cloze probability correct Cloze probability anomaly
Neutral context 77% 1%
Local context 34% 43%
Single sentence 59% 0%
world knowledge, shown by the residual cloze probability of the correct word in the local 
context condition (34%). In the experiment, four different lists each contained one version 
of every item. The items were presented in four different pseudo-random orders. No more 
than three items o f the same condition were presented in a row.
procedure
Each participant saw 132 trials (33/condition). The experimental session was split in
4 subsequent runs o f ~15 minutes. To ensure that the subjects remained attentive, they were 
given a content question about the preceding text on 10% of the trials (e.g., W ho wrote the 
Donald Duck stories? ), and two possible answers from which to choose with a button press 
(Carl Barks / Walt Disney). After two runs participants underwent the anatomical scan.
A trial consisted o f the following elements: the discourse contexts were presented sen- 
tence-by-sentence. Each sentence was presented for a total duration of 900 ms + (250 ms 
times the number of words). The inter-stimulus interval (ISI) between sentences was 750 
ms and after the context had been presented an ISI between 2500 and 3500 ms occurred in 
which a blank screen was presented. Subsequently the critical sentence was presented word- 
by-word, with 500 ms per word and a 100 ms ISI between words. The inter-trial interval 
(ITI) between the critical sentence and the next discourse context was jittered between 4000 
and 6000 ms. W hen there was a question, it was presented 2000 ms after the last word of the 
critical sentence. The two possible answers were presented below the sentence 500 ms after 
its onset and stayed on screen for 3500 ms. At the end o f this question-answer period, there 
was a normal ITI of 4000 — 6000 ms before the next context was presented.
scanning parameters
Subjects were scanned with a Siemens 3T Tim-Trio MRI-scanner, using a 12-channel
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surface coil. The T R  was 1.86 s, each volume contained 28 slices of 3 mm thickness with a 
slice-gap of 10%. The voxel size was 3x3x3 mm3, the field of view was 224 mm. We kept 
the T R  shorter than usual, to allow for subsequent dynamic causal modeling (DCM) analy­
sis, which requires a shorter TR. The number of slices therefore did not allow acquisition 
of a full brain volume in most subjects. The experimenter always made sure that the entire 
temporal and frontal lobes were scanned, where the activations o f interest were expected. 
However, this implied that in many subjects data from a part of the parietal lobe was not 
acquired. A whole-brain high resolution structural T1-weighted MPRAGE sequence was 
also performed to characterize the subjects’ anatomy (TR = 2.30 s, 192 slices with voxel size 
of 1 mm3, FOV = 256 mm).
data analysis
The data were preprocessed using SPM525. Images were realigned to correct for move­
ment artifacts, slice-timing corrected, the mean functional image for each subject was coreg­
istered to the EPI template provided by SPM5 and to the subjects’ anatomical image, and 
finally anatomically normalized to the M N I space and spatially filtered with an isotropic 
15  3D Gaussian kernel (FW HM  = 10 mm). Data were analyzed using the general linear model 
and statistical parametric mapping25. In a 2 x 2 design, with the factors context (neutral/ 
local) and world knowledge (correct/anomaly), all four regressors were modeled from the 
onset of the critical word to the end of the sentence, and were subsequently convolved with 
the canonical hemodynamic response function provided by SPM5. Additional regressors 
were included for the discourse context, the first part of the critical sentence, the inter-trial 
and inter-stimulus intervals, and finally six movement parameters. At the single subject level 
the four conditions of interest were contrasted separately against the first part of the critical 
sentences o f all conditions, which formed a high level baseline. The four resulting contrast 
images were included in a second-level random-effects analysis as well as the factor subject 
to account for between-subject variability. For the regions o f interest (ROI) analysis small- 
volume correction was used for two 10 mm spheres centered around the local maxima for 
the world knowledge effect reported by Hagoort et al. 41 (M NI coordinates: left BA 47 [-48 
30 -13] and left BA 45 [-44 30 10]) and their right homotopic regions (see Figure 1 for the 
location of the ROIs). For both the ROI- and the whole-brain analysis, images were thresh- 
olded at T  = 3.16 (P < 0.001, uncorrected). The cluster size was used as the test statistic and 
only clusters significant at P < 0.05 corrected for multiple non-independent comparisons
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F igure  1. ROIs in current study. Two 10 m m  spheres centered a t M N I coor­
dinates [-44 ,30 ,10] (BA 45 , top) and  [-48 ,30 ,-13] (BA 47 , bottom ), and  their
right hem isphere equivalents.
are reported. Local maxima are also reported for all clusters with their respective family-wise 
error (FWE) corrected P-values.
results
ROI analysis
In a small-volume corrected analysis for both ROIs in the LIFG clusters were found 
that showed a significant effect of world knowledge in the neutral context. Significant clus­
ters were also present in both RIFG ROIs. For the local context, no clusters were found that 
showed a significant world knowledge effect in three o f the four regions (left BA 45, right 
BA 45 and right BA 47) In the left BA 47 a cluster was present showing a residual effect of 
world knowledge in the local context, although it was smaller than in the neutral context. 
We predicted that the effect of world knowledge would be weakened by the local context, 
since the world knowledge anomaly would be easier to integrate after such a context. Clus­
ters showing the predicted interaction between world knowledge and context were found in 
right BA 47 and BA 45, but in neither of the left ROIs. See Table 3 for all cluster coordinates 
and P-values.
For the average beta values in each ROI the interaction between context and world 
knowledge was significant in both right hemisphere ROIs but in neither of the left hemi­
sphere ROIs, though it showed a trend towards an interaction in L BA 47 (L BA 45: F(1,31)
< 1; L BA 47: F(1,31) = 3.4, P < 0.074; R BA 45: F(1,31) = 6.3, P < 0.017; R BA 47: F(1,31) 
= 9.5, P < 0.008). Figure 2 shows the difference between correct sentences and anomalies 




To further specify the interaction between context and world knowledge in the RIFG, 
we extracted the average beta-values for the clusters showing a significant interaction in the 
small volume corrected analysis in the two right hemisphere ROIs. We inserted these in a 
2x2x2 (Brain region x Context x World knowledge) repeated measures general linear model. 
A significant main effect was found for world knowledge (F(1,31) = 17.86, P < 0.0001), 
which as expected was qualified by a context by world knowledge interaction (F(1,31) = 
14.92, P < 0.001), but also by an area by world knowledge interaction (F(1,31) = 6.27, 
P < 0.018), with a stronger effect o f world knowledge in BA 45 than 47. For the context 
by world knowledge interaction, in which we were mainly interested, we tested for the 
simple effects o f both world knowledge and context. The effect of world knowledge was 
significant within the neutral (F = 31.9, P < 0.0001) but not the local context (F < 1). The 
effect o f context was significant for both correct sentences (F = 11.9, P < 0.002) and world 
knowledge anomalies (F = 4.3, P < 0.047). The effect was reversed in the latter condition: 
the beta-values were higher for world knowledge anomalies in the neutral than in the local 
context. This suggests that the local context facilitated integration o f the world knowledge 
anomalies.
We did not find the interaction between context and world knowledge in the small 
volume corrected data. Since, however, we found a trend towards an interaction in the mean 
15  beta values for BA47, we performed the same simple effects tests outlined above for the av­
erage beta values of this ROI. The effect of world knowledge was significant for the neutral 
context (F = 20.770, P <.0001) and showed a trend towards significance in the local context 
(F = 3.572, P < .068). The effect of context was only significant for the correct sentences 
(F = 7.925, P<.008; anomalies: F<1). The trend towards an interaction effect in BA 47 is 
therefore characterized by a reduced effect o f world knowledge in the local context. Figure
Table 3. Results for the ROI-analyses. Small volum e correction was perform ed for the 4 ROIs, located in bilateral BA 45 
and  47. R eported are all clusters significant at cluster-level w ith P  < 0.05 corrected for m ultiple comparisons. T he  M N I- 
coordinates o f the m axim a o f all clusters and  their respective voxel-wise T- and  P-values (FW E corrected for m ultiple non­
independent comparisons) are also reported.
e ffe c t ROI c lu s te r- le v e l vo x e l-lev e l g lo b a l m ax im a
K p T p (FWE) x  y z
World knowledge effect in neutral context L BA 45 103 0.003 4.3 0.001 -48 24 16
L BA 47 300 0 5.33 0 -46 34 -16
R BA 45 271 0 5.63 0 50 28 16
R BA 47 307 0 5.8 0 44 38 -12
World knowledge effect in local context L BA 47 25 0.015 4.27 0 -48 38 -16
Interaction world knowledge X context
R BA 47 1 0.032 3.36 0.022 48 36 -4
R BA 45 5 0.026 3.41 0.019 50 32 4
8 0.024 3.3 0.025 50 30 12
1 0.032 3.26 0.028 40 34 2
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F igure  2. Difference bar graphs between correct and 
anom alous sentences in neutral and  local contexts, in four 
ROIs (R/L BA 45 and  47). Displayed are the differences in 
average beta values between correct sentences and  anom a­
lies for both types o f contexts for the entire ROIs.
F igure 3. Difference bar graphs between neutral and  lo­
cal contexts for correct and  anom alous sentences, in four 
ROIs (R/L BA 45 and  47). Displayed are the differences 
in average beta values between neutral and  local context 
contexts for each type o f sentence.
3 shows the differences between local and neutral contexts for the two world knowledge 
conditions in all ROIs, clearly showing that the context effect is reversed in the right but not 
the left hemisphere ROIs.
whole-brain analysis
To further investigate the modulation o f  world knowledge effects by preceding dis­
course, we also performed a whole-brain analysis. Results for all following comparisons are 
reported in Table 4. Clusters are reported if significant at P < 0.05 at cluster-level, corrected 
for multiple non-independent comparisons.
World knowledge effect in the neutral context: Seven clusters showed a stronger re­
sponse to world knowledge anomalies than to correct sentences. These were bilateral inferior 
frontal (BA 45 and 47), right middle temporal (BA 21), the bilateral angular gyri (AG, BA 
39/40), the right caudate nucleus and a cluster spreading across the bilateral superior frontal 
gyri (SFG, BA 9). All clusters are shown in Figure 4. In the whole-brain analysis there was
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no significant effect of world knowledge in the local context.
Main effect o f context: One cluster showed a marginally significant effect at the clus­
ter-level (but highly significant at the voxel-level). This cluster was located in the left middle 
temporal gyrus and showed a stronger response to local than to neutral contexts. Simple 
main effects analyses revealed that for this cluster the effect was independent of whether the 
final sentence was correct or constituted a world knowledge anomaly (correct: F = 19.26, P
< 0.001, anomaly: F = 11.69, P < 0.002).
Interaction world knowledge and context: This comparison resulted in one significant 
cluster located in the left angular gyrus (see Figure 5A). Two clusters showed a marginally 
significant response. These were the right hemisphere equivalent of the cluster in the left 
angular gyrus as well as a cluster in the RIFG. This last result is similar to the effect observed 
in the ROI-analysis. Comparison of the beta-values in the left angular gyrus revealed a 
cross-over interaction between context and world knowledge, suggesting that this region is 
predominantly sensitive to the coherence between critical sentence and context (see Figure 
5B).
Table 4: Results for all tested contrasts in whole brain analysis. Listed are clusters w ith a cluster-size (kE) significant a t P < 
0.05 corrected for m ultiple comparisons. T he m axim a o f all clusters and  their respective voxel-wise T- and  p-values (FW E 




T  p  (FWE)
global maxima
y 2
World knowledge effect in neutral context R BA 47 2412 0.000 6.52 0.000 46 42 -14
L BA 47 1502 0.000 5.33 0.004 -46 34 -16
R BA 9 1612 0.000 4.94 0.020 14 54 24
R BA 21 944 0.000 4.87 0.034 64 -42 -8
R BA 39/40 347 0.023 4.87 0.026 56 -56 26
L BA 39/40 815 0.000 5.74 0.001 -58 -64 24
World knowledge effect in local context
R caudate 394 0.015 4.19 0.237 12 4 10
Main effect context (L>N) L BA21 266 0.054 5.46 0.003 -60 -22 20
Interaction world knowledge x context 375 0.018 4.83 0.030 -64 -48 28
F igure 4 . Effect o f w orld knowledge in the neutral context. T he  map is thresholded a t P < 0.001 uncorrected, only clusters 
w ith P < 0.05 corrected at cluster-level are shown. A: significant clusters rendered onto  the cortical surface. B: transversal slice 




Figure 5: Interaction o f w orld knowledge 
and  context in the angular gyrus. A: loca­
tion  o f the cluster showing a significant 
interaction. B: difference bar graph for the 
beta values in this cluster.
The first main result of this study was to replicate the world knowledge effect of Hago- 
ort et al.41. In other words, sentences with world knowledge anomalies triggered significantly 
greater activation of the left inferior frontal gyrus (LIFG; BA 45 and 47) compared to cor­
rect sentences, particularly for the neutral context. A similar effect was observed in the right 
IFG (BA 45 and 47; cf., figure 2).
The second main finding o f this study relates to the modulation of the world knowl­
edge effect by context. More specifically, we predicted that the effect of world knowledge 
would be reduced in the local context compared to the neutral context. Consistent with 
this, there was a trend towards an interaction between context and world knowledge in the 
LIFG (in BA 47, but not in BA 45), suggesting that this region supports on-line unifica­
tion of linguistic and extra-linguistic information (cf., figure 2). The residual effect of world 
knowledge in the local context observed in the LIFG suggests that the ongoing discourse 
(i.e., the local context) does not fully neutralize the world knowledge effect during compre­
hension of the critical sentence but the trend towards an interaction between context and 
world knowledge in L BA47 indicates that the context does affect processing of the world 
knowledge sentences in this area at least to some extent.
In contrast to the LIFG, in the RIFG the interaction between world knowledge and 
context was significant, consistent with our third prediction that the right hemisphere is 
involved in discourse processing. Indeed, specification of the interaction in RIFG revealed 
that after the local context, the BOLD-response to anomalies was weaker in the local than 
the neutral context.This suggests that the RIFG is more sensitive to the discourse modula­
tion than the LIFG.
These results are in line with several studies showing a strong involvement of the 
right hemisphere in discourse processing7. The RIFG therefore also seems to play an im­
portant role in semantic unification, in addition to the LIFG (an effect already noticed in 
the data of Hagoort et al.41, albeit non-significant). Moreover, the RIFG might be relatively
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more involved than the LIFG in forming an integrated representation of ongoing discourse. 
O ur results are also in line with the idea that the left hemisphere is more sensitive to domi­
nant semantic relationships, while the right hemisphere is more sensitive to novel, inferred 
semantic relationships32. The LIFG continues to detect the discrepancy in the sentence Mea­
sles is a disease that especially affects elderly due to the strong association between measles 
and children while the RIFG has inferred the novel association between measles and elderly 
from the context (There now is a vaccination against measles. The disease is more dangerous 
the higher the age of patients is. They are more vulnerable to complications.)
W hat the precise division o f labor is between the LIFG and RIFG remains to be 
explored. The fact that we did not observe a significant interaction between context and 
world knowledge in LIFG suggests that this region remains sensitive to semantic unification 
of incoming information with prior world knowledge, even if preceding discourse context 
overrides this knowledge. The interpretation o f the world-knowledge effect in the RIFG is 
less straightforward: the interaction between context and world knowledge and the absence 
of a world knowledge effect in the local context suggest that this area is predominantly sensi­
tive to the congruency between discourse context and target sentence. But since the effect of 
world knowledge is not completely reversed in the local context, the region is also sensitive 
to information from long term memory.
The main new finding in this study is that semantic unification at the level investigat­
ed here is more bilateral than was earlier observed. Clearly, the RIFG is involved in forming 
a representation of the ongoing discourse. This result fits with previous claims that the right 
hemisphere is involved in processing multi-sentence texts. As outlined in the introduction 
the right hemisphere is sensitive to text coherence9, 32, 60, 104. Long, Baynes and Prat66 used 
divided visual field experiments to determine what kind of discourse representation each 
hemisphere contributes to. They concluded that only the left hemisphere forms a proposi- 
tional representation, the textbase in the description o f van Dijk and Kintsch111, evidenced 
by stronger priming effects for words previously presented in the same propositions than in 
different propositions when presented in the right visual field. The right hemisphere shows 
no differential priming for words in same or different propositions and therefore does not 
appear to form a propositional representation. However, because it does show stronger prim­
ing for words in same passages than in different passages, it seems to form a more general 
discourse representation. We suggest that this general discourse representation is a situation 
model. Since the target sentences in our paradigm contain distinct propositions from the 
preceding passages they cause no local anomalies in the propositional structure. However, at
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a more global level they violate the content of the preceding discourse. O ur results therefore 
suggest that the RIFG is more sensitive to discourse anomalies than the LIFG.
In addition to the ROI-analysis, we also performed a whole-brain analysis to further 
investigate effects of world knowledge and the modulations of these effects by context. We 
observed a main effect of context in the left middle temporal gyrus. Note however that this 
effect occurs at the critical part of the final sentence and is independent of the final sen­
tence type which the subjects read. The contexts were tightly matched on word frequency, 
number of words and syntactic structure, though the local contexts were by definition more 
novel than the neutral ones, which may have increased the overall integration load, irrespec­
tive o f the type of sentence that had to be integrated. For the effect of world knowledge in 
the neutral context, we observed several significant clusters, located in the IFG bilaterally, 
the bilateral medial superior frontal gyri (SFG), the angular gyrus bilaterally, the middle 
temporal gyrus as well as in the right caudate nucleus. Compared to Hagoort et al.41, there 
were three modifications in the current study. First, we scanned 32 subjects instead o f 14, 
leading to greater statistical power in our analyses. Second, we used a more high-level base­
line, which may have reduced the noise in the data, thereby increasing sensitivity. Finally 
and crucially, our world knowledge sentences were preceded by contexts. This meant that 
a stronger response to world knowledge anomalies than to correct sentences is very likely 
induced by a mismatch between the critical sentence and the preceding context. The world 
knowledge anomalies in this condition do not only violate world knowledge, but also the 
content of the neutral discourse context. In the local context it is the correct sentence that 
violates the previous discourse. In regions where congruency between the previous con­
text and the critical sentence is what matters, an interaction between world knowledge and 
context would be expected. This interaction was present in the left angular gyrus (and was 
present just below threshold in the right angular gyrus). These regions therefore appear to 
be more sensitive to the coherence between the discourse context and the critical sentence 
than to world knowledge per se.
Different functions have been hypothesized for the angular gyrus. For example, it has 
been implicated in visual word form recognition13. O ur critical words were designed to have 
a higher cloze probability in precisely the two conditions that show the lowest activation in 
the left angular gyrus. These highly constraining contexts may have led to top-down influ­
ences on word form retrieval, which would explain the interaction effect.
Price92 argues that the angular gyrus is not specific to visual word forms but rather is 
engaged when semantic associations are made. Mechelli, Josephs, Lambon Ralph, McClel-
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land and Price73 lend empirical support to the suggestion that the left angular gyrus is sensi­
tive to semantic associations between words by showing that the left angular gyrus shows a 
stronger BOLD-response to semantically related word pairs than to unrelated and phono­
logically related word pairs. Humphries, Binder, Medler and Liebenthal51 propose a similar 
but slightly more complex role o f the left angular gyrus in semantic integration. In a study 
which compared congruent sentences, sentences with unrelated words and pseudoword sen­
tences, and reshuffled word list versions of all these, they found stronger activation in the 
left angular gyrus for congruent sentences than for all other conditions. They therefore 
suggested that this area is involved in integrating incoming semantic information with an 
ongoing context. At first sight our results do not match those of Humphries et al.51, as they 
find weaker activations in the random sentences (which would seem the hardest to integrate) 
than in the congruent sentence. Like us, Ni et al.81 also found stronger activations in angular 
gyrus in sentences containing semantic anomalies than congruent sentences. One possibil­
ity is that the random sentences in the Humphries et al.51 study fail to generate semantic 
integration in the first place, while sentences with an anomaly (present study,81) do generate 
a context, in which the word meaning embodying the anomaly is then harder to integrate.
The inferior parietal region has also been implicated in the phonological loop compo­
nent of working memory3. The phonological loop is a component of working memory that 
15  temporarily stores sound and language. It consists o f two components, a phonological store 
and an articulatory rehearsal process. Baddeley3 and others have suggested that the inferior 
parietal region is involved in the storage component. This might explain the interaction be­
tween context and world knowledge that we observed for this region. It is possible that when 
subjects encounter a sentence that does not easily combine with the information that they 
just read, they retrieve the surface form and check whether their interpretation was correct. 
However, because our experiment was not designed to distinguish between the different 
possibilities outlined above, we will not draw strong conclusions about the role of the left 
angular gyrus at this point.
In conclusion, we suggest that the RIFG is specifically involved in forming a general 
representation (a situation model) of ongoing discourse and in unifying discourse informa­
tion with previously stored knowledge in long-term memory. Based on our findings, we 
suggest that both LIFG and RIFG are recruited in unification, but with a division of labor 
when it comes to discourse comprehension. W hat precisely distinguishes the different types 





su m m ary
In this thesis, I aimed to investigate how the brain produces and understands language 
in its context. The context was visual in Chapters 2,3 and 4, and provided by discourse and 
stored knowledge in Chapters 5. By investigating language in context, amongst other things,
1 hoped to elucidate the role of right hemispheric regions in language processing, and in 
particular in contextual language use.
In chapter 2, I started by dissecting the neuronal infrastructure of speaking. Although 
models of speaking distinguish producing meaning, words and syntax as the different com­
ponents o f speaking, little is known about the brain’s integrated neuronal infrastructure 
for speech production. We therefore investigated semantic, lexical, and syntactic aspects of 
speaking using fMRI. In a picture description task, we manipulated repetition of sentence 
meaning, words, and syntax separately. By investigating brain areas showing response sup­
pression to repetition of each of these sentence properties, we disentangled the neuronal 
infrastructure for the three processes. We found that encoding sentence level semantic struc­
ture (in particular, thematic role structure) recruited the bilateral posterior middle temporal 
gyri. In Chapter 3 we demonstrated that this bilateral involvement in semantic encoding 
was not a special characteristic of speaking. We compared semantic, lexical and syntactic 
processing in speaking and listening, and found that brain areas involved in these processes 
are mostly the same for both modalities.
Ever since Frege21 linguists have drawn the distinction between the linguistic mean­
ing of an expression (the sense) and what it refers to (the reference). Semantic encoding in 
speaking involves mapping the reference onto a sense, in order to express it. In Chapter 4, I 
investigated how the contribution of areas found involved in semantic encoding in Chapter
2 and 3 played out across these different steps in semantic encoding. In a picture descrip­
tion task, we manipulated repetition of sense (the sentence meaning) and reference (the 
representation of the described situation) separately. By investigating brain areas showing 
response adaptation to repetition of each of these sentence properties, we disentangled the 
neuronal infrastructure for these two components of semantic encoding. Areas involved 
only in encoding reference were the bilateral inferior parietal lobes and right inferior frontal 
cortex, while Broca’s area, left middle frontal gyrus and left superior parietal lobe showed a 
selective effect of processing sense. I think these two sets o f areas reflect the input and output 
to semantic encoding respectively. Large parts of the language network (left inferior frontal 
gyrus, bilateral posterior temporal gyri), showed involvement in both sense and reference
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processing. These areas are probably involved in mapping reference onto sense, the crucial 
step in semantic encoding.
In Chapters 2, 3 and 4, the context in which sentences were produced or heard was 
always visual. In Chapter 5 we turned our attention to two other types of contexts that 
can affect sentence interpretation. Both local discourse and world knowledge are known 
to influence sentence processing. We investigated how these two sources o f information 
conspire in language comprehension. Two types o f critical sentences, correct and world 
knowledge anomalies, were preceded by either a neutral or a local context. The latter made 
the world knowledge anomalies more acceptable or plausible. We predicted that the local 
context would facilitate comprehension o f the anomalies, and therefore reduce the increased 
BOLD-response that these are known to elicit in left inferior frontal gyrus41. We replicated 
this finding and also observed an effect in right inferior frontal gyrus. The latter was more 
sensitive to the discourse manipulation than the left inferior frontal gyrus, indicating that 
immediately preceding context and stored knowledge affect the processing of sentences in 
right and left inferior frontal gyri (BA 45/47) in a different manner.
discussion
W hat role, then, do right hemispheric regions play in processing language? Let us fol­
low the brain in its process o f constructing a sentence and see if we can find out. The find­
ings in Chapter 4 allowed us to distinguish the encoding of a situation into a representation 
to which to refer, from the final conceptual representation to be expressed. In speaking, 
inferior parietal areas turned out to be primarily involved in providing the input to semantic 
encoding. This involvement may well depend on the modality-specific features of the refer­
ential domain, which is non-linguistic in nature. In our studies, the input to speaking were 
visually presented pictures o f actions, which therefore have a strongly visuospatial quality. In 
Chapter 5, we found this same area (in the left hemisphere, and sub-threshold in the right) 
to show a complete cross-over interaction between discourse and the world knowledge ef­
fect. The angular gyrus has in fact often been found involved in language processing49, 51, 53, 73. 
Amongst other things, it has been proposed to be involved in semantic integration53, 74, 82, 94.
O ur data suggest that more specifically, the angular gyrus might be involved in gener­
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ating a (non-linguistic) reference for an utterance. In comprehension, this indeed requires 
combining referents for the different presented concepts. Furthermore, our data in Chapters
4 and 5 suggest that, other than previously thought, this role may be bilateral: in Chapter
5 the same effect found in the left angular gyrus was present in the right angular gyrus, al­
beit just subthreshold, and in Chapter 5 computing reference clearly involved the bilateral 
angular gyri.
Posterior temporal areas have repeatedly been thought to be involved in activating 
stored conceptual representations40, 49, 58. O ur data in Chapter 4 support this idea, suggesting 
that posterior temporal areas map the non-linguistic mental representation (the referent), 
onto conceptual representations that can be used for speech (the sense). Jackendoff56 has pre­
viously suggested that to the extent that there is such a thing as linguistic semantics, it is the 
interface between the conceptual system (which contains non-linguistic modality specific 
representations as described above) and the phonological and syntactic systems. Hickok and 
Poeppel49, 51 have in fact suggested underlying neuronal infrastructure for this idea by pro­
posing that the role o f these posterior temporal areas is to map phonological representations 
on conceptual ones. In sum, activation of stored conceptual representations recruits bilateral 
posterior middle temporal gyri (MTG).
At the same time, our data in Chapter 2 suggested that lexical storage is a left lateral- 
ized function. We concluded this because the left posterior middle temporal gyrus was the 
only area showing sensitivity not only to sentence-level semantics, but also to lexical and 
syntactic repetition. These findings suggest that while storage of conceptual representation 
involves the posterior middle temporal gyri bilaterally49, 58, storage of phonological and syn­
tactic representations is left-lateralized13, 40, 49, 51, 105.
The left inferior frontal gyrus (LIFG) has previously been postulated to unify these 
stored phonological, syntactic and semantic representations into a coherent representation 
of the ongoing utterance40. I propose that the RIFG performs a similar function, but that the 
outcome is different due to different inputs to the process. As outlined above right M TG is 
also involved in storing (conceptual) representations. If these form the input to unification 
in RIFG, the outcome will necessarily also be different than in LIFG.
O ur data in Chapters 4 and 5 suggest that RIFG is involved in constructing a situa­
tion model. The fact that in Chapter 4 the reference repetition effect in RIFG is not only 
opposite to that in LIFG, but also to that in the bilateral angular gyri and posterior tem­
poral regions may shed light on the division of labor of different right hemispheric regions 
in language processing. The bilateral angular gyri have previously been hypothesized to be
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involved in higher level semantic processing, but the nature of their contribution was un- 
resolved72, 74, 94. In studies targeting right hemispheric contributions to language processing, 
effects are often found in angular gyrus, middle temporal gyrus, or inferior frontal gyrus, or 
any combination of these62, 72, 74, 102. The crucial point is that when effects are found in more 
than one o f these areas, they tend to show the same pattern. This makes it hard to draw a dis­
tinction between the roles o f the different areas. We find significant, but opposing, effects in 
these areas and therefore propose the following: the angular gyri are involved in generating a 
referent for an utterance, i.e. at the sentence- or even word level, although this involvement 
may well depend on modality-specific features of the referential domain. The inferior frontal 
gyrus, on the other hand, is involved in building a situation model and therefore integrates 
information across multiple utterances as well as inferring implicit information. In produc­
tion, the speaker already has all the information, both stated and unstated, that he is talking 
about. The situation model, then, contains the referents of all related utterances, as well as 
any information that the speaker is not mentioning but does know (and might decide to 
mention sometime in the future).
How might this work? A situation model is the conceptual structure or microworld 
underlying a passage (be it read, written, heard or spoken). It is non-linguistic in nature 
and contains the following characteristics: space, time, causation, intentionality, and pro­
tagonist33, 125. In the case of a spatial model, a listener needs to reconstruct a non-linear 
representation out of a linear input: for instance, if a speaker were to describe the layout of 
a room in a circular fashion, the items furthest apart in the description are close in space. 
Possible ways to accomplish this would be to hold online all concepts or to integrate them in 
a nonlinear representation, such as a spatial model. Perhaps not uncoincidentally, the right 
hemisphere has previously been claimed to operate optimally at a lower temporal resolution 
than the left43, 83. One divided visual field study has shown that while the left hemisphere has 
an advantage in detecting short changes (10-40 ms) in a stimulus, the right hemisphere has 
an advantage in sustained monitoring of such stimuli89.
O f course, a difference between temporal resolutions on a scale o f milliseconds doesn’t 
directly explain a possible advantage in processing representations spanning several utter­
ances. It might, however, be the case that the high temporal resolution at which left hemi­
spheric regions operate to perform processes that require linearization such as syntax and 
phonology49 comes at the cost of less optimal processing at longer temporal scales. Right 
hemispheric regions, lacking this specialization, may then not only be worse at what left 
hemispheric regions do well — processing at high temporal resolution — but may also be
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better at what these regions would do worse — integrating information over longer temporal 
intervals. W hether this is indeed the case, and whether this underlies the hemispheric differ­
ences described above remains to be seen.
To sum up, I propose that posterior temporal areas are involved in activating stored 
representations. Conceptual representations recruit bilateral M T G ’s (although the represen­
tations may not be identical5, 45, 58), while activation of phonological and syntactic charac­
teristics shows a left-lateralized pattern. The right and left IFG’s unify these representations 
into a coherent representation o f ongoing language, but show a clear hemispheric dissocia­
tion. The LIFG is more strongly involved in unifiying content within the utterance itself, 
at syntactic, linguistic-semantic and phonological levels, while the RIFG is relatively more 
involved in unifying that representation o f the utterance into a coherent situation model, 
which includes non-linguistic and implicit information. These differences are partly due to 
the different input the two regions get and partly to different processing characteristics, such 
as the different temporal resolution at which they operate optimally.
future outlook
One aspect of this thesis deserves further emphasis: in Chapters 2 and 4 I investigated 
overt sentence level production. The scarce neuroimaging studies that had previously done 
so, either treated sentence production as a unitary process6, 20, 59, or isolated only one compo­
nent of speech production54. In the pair o f studies described in Chapters 2 and 4, I have first 
dissected semantic, lexical and syntactic processing in speaking, and then dissected semantic 
processing further into processing sense and reference. These studies highlight the feasibility 
o f studying speaking in the scanner. I hope to have shown that carrying out these studies is 
not only feasible, but also necessary to fully grasp how our brains process language.
At the same time, they are still only first steps. Many more detailed studies on speaking 
will be necessary to achieve anything near the level o f detail already present in neurocogni­
tive models o f comprehension. For instance, to what extent do different types of context 
play out to different underlying neuronal infrastructure in semantic encoding? In Chapter
4 I have shown that we can distinguish the areas involved in encoding non-linguistic refer­
ence, from those mapping that onto a linguistic sense. I have shown this in the context of 
pictures, but what would happen if the context were retrieved from long term memory (like 
the world knowledge studied in Chapter 5) or were auditory in nature? Chapter 5 already
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provides a hint that this makes a difference in comprehension: comparing the effects of 
world knowledge anomalies in that study to those obtained in a study where there were 
no discourse contexts41 yielded different results, in particular in posterior temporo-parietal 
regions. Possibly, these effects are due to the difference between a referent retrieved solely 
from long term memory, and one reconstructed from the present discourse context. Future 
research will need to further elucidate how our brains encode reference depending on the 
type of referential domain.
The data in Chapter 3 show that the neuronal infrastructure underlying speaking 
and listening is strikingly similar across all linguistic steps necessary to form an utterance. 
O f course, we have shown this in a situation where the sentences that were either heard or 
uttered all pertained to the same type of visual context. The similarity between semantic 
processing in speaking and listening might therefore be partly due to the non-linguistic step 
involved in coding reference. Here, the reference was immediately available irrespective of 
whether participants were speaking or listening. Often when listening we need to reconstruct 
the reference on the basis of the linguistic input we receive. In this case, the underlying proc­
ess could conceivably involve different underlying neural networks. To answer this question, 
one would need to replicate the study described in Chapter 4 in listening and compare that 
to a situation where the reference is not given. I would also find it interesting to see to what 
extent all these processes, and the overlap between them, depend on the modality o f the 
input or output, that is, on whether we are writing and reading or speaking and listening.
Another question that this thesis leaves unanswered is to what extent the neural infra­
structure underlying processing of semantic, lexical and syntactic characteristics of words is 
distinct. In Chapters 2 and 3 I managed to separate sentence- from word-level semantics, 
but this came at the cost of conflating the latter with phonological and syntactic character­
istics of words. Presumably, these are also, at least partly, processed by different neuronal 
networks and future research will need to show what these are.
Finally, while the aim of this thesis is to study language in context, I must admit I have 
only partly succeeded. MRI-scanners are a far cry from the normal environment in which 
we normally use language, people do not usually aimlessly produce a long list of unrelated 
sentences and normally, people communicate with other people, and are therefore both 
speakers and listeneners. W hat happens when our brains are truly involved in a meaningful 
conversation is another issue that has barely been investigated. And finally, even our materi­
als concerning real-world phenomena such as George Bush, measles or Luxembourg still 
aren’t so real after all: after the experiment, our participants did not actually believe that
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George Bush is a soccer player, that the measles mainly affect elderly or that Luxembourg is 
a big country - they might have, had they read the same facts in a newspaper. Research on 
the cognitive neuroscience of language will need to bring more and more ‘newspapers’ into 
the labs.
conclusion
The work described in this thesis helps in clarifying the contributions of left- and right 
hemispheric regions in language production and comprehension. I have shown that the con­
tributions of right hemispheric regions may be more pervasive than is often thought, in that 
right hemispheric regions might be involved in language processing every time we actually 
talk about something. A full picture o f how our brains process language can only be achieved 
if researchers bear in mind the way language is normally used. Both the mere fact that we not 
only read and listen but also write and speak and the rich contexts in which we do so deserve 
more attention from cognitive neuroscience than has hitherto been the case. Like animals, 





‘Fantastisch!’ is een zin die ‘fantastisch!’ kan betekenen, of juist het omgekeerde. Als 
u net uw kennis van kwantumfysica tentoon hebt gespreid, is uw man misschien oprecht 
onder de indruk. Als u daarentegen zojuist bewezen heeft in staat te zijn een ei te bakken, is 
dat wellicht niet het geval. En verrasten de woorden ‘uw man’ u? Dan heeft u er waarschijn­
lijk geen. Als u niks opviel waarschijnlijk wel. De manier waarop wij een zin interpreteren 
wordt in zeer sterke mate bepaald door context, bijvoorbeeld de context waarin een zin geuit 
wordt, o f de context van eerdere kennis die wij in ons brein hebben opgeslagen. Hoe beslist 
uw man eigenlijk hoe hij de boodschap ‘Ik weet heus wel hoe ik een ei moet bakken, dat 
hoef je me echt niet uit te leggen.’ uit gaat drukken?
Het fascinerende van taal is dat we onze gesprekspartners moeiteloos kunnen begri­
jpen — of ze nu letterlijk zeggen wat ze bedoelen, of juist het tegenovergestelde. En zij weten 
dat wij dat kunnen, anders zouden ze zich waarschijnlijk niet in het hoofd halen het tegen­
overgestelde te zeggen van wat ze bedoelen en dan toch verwachten dat wij ze begrijpen. In 
dit proefschrift heb ik onderzocht hoe context taalprocessen in het brein beïnvloedt. Ik heb 
onderzocht hoe verschillende hersengebieden samenwerken in het combineren van talige en
som m ar io
‘Fantastico!’ detto cosi, puó significare sia ‘fantastico!’ che l’esatto contrario. Se lei ha 
appena esposto la sua conoscenza della fisica quantistica suo marito é forse sinceramente im­
pressionato. Se invece gli ha dimostrato di saper cuocere un uovo, forse no. La sorprendono 
le parole ‘suo marito’? Allora probabilmente non ce l’ha. Se invece non ha notato niente, 
forse si. La nostra interpretazione di una frase è fortemente determinata dal contesto, per es­
empio il contesto in cui viene espressa, oppure il contesto di tutto quello che già è codificato 
nei nostri cervelli. Come fa suo marito a decidere di esprimere il messaggio ‘So come cuocere 
un uovo, non serve proprio che tu me lo spieghi’ nel modo in cui lo esprime?
Il fascino del linguaggio é che capiamo i nostri interlocutori senza problemi, sia che di­
cano letteralmente quello che intendono o l’esatto contrario. Ed essi lo sanno, o non gli ver­
rebbe mai in mente di dire l’opposto di quel che intendono. In questa tesi ho studiato come 
il contesto influisce sul processamento del linguaggio nel nostro cervello. Ho studiatocome 
diverse aree del cervello collaborino nel combinare informazione linguistica e contestuale 
per arrivare ad una giusta costruzione oppure intepretazione di una frase.
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contextuele informatie om zo tot een goede zin o f een interpretatie van een zin te komen. Ik 
heb hierbij speciaal gekeken naar de rol van gebieden in de rechter hersenhelft, waarvan de 
bijdrage tot op heden onderbelicht is gebleven in taalonderzoek.
Daarnaast heb ik ook de manier waarop we taal gebruiken nader onder de loep genom­
en. Hoewel wij heel goed weten dat we taal net zo vaak produceren als begrijpen, is met 
name hersenonderzoek naar taalprocessen veelal beperkt gebleven tot taalbegrip, mede door­
dat dit makkelijker te onderzoeken is. Maar om taal volledig te begrijpen zullen we alle vor­
men van taalgebruik in ons onderzoek moeten betrekken. In dit proefschrift heb ik daarom 
in Hoofdstukken 2 en 4 hersenprocessen tijdens het spreken onderzocht.
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Inoltre ho approfondito i diversi modi in cui usiamo il linguaggio. Sappiamo bene che 
il linguaggio lo produciamo almeno quanto lo comprendiamo, peró la ricerca neuroscien­
tifica si é per lo più limitata a studiarne la comprensione, solo perché questa é più facile da 
studiare. Ció non toglie che se vogliamo capire completamente l’uso del linguaggio, occorre 




Als u iets wilt zeggen, moet u verschillende stappen ondernemen om tot een wel­
gevormde zin te komen — al zult u daar doorgaans niks van merken. Ten eerste moet u 
beslissen wat u wilt zeggen. Deze preverbale boodschap moet u op een dusdanige manier 
verpakken dat u die vervolgens ook in taal uit kunnen drukken. Dit noemen we semantische 
encodering. De preverbale boodschap zet u vervolgens om in een grammaticale structuur. 
Deze stap heet syntactische encodering. Deze structuur moet uiteindelijk ook nog worden 
‘aangekleed’: van alle woorden moet u uit uw geheugen ophalen hoe ze klinken en hoe u ze 
dus uit dient te spreken.
In Hoofdstuk 2 heb ik deze verschillende stappen (semantische encodering, syntac­
tische encodering en woord-gerelateerde processen) onderzocht met een zogeheten fMRI 
adaptatie experiment. Met functionele magnetische resonantie (fMRI) kunnen we het zuur­
stofverbruik in verschillende hersengebieden meten. Hersengebieden die een bepaald proces
De M RI-scanner op het D onders C entre for 
Cognitive Neuroimaging.
Lo scan n e r a  riso n a n za  m ag n e tica  al 
D o n d e rs  C en tre  fo r  C ognitive  N eu ro im ­
aging.
Per parlare bisogna completare una serie di passi — anche se di solito non ce ne ren­
diamo conto. Per primo, occorre decidere cosa vogliamo dire. Questo messaggio va costruito 
in modo da poter poi essere espresso in linguaggio. Il processo di costruire questo ‘messaggio 
prelinguistico’ si chiama concettualizzazione. Il messaggio prelinguistico deve essere conver­
tito in una struttura sintattica (formulazione sintattica). In fine, i diversi concetti rappresen­
tati nella nostra frase devono essere connessi alle parole giuste, in modo da poterne trovare 
la giusta pronuncia (processi lessicali).
Nel Capitolo 2 ho tentato di tracciare il susseguirsi di questi passi nel cervello. Per 
farlo, ho utilizzato la risonanza magnetica funzionale (fMRI), con la quale è possibile misu­
rare il consumo di ossigeno in diverse aree del cervello. Regioni coinvolte in un processo di­
minuiscono la loro attività se questo processo viene ripetuto: diventa più facile. Se ripetiamo
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uitvoeren laten bij herhaling van dat proces een afname in activiteit zien: de taak wordt 
makkelijker. Als we verschillende processen herhalen kunnen we kijken welke gebieden deze 
adaptatie laten zien. Van deze gebieden nemen we aan dat ze betrokken zijn bij het proces 
dat we herhaald hebben. In Hoofdstuk 2 liet ik proefpersonen plaatjes beschrijven. Hierbij 
herhaalde ik tussen opeenvolgende plaatjes de semantische structuur, de syntactische struc­
tuur of de afzonderlijke woorden. Deze drie processen bleken duidelijk te onderscheiden in 
het brein: voor ieder proces waren er gebieden in het brein die een selectief effect vertoon­
den. Deze gebieden zijn dus vermoedelijk betrokken bij het maken van een semantische, 
syntactische of woord-representatie. Maar er waren ook gebieden die een effect van twee 
of drie van deze processen vertoonden. Deze gebieden voeren vermoedelijk de uitvoer van 
het ene proces (bijvoorbeeld een semantische structuur) in als invoer voor het volgende 
proces (bijvoorbeeld syntactische encodering). Eén patroon was duidelijk zichtbaar: waar de 
betekenis van de zin verwerkt werd door gebieden in de linker- en rechter hersenhelft (in het 
bijzonder, de posterieure temporaalkwab), hadden syntactische en woord-niveau factoren 
alleen een meetbaar effect op gebieden in de linker hersenhelft.
Een belangrijke actuele vraag in de neurowetenschappen is in hoeverre het uitvoeren 
en waarnemen van handelingen, actie en perceptie, berusten op dezelfde processen. Hoewel 
onderzoek naar spreken en luisteren zich tot dusver veelal in gescheiden wetenschappelijke
diversi processi, possiamo osservare quali aree nel cervello dimostrano questo cambiamento 
nella loro attività e son quindi coinvolte nel processo sotto studio. Nel Capitolo 2, i parte­
cipanti nel mio esperimento descrivevano foto. Il significato, la struttura grammaticale o le 
parole usate nella descrizione di foto consecutive potevano essere ripetute o meno. Questi 
tre processi (concettualizzazione, formulazione sintattica e processi lessicali) erano chiara­
mente distinti nel cervello: per ogni processo vi erano aree che dimostravano un effetto 
selettivo. Vi erano peró anche aree che dimostravano un effetto per due o addirittura tre di 
questi processi. Queste regioni sono probabilmente coinvolte nel trasmettere il risultato di 
un processo (per esempio, la concettualizzazione) al prossimo (per esempio, la formulazi­
one). Un risultato saltava all’occhio: dove la concettualizzazione del significato da esprimere 
coinvolgeva chiaramente i due emisferi cerebrali, la formulazione linguistica era un processo 
limitato all’emisfero sinistro.
Una domanda attuale nelle neuroscienze è in che misura i processi necessari per osser­
vare o compiere una determinata azione siano condivisi. Anche se lo studio della produzione
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werelden heeft afgespeeld, is deze vraag ook belangrijk voor taal. In Hoofdstuk 3 herhaalde 
ik daarom het experiment van Hoofdstuk 2, maar met één belangrijk verschil: deze keer 
moesten de proefpersonen niet praten maar luisteren. Ze zagen plaatjes en hoorden de bi­
jbehorende zin. De semantische structuur, syntactische structuur of woorden van opeen­
volgende zinnen werden wederom soms herhaald. Door de resultaten in het spraak- en 
luisterexperiment te vergelijken konden we kijken of dezelfde hersengebieden betrokken 
zijn bij semantische, syntactische en woord-gerelateerde processen tijdens spreken en luis­
teren. Dit was overduidelijk het geval: op één uitzondering na waren er voor geen van deze 
drie processen gebieden die een verschil vertoonden tussen de twee experimenten. Toch was 
er één belangrijk verschil tussen het spreek- en luister experiment: in tegenstelling tot wat
S tap p en  in  h e t  sp reek - en  lu isterp roces 
k u n n e n  overlappen  o f  n ie t.
Processi ne l p a rla re  ed  asco lta re  pos­
so n o  co inc idere  o m eno.
e della comprensione del linguaggio finora è stato per lo più condotto in universi diversi, la 
domanda é rilevante anche per lo studio del linguaggio. Nel Capitolo 3 ho quindi ripetuto 
l’esperimento del Capitolo 2, con un importante cambiamento: invece di parlare, i soggetti 
dovevano ascoltare. Vedevano le foto, e ne ascoltavano una descrizione. Di nuovo, il signifi­
cato, la struttura grammaticale, o le parole potevano essere ripetute nella descrizione di foto 
consecutive. Il confronto dei risultati del primo e del secondo esperimento permetteva di 
scoprire se questi processi coinvolgono le stesse aree del cervello quando si parla e quando 
si ascolta. I risultati non hanno lasciato dubbi: salvo una eccezione, non vi era nessuna area
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veel huidige theorieën beweren, waren gebieden die betrokken zijn bij beweging, wel actief 
tijdens het spreken maar niet tijdens het luisteren.
In Hoofdstuk 4 heb ik geprobeerd het eerste deel van het spraakproces, semantische 
encodering, verder te ontleden. Bij semantische encodering is het uw taak een niet talige 
mentale representatie, bijvoorbeeld van een plaatje, te vertalen in een talige representatie 
zodat u die kunt uitspreken. In een spreek-experiment dat vergelijkbaar is met dat in Hood- 
stuk 2 herhaalden we tussen opeenvolgende zinnen de onderliggende niet talige en talige 
representaties: wederom moesten de proefpersonen plaatjes beschrijven maar nu waren tus­
sen twee opeenvolgende zinnen soms de plaatjes herhaald maar niet de zinnen, en soms 
andersom. Ik zocht dus naar gebieden die gevoelig zijn voor herhaling van de niet talige 
inhoud van een zin (het plaatje), en de talige inhoud (de zin zelf). Semantische encodering is 
het vertalen van het plaatje in een zin. Het ligt dus voor de hand dat gebieden die betrokken 
zijn bij dit proces gevoelig zouden moeten zijn voor herhaling van zowel het plaatje als de 
zin. Dit bleek dan ook in vele hersengebieden het geval te zijn. Er waren echter ook gebie­
den die een selectief effect vertoonden, en die dus slechts betrokken zijn bij de invoer dan 
wel uitvoer van het semantische proces. De bilaterale posterieur temporale gebieden die ik 
in Hoofdstuk 2 in verband had gebracht met semantische encodering, bleken opgesplitst te 
kunnen worden in twee soorten gebieden: gebieden die de niet-talige representatie van een
nel cervello che mostrava un effetto diverso per uno dei tre processi linguistici nei due espe­
rimenti. Ció non toglie che una differenza importante tra i due esperimenti c’era: contrari­
amente a cosa prevedono alcune teorie influentiimportanti, le aree coinvolte nel controllo 
del movimento erano attive mentre i soggetti parlavano, ma non mentre ascoltavano.
Nel Capitolo 4 ho provato a scomporre ulteriormente la prima fase del parlare, la 
concettualizzazione. In questo passo, il compito dell’interlocutore è tradurre un messaggio 
non linguistico, per esempio una foto, in un messaggio che puó essere espresso attraverso 
il linguaggio. In un esperimento paragonabile a quello riportato nel Capitolo 2 ho quindi 
manipolato il contenuto linguistico e non-linguistico di foto consecutive: ripetevo le foto 
oppure la frase necessaria per descriverle, che doveva essere formulata dai soggetti. Siccome 
la concettualizzazione richiede la traduzione della foto in una frase, possiamo assumere che 
aree coinvolte in questo passo siano sensibili alla ripetizione sia dell’una che dell’altra. I 
risultati confermano questa ipotesi: la maggior parte delle aree comunemente associate col 
linguaggio mostravano un effetto dei due processi studiati. Vi erano, peró, anche aree selet­
tive. Le aree situate nella parte posteriore dei due emisferi, riportate nel Capitolo 2 come 
coinvolte nella concettualizzazione, possono essere separate in due gruppi: aree che costruis-
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plaatje maakten, en dus de invoer van het semantische proces verzorgen, en gebieden die die 
vertaalden in een talige representatie die vervolgens uitgesproken kon worden. Gebieden die 
alleen gevoelig waren voor de uitvoer, de talige representatie, waren uitsluitend in de linker 
hersenhelft te vinden.
In Hoofdstukken 2 tot en met 4 was de context waarin de proefpersonen luisterden 
dan wel spraken altijd visueel: het betrof een foto van een actie. In Hoofdstuk 5 wendde ik 
mij tot een ander soort context: dat wat u al weet. De zin ‘Israëlische winkeliers voelen zich 
bedreigd door Palestijnen met groenten’ verrast u omdat u weet dat de problemen tussen 
Israëli’s en Palestijnen meestal niet schuilt in wortels of bloemkolen. Maar wat nu als u net 
gelezen heeft dat Palestijnse groentemannen in Oost-Jeruzalem lagere prijzen hanteren dan
cono la rappresentazione non-linguistica, ed aree che la traducono in forma linguistica. In 
aggiunta, le aree coinvolte solo nell’esito, ma non nel processo, della concettualizzazione, si 
trovavano esclusivamente nell’emisfero sinistro.
Nei Capitoli 2, 3 e 4 il contesto in cui i soggetti parlavano o ascoltavano era sempre 
visivo: si trattava sempre di foto di azioni. Nel Capitolo 5 ho invece studiato un altro tipo 
di contesto: le conoscenze pre-esistenti. Per esempio, la frase “I commercianti Israeliani si 
sentono minacciati da Palestinesi con le loro verdure” è soprendente perché si sa che i prob­
lemi tra Israeliani e Palestinesi di solito non vengono attribuiti a carote o pomodori. Ma se 
invece Lei avesse appena letto che i verdurai Palestinesi in Gerusalemme Est praticano prezzi 
più bassi dei loro concorrenti Israeliani? Nel Capitolo 5 ho studiato simili interazioni, tra 
l’informazione che abbiamo in memoria, e l’informazione che abbiamo appena acquisito
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hun Israelische concurrenten? In Hoofdstuk 5 onderzocht ik een dergelijke interactie tussen 
de kennis opgeslagen in ons lange termijn geheugen en informatie die we uit zojuist gelezen 
tekst opmaken. Zinnen die niet stroken met onze kennis leiden tot een hogere respons in 
de linker inferieure frontale cortex. Wanneer zij echter voorafgegaan worden door een tekst 
die ze plausibel maakt, wordt deze respons kleiner al blijft er wel een verschil. In de rechter 
inferieure frontale cortex daarentegen is de respons nu zelfs kleiner voor zinnen die wel 
stroken met zojuist gelezen informatie (maar niet met bestaande kennis) dan voor zinnen 
die incoherent zijn met die informatie (maar wel overeenkomen met bestaande kennis). 
Zowel kennis uit uw lange termijn geheugen als uit wat u net gelezen speelt dus een rol in 
de verwerking van zinnen in zowel de linker- als rechter inferieure frontale cortex, maar het 
evenwicht verschilt.
O f  to c h  wel?
O  si?
attraverso la lettura di un testo. Frasi non coerenti con ció che già sappiamo, inducono 
maggior attività nel giro inferiore frontale sinistro. Questa reazione diminuisce se la frase 
incriminata viene preceduta da un testo che la rende più plausibile. Nel giro inferiore fron­
tale destro, però, la reazione diventa addirittura meno intensa per frasi coerenti con ció che 
abbiamo appena letto (ma non con quello che già sappiamo) che per frasi coerenti con ció 
che già sappiamo (ma non con ció che abbiamo appena letto),. Sia l’informazione reperita 
nella nostra memoria che l’informazione nuova costruita da ció che leggiamo influiscono 




De resultaten uit Hoofdstukken 2 en 4 stelden mij in staat het spreekproces in het 
brein van stap tot stap te ontleden. Hierbij valt op dat met name het bouwen van de bood­
schap een beroep doet op gebieden in niet alleen de linker- maar ook de rechter hersenhelft. 
In Hoofdstuk 3 heb ik aangetoond dat dit net zozeer het geval is als men luistert. In Hoofd­
stuk 5 heb ik tenslotte aangetoond dat bijdrages van gebieden in de rechterhersenhelft aan 
taalverwerking niet beperkt blijven tot taken waarbij visuele informatie betrokken is, maar 
dat zij net zozeer van belang zijn bij zoiets alledaags als het lezen van een krant.
Waarom zijn deze bijdrages dan tot op heden verwaarloosd in het taalonderzoek? In 
experimenteel onderzoek is het de opdracht van de onderzoeker om omstandigheden zoveel 
mogelijk gelijk te houden en daarom contextuele factoren zoveel mogelijk uit te bannen. 
Context is dan ruis. O m  vergelijkbare redenen is spraak onderbelicht gebleven in neu- 
rowetenschappelijk onderzoek naar taal: de ruis die spreken veroorzaakt in onze meting van 
hersenactiviteit heeft men willen uitbannen. Hiermee loopt de onderzoeker evenwel het 
risico een signaal over het hoofd te zien. Habitat is net zo essentiëel voor het begrijpen van 
taal als voor het begrijpen van dieren.
I risultati discussi nei Capitoli 2 e 4 mi hanno permesso di stabilire come il cervello 
arriva a parlare. É interessante notare che soprattutto la costruzione del messaggio coinvolga 
aree di ambedue gli emisferi. Nel Capitolo 3 ho dimostrato che questo non é una carat­
teristica specifica del parlare, ma accade anche quando si ascolta. Nel Capitolo 5, infine, ho 
dimostrato che il contributo di aree dell’emisfero destro all’uso del linguaggio non é limitato 
a situazioni in cui é rilevante l’informazione visiva, ma é anche rilevante in qualcosa di cosi 
banale come leggere un giornale.
Perché questi contributi sono stati sino ad oggi trascurati nello studio del linguaggio?
Il compito del ricercatore sperimentale é cercare di mantenere costanti le circostanze sotto 
cui studia il processo che gli interessa. L’obiettivo è quindi proprio eliminare il più possibile 
fattori contestuali. Il contesto, insomma, viene considerato rumore. Per motivi paragonabili, 
la ricerca neuroscientifica non ha prestato la stessa attenzione al processo di parlare quanto a 
quello di ascoltare: il “rumore” che il parlare provoca nelle nostre misure di attività cerebrale 
é stato eliminato semplicemente evitando che i partecipanti parlino. Purtroppo peró, cosi 
facendo, il ricercatore rischia di eliminare non solo rumore ma anche un segnale interes­
sante. Per veramente afferrare il linguaggio, bisogna considerare tutte le circostanze in cui lo 
usiamo, difficilmente codificabili o miste che esse siano. L’habitat naturale é essenziale per 
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m ate r ia ls  Chap te rs  2,3 and 4
verb list


















overeindhelpen to help getting up
omtrekken to pull down
natmaken to wet







naroepen to call to
troosten to comfort
uitzwaaien to wave goodbye
vastbinden to tie
verzorgen to look after
vinden to find
voeren to feed




example pictures for verb ‘to strangle’
chapter 2 and production experiment Chapter 3
U u
T he m an strangles the woman. The w om an is strangled by the man.
The w om an strangles the man. The man is strangled by the woman.
T h e  boy strangles the girl. T h e  girl strangles the boy. T he girl is strangled by the  T he  boy is strangled by the
boy. girl.
chapter 3 - comprehension experiment




T he w om an strangles the man. The m an is strangled by the woman.
tv Jfh\ in h\ in





f i t s ^  "
T he green m an strangles the red woman.
jvk
T he red m an strangles the green woman.
Ms u
T he blue m an strangles the yellow w om an.
4* uiHv nH r-  ^ *
T he yellow m an strangles the blue wom an.
* f * *p
T he green w om an strangles the red man.
J{ ' 4n #  I \- - -
T he  red w om an strangles the green man.
C r r  >l2n Hr 1*- »-
T he blue w om an strangles the yellow man.
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The yellow wom an strangles the blue man.
T he  green boy strangles the red girl.
T he  blue boy strangles the yellow girl.
T he yellow boy strangles the blue girl.
The red m an strangles the green woman.
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f t  h Ml AA ! i 1J
The blue girl strangles the yellow boy.
The yellow girl strangles the blue boy.
m ate r ia ls  chap te r  5
N  = Neutral context 
L = Local context 
CS = Critical sentence
1 N . Amsterdam is de hoofdstad van Nederland. Zij bestaat al sinds 1275 Lelystad werd bijvoorbeeld pas in 
1967 gesticht.
1 L. Amsterdam is de hoofdstad van Nederland. Zij bestaat pas sinds 1275 Deventer werd bijvoorbeeld al in 
956 gesticht.
1 CS. Amsterdam is een stad die oud / nieuw is.
2 N . Albert Einstein was een beroemde Zwitser. H ij was op de universiteit een uitzonderlijke leerling. Alles
wees erop dat hij het heel ver zou schoppen in het leven.
2 L. Albert Einstein was een beroemde Zwitser. H ij was op de basisschool een zwakke leerling. Alles wees 
erop dat hij het niet ver zou schoppen in het leven.
2 CS. Einstein was een persoon die slim / dom  was.
3 N . AIDS is een ziekte van het immuunsysteem. In Afrika is AIDS slecht te behandelen. Er sterven daarom
miljoenen mensen aan.
3 L. AIDS is een ziekte van het immuunsysteem. In Amerika is AIDS goed te behandelen. Er sterven daarom 
weinig mensen aan.
3 CS. AIDS is een ziekte die fataal / geneeslijk is.
4 N . Rotterdam  heeft veel geld uitgetrokken voor m oderne architectuur. Vergeleken m et de skyline van steden
als Rome is de Rotterdamse heel imposant. Rome heeft weinig grote kantoorgebouwen.
4 L. Rotterdam  heeft veel geld uitgetrokken voor m oderne architectuur. Vergeleken met de skyline van steden 
als New York is de Rotterdamse heel bescheiden. N ew  York heeft veel grote kantoorgebouwen.
4 CS. De meeste gebouwen in Rotterdam  zijn hoog / laag en modern.
5 N . De treinen van de Nederlandse Spoorwegen zijn heel herkenbaar. De directie wil graag goede reclame
maken voor het bedrijf. Daarom  zijn alle treinen recent overgespoten in het bekende kleurenschema.
5 L. De treinen van de Nederlandse Spoorwegen zijn heel herkenbaar. De directie wil graag goede reclame 
maken voor het W K. Daarom  zijn recent alle treinen overgespoten in een speciaal kleurenschema.
5 CS. Nederlandse treinen zijn geel / oranje en blauw.
6 N . N u  is er een vaccin tegen de mazelen. De ziekte is frequenter naarmate patiënten een lagere leeftijd heb­
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ben. Zij zijn vatbaarder voor besmetting.
6 L. N u  is er een vaccin tegen de mazelen. De ziekte is gevaarlijker naarmate patiënten een hogere leeftijd 
hebben. Zij zijn vatbaarder voor complicaties.
6 CS. Mazelen is een ziekte die vooral kinderen / ouderen treft.
7 N . Europa is een werelddeel met veel landen. De Europese kaart van vijftig jaar geleden leek op die van nu.
Zo besloeg het hertogdom  Luxemburg hetzelfde gebied.
7 L. Europa is een werelddeel met veel landen. De Europese kaart van vijfhonderd jaar geleden verschilde van 
die van nu. Zo besloeg het hertogdom  Luxemburg een uitgestrekt gebied.
7 CS. Luxemburg is een land dat heel klein / groot is.
8 N . De schuine as van de aarde heeft grote consequenties voor het klimaat op aarde. O p  het noordelijk hal­
frond zijn de jaargetijden precies andersom dan op het zuidelijk halfrond. In onze w inter sneeuwt het 
hier en aan het eind van de w inter ontwikkelen bom en hun knoppen.
8 L. De schuine as van de aarde heeft grote consequenties voor het klimaat op aarde. O p het zuidelijk hal­
frond zijn de jaargetijden precies andersom dan op het noordelijk halfrond. In onze zomer sneeuwt het 
daar en aan het eind van de zomer ontwikkelen bom en hun  knoppen.
8 CS. In de herfst w orden bom en kaal / groen in het bos.
9 N . Scheveningen ligt aan de kust bij D en Haag. In de 20e eeuw was Scheveningen een rijk dorp dankzij het
mooie strand. De meeste Scheveningers werkten in hotels.
9 L. Scheveningen ligt aan de kust bij D en Haag. In de 19e eeuw was Scheveningen een rijk dorp dankzij de 
vruchtbare zee. De meeste Scheveningers werkten op boten.
9 CS. De meeste inwoners van Scheveningen leven van toerisme / visserij en handel.
10 N . Vervoer over lange afstanden is steeds gewoner geworden. De meeste passagiers worden per vliegtuig
vervoerd. De vliegtuigen zijn sneller en groter geworden en de reis wordt steeds korter.
10 L. Vervoer over lange afstanden is steeds gewoner geworden. De meeste vracht wordt per schip vervoerd. 
De schepen zijn sneller en groter geworden en de reis wordt steeds korter.
10 CS. De reis van Amsterdam naar W ashington duurt ongeveer zes uur / weken en kan duur zijn.
11 N . Piramides keren vaak terug in de architectuur. Aan de N ijl staat een piram ide die in 2500 v. Chr. ge­
bouwd is. D it is het graf van een farao.
11 L. Piramides keren vaak terug in de architectuur. Aan de Seine staat een piram ide die in 1986 gebouwd is. 
D it is de ingang van een museum.
11 CS. De piram ide staat in Egypte / Parijs en is 137 meter hoog.
12 N . De mens heeft altijd al behoefte gehad grote bouwwerken te maken. O m  Europese steden meer stijl te
geven zijn er door grote artiesten vele attracties gebouwd. Zo zijn er Romeinse tempels en de Eiffeltoren 
te bewonderen.
12 L. De mens heeft altijd al behoefte gehad grote bouwwerken te maken. O m  Amerikaanse steden meer stijl 
te geven zijn er door grote casino’s vele attracties nagebouwd. Zo zijn er Romeinse tempels en de Eiffel- 
toren te bewonderen.
12 CS. Toeristen maken graag een foto van de Eiffeltoren in Parijs / Las Vegas en willen erin kijken.
13 N . De schuine stand van de aardas heeft invloed op het klimaat op aarde. O p  het noordelijk halfrond zijn
de jaargetijden precies andersom dan op het zuidelijke halfrond. In januari sneeuwt het hier en in juli 
schijnt de zon.
13 L. De schuine stand van de aardas heeft invloed op het klimaat op aarde. O p  het zuidelijk halfrond zijn 
de jaargetijden precies andersom dan op het noordelijke halfrond. In juli sneeuwt het daar en in januari 
schijnt de zon.
13 CS. In december is het erg koud / warm buiten.
14 N . Kleren zijn erg belangrijk voor de mens. In Groenland is het erg koud. De Eskimo’s in d it gebied hebben
altijd veel kleren aan, zodat ze goed beschermd zijn tegen de kou.
14 L. Kleren zijn erg belangrijk voor de mens. In Egypte is het erg heet. De nom aden in dit gebied hebben
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altijd veel kleren aan, zodat ze goed beschermd zijn tegen de zon.
14 CS. M et veel kleren aan is het lekker warm / koel en prettig.
15 N . In Nederland worden steeds meer lantaarnpalen geplaatst. Zo kun je de weg steeds beter zien. D it is fijn
voor bestuurders.
15 L. In Nederland worden steeds meer lantaarnpalen geplaatst. Zo kun je de sterrenhemel steeds slechter 
zien. D it is jam m er voor astronomen.
15 CS. M et het licht aan zie je veel meer / m inder ‘s nachts.
16 N . Een lekkere taart m aken is leuk. O m  vruchtentaart te maken, maak je eerst een bodem  waar je vervol­
gens een laag van zoete room en vruchten op aanbrengt. H ierna m oet de taart een tijdje bakken.
16 L. Een lekkere taart maken is leuk. O m  kwarktaart te maken, maak je eerst een bodem, waar je vervolgens 
een laag van zoete kwark en vruchten op aanbrengt. H ierna m oet de taart een tijdje opstijven.
16 CS. De taart maak je in de oven / koelkast zonder veel moeite.
17 N . Batman is in het dagelijkse leven ook een gewoon mens met de naam Bruce Wayne. s Nachts is hij een
gemaskerde redder. M et zijn helper stopt hij veel criminelen.
17 L. Batman is in het dagelijkse leven ook een gewoon mens met de naam Bruce Wayne. Overdag is hij een 
rijke miljonair. M et zijn bedrijf verdient hij veel geld.
17 CS. Batman is een superheld / kapitalist en lost veel misdaden op.
18 N . O p  een bruiloft gaat iedereen netjes gekleed. In Nederland hebben vrouwen hebben prachtige japons
aan m et passende juwelen. De Nederlandse m annen zijn traditioneel gekleed.
18 L. O p  een bruiloft gaat iedereen netjes gekleed. In Schotland hebben vrouwen hebben prachtige japons aan 
met passende juwelen. De Schotse m annen zijn traditioneel gekleed.
18 CS. De m annen dragen broeken / rokken met mooie strepen.
19 N . De ronde vorm van de aarde heeft grappige gevolgen. O p het noordelijk halfrond zijn de seizoenen pre­
cies andersom dan op het zuidelijk halfrond. Kerst wordt hier binnen om  de open haard gevierd.
19 L. De ronde vorm van de aarde heeft grappige gevolgen. O p het zuidelijk halfrond zijn de seizoenen precies 
andersom dan op het noordelijk halfrond. Kerst wordt daar buiten om  de barbecue gevierd.
19 CS. Vergeleken met december is het in juli meestal warm / koud en droog.
20 N . H aringen kunnen op verschillende m anieren geconserveerd worden. Eén ervan is ze in vaten met zout
te stoppen. H aring die zo bereid is wordt maatjesharing genoemd.
20 L. H aringen kunnen op verschillende m anieren geconserveerd worden. Eén ervan is ze in vaten m et azijn 
te stoppen. H aring die zo bereid is wordt zure haring genoemd.
20 CS. H aring zit in water dat zout / zuur is.
21 N . M et de mobiele telefoon kun je veel verschillende dingen doen. Zo is hij heel handig om m et vrienden
te praten als je even in de trein zit. Je kunt zo makkelijk je contacten bijhouden.
21 L. M et de mobiele telefoon kun je veel verschillende dingen doen. Zo is hij heel handig om  op internet te 
surfen als je even in de trein zit. Je kunt zo makkelijk je post bijhouden.
21 CS. M et een telefoon kun je onder andere bellen / mailen met je vrienden.
22 N . Elke week worden er religieuze diensten gehouden. In Nederland is dit de laatste jaren sterk terug­
gelopen door de ontkerkelijking. Toch zijn er nog iedere week trouwe christenen die de heilige dag 
respecteren.
22 L. Elke week worden er religieuze diensten gehouden. In Israël is dit de laatste jaren sterk teruggelopen 
door de ontkerkelijking. Toch zijn er nog iedere week trouwe joden die de heilige dag respecteren.
22 CS. Wekelijks worden religieuze diensten op zondag / zaterdag gehouden.
23 N . De Lonely Planet gidsen bespreken alle historische gebouwen en mooie plekjes en bevatten uitputtende
beschrijvingen van alle hotels. Vooral goedkope hotels zijn uitvoerig beschreven. De reiziger met een 
beperkt budget heeft dus veel profijt van de gids.
23 L. De Lonely Planet gidsen bespreken alle historische gebouwen en mooie plekjes en bevatten uitputtende
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beschrijvingen van alle hotels. O ok  duurdere hotels zijn uitvoerig beschreven. De reiziger met een ruim 
budget heeft dus veel profijt van de gids.
23 CS. De Lonely Planet gids wordt gebruikt door studenten / zakenlui die op reis zijn.
24 N . Cliniclowns zijn clowns die kinderen in het ziekenhuis proberen op te vrolijken met hun grapjes. Het
werk wat ze doen is belangrijk, want de kinderen in het ziekenhuis denken vaak aan enge dingen. Ze 
hebben veel verdriet.
24 L. Cliniclowns zijn clowns die kinderen in het ziekenhuis proberen op te vrolijken met hun grapjes. Het 
werk wat ze doen is belangrijk, want de kinderen in het ziekenhuis denken dan aan leuke dingen. Ze 
hebben veel plezier.
24 CS. Kinderen in het ziekenhuis m oeten wel eens huilen / lachen in bed.
25 N . De Thaise keuken is één van de populairste Aziatische keukens. Thaise gerechten smaken vaak erg pittig
door de toevoeging van enkele scherpe ingrediënten. Eén daarvan kennen wij ook in de Nederlandse 
keuken.
25 L. De Thaise keuken is één van de populairste Aziatische keukens. Thaise gerechten smaken vaak erg fris 
door de toevoeging van enkele zure ingrediënten. Eén daarvan kennen wij ook in de Nederlandse keu­
ken..
25 CS. Thais eten bevat meestal peper / azijn en rijst.
26 N . 11 september 2001 is een belangrijke datum  in de Amerikaanse geschiedenis. V ier jaar na de aanslag
op het W T C  in New York deinst bijna niem and er nog voor terug de stad te bezoeken. Veel winkeliers 
hebben hun deuren heropend en bij het vrijheidsbeeld is het erg druk.
26 L. 11 september 2001 is een belangrijke datum  in de Amerikaanse geschiedenis. Vier m aanden na de 
aanslag op het W T C  in New York deinst bijna iedereen er nog voor terug de stad te bezoeken. Veel 
winkeliers hebben hun  deuren gesloten en bij het vrijheidsbeeld is het erg stil.
26 CS. H et vrijheidsbeeld in New York is druk  / verlaten door toeristen.
27 N . Churchill was een Engelse politicus. Hij leidde de gebeurtenissen ten tijde van de Tweede Wereldoorlog.
Hij werd hiervoor bewonderd door zijn koning, King George VI.
27 L. Churchill was een Engelse politicus. Hij versloeg de gebeurtenissen ten tijde van de Tweede Boerenoor­
log. Hij werd hiervoor bewonderd door zijn werkgever, the M orning Post.
27 CS. W inston Churchill was een premier / journalist uit Engeland.
28 N . Pim Fortuyn was erg bekend in Nederland. Hij oogstte controverse m et zijn politieke uitspraken. Zijn
carrière in Den Haag was van korte duur.
28 L. Pim Fortuyn was erg bekend in Nederland. Hij oogstte bewondering met zijn universitaire lessen. Zijn 
carrière in Nijenrode was van korte duur.
28 CS. Pim Fortuyn was een politicus / docent die vermoord werd.
29 N . De meeste jonge kinderen gaan naar school. In N ederland ga je na de basisschool verder leren. Kinderen
zorgen zo voor hun  toekomst.
29 L. De meeste jonge kinderen gaan naar school. In Afrika ga je na de basisschool m eteen werken. Kinderen 
zorgen zo voor hun  onderhoud.
29 CS. Beginnen met werken doe je op je twintigste / twaalfde als je kan.
30 N . Autorijden vinden veel jongeren erg leuk. In Nederland mag je als meerderjarige beginnen m et rijden.
Tieners verplaatsen zich voornamelijk met de fiets.
30 L. Autorijden vinden veel jongeren erg leuk. In Amerika mag je als tiener beginnen m et rijden. Tieners 
verplaatsen zich voornamelijk met de auto.
30 CS. Je rijbewijs mag je halen vanaf je achttiende / zestiende verjaardag.
31 N . O m  met je vrienden te com m uniceren kun je ze schrijven. In de 21ste eeuw duurt het enkele secondes
voordat je post aangekomen is. Schrijven is dus een efficiënt communicatiemiddel.
31 L. O m  m et je vrienden te comm uniceren kun je ze schrijven. In de 14de eeuw duurt het enkele weken 
voordat je post aangekomen is. Schrijven is dus een traag communicatiemiddel.
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31 CS. Berichten verstuur je per internet om je / je vrienden te bereiken.
32 N . Delftse tegeltjes werden al in de 17e eeuw geproduceerd in Delft. N og altijd wordt daar het aardewerk
uitsluitend in traditionele kleuren geproduceerd. D it ouderwetse aardewerk wordt over de hele wereld 
verkocht.
32 L. Delftse tegeltjes werden al in de 17e eeuw geproduceerd in Delft. Tegenwoordig wordt het aardewerk 
voornamelijk in nieuwe kleuren geproduceerd. D it m oderne aardewerk wordt over de hele wereld 
verkocht.
32 CS. Een Delfts tegeltje is aardewerk dat blauw / rood en wit is.
33 N . De stad Venetië is omgeven door water en is onbereikbaar voor auto’s. Veel toeristen kom en er graag om
rond te varen in de stad. Dankzij het water is Venetië een waar paradijs voor gondels.
33 L. De stad Venetië is omgeven door water en is onbereikbaar voor auto’s. Veel toeristen kom en er graag om 
rond te fietsen in de stad. Dankzij de wegconstructies is Venetië een waar paradijs voor fietsers.
33 CS. Venetië heeft veel grachten / rotondes en mooie gebouwen.
34 N . Elk land kent zo zijn typische gewoonten. Kinderen die niks lusten krijgen bij het avondeten wel eens
zoet beleg in plaats van aardappels. O ok volwassenen lusten wel zo’n boterham.
34 L. Elk land kent zo zijn typische gewoonten. Kinderen die niks lusten krijgen bij hun avondeten wel eens 
zoet beleg in plaats van tomatensaus. O ok  volwassenen lusten wel zo’n pasta.
34 CS. Hagelslag strooi je op brood / spaghetti o f beschuit.
35 N . In N ederland is ruim tetekort een groot probleem. D it is bijvoorbeeld lastig voor de landbouw. Recent is
de hoeveelheid vee echter weer gegroeid.
35 L. In Nederland is ruim tetekort een groot probleem. D it is bijvoorbeeld lastig voor de natuur. Recent is de 
hoeveelheid wild echter weer gegroeid.
35 CS. Nederland is een land met veel koeien / wolven en schapen.
36 N . In 335 voor Christus opende Aristoteles zijn Lyceum. Z ijn leerlingen hadden enorme bewondering voor
zijn ideeën. Zo zorgden ze ervoor dat zijn m anier van denken over de hele wereld verspreid werd.
36 L. In 335 voor Christus opende Aristoteles zijn Lyceum. Z ijn leerlingen hadden enorme bewondering voor 
zijn verschijning. Zo zorgden ze ervoor dat zijn m anier van kleden over de hele wereld verspreid werd.
36 CS. Aristoteles was een bekende m an die invloed op de filosofie / mode had.
37 N . “Doornroosje” is een sprookje dat door Disney verfilmd is. In de bekende versie van het sprookje treft
Doornroosje een gemene vloek wanneer zij zich prikt aan het spinnenwiel. De vloek zorgt ervoor dat zij 
honderd jaar in bed m oet blijven.
37 L. “Doornroosje” is een sprookje dat door Disney verfilmd is. In een alternatieve versie van het sprookje 
treft Doornroosje een andere vloek wanneer zij zich prikt aan het spinnenwiel. De vloek zorgt ervoor dat 
zij honderd jaar op weg m oet blijven.
37 CS. In het sprookje m oet Doornroosje honderd jaar slapen / reizen na een toverspreuk.
38 N . “Assepoester” is een sprookje dat door Disney verfilmd is. In de bekende versie van het sprookje raakt
Assepoester haar schoentje kwijt. Gelukkig maar, want dankzij dit schoentje kan de prins haar terugvin­
den.
38 L. “Assepoester” is een sprookje dat door Disney verfilmd is. In de Zweedse versie van het sprookje raakt 
Assepoester haar sieraad kwijt. Gelukkig maar, w ant dankzij dit sieraad kan de prins haar terugvinden.
38 CS. Assepoester verliest haar m uiltje / ketting op weg naar huis.
39 N . “Sneeuwwitje” gaat over een prinses die door een heks achtervolgd wordt. H et verhaal van Sneeuwwitje
neem t een tragische wending wanneer de prinses van de appel van de heks eet. Plotseling valt ze op de 
grond.
39 L. Sneeuwwitje gaat over een prinses die door een heks achtervolgd wordt. H et verhaal van Sneeuwwitje 
neem t een grappige wending wanneer haar huisgenoten van de appel van de heks eten. Plotseling groe­
ien ze to t het plafond.
39 CS. Sneeuwwitje w oont bij zeven dwergen / reuzen m et grappige namen.
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40 N . Big Brother is een program m a dat enorm  veel kijkers heeft getrokken. H et eerste program m a speelde 
zich af in Aalsmeer, bij een studio. Veel fans stonden dagelijks langs de om heining om de bewoners te 
kunnen zien in hun  beveiligde onderkomen.
40 L. Big Brother is een program m a dat enorm  veel kijkers heeft getrokken. H et nieuwste program m a speelde 
zich af in Amsterdam, op een gracht. Veel fans stonden dagelijks langs de kade om de bewoners te kun­
nen zien in hun  drijvende onderkomen.
40 CS. In de show Big Brother leven twaalf mensen in een huis / boot zonder privacy.
41 N . De regio Nijmegen kent een aantal recreatieve gebieden. Eén daarvan is het Wylermeer, dat vooral in
warme jaargetijden bijzonder in trek is. M en zoekt hier dan wat verkoeling.
41 L. De regio Nijmegen kent een aantal recreatieve gebieden. Eén daarvan is het Wylermeer, dat ook in 
koude jaargetijden bijzonder in trek is. M en zoekt hier dan wat spanning.
41 CS. In het Wylermeer wordt veel gezwommen in de zomer / w inter en het voorjaar.
42 N . In 2002 hebben twaalf Europese landen een gemeenschappelijke m unt ingevoerd. Vanaf de invoering
van de euro in 2002 klaagden veel mensen over de hoge prijzen in de horeca. De bedrijfstak gebruikte 
de euro om de prijzen aan te passen.
42 L. In 2002 hebben twaalf Europese landen een gemeenschappelijke m unt ingevoerd. Voor de invoering 
van de euro in 2002 klaagden veel vrachtwagenchauffeurs over de hoge prijzen in de wegrestaurants. De 
bedrijfstak gebruikte de wisselkoersen om de prijzen op te drijven.
42 CS. D oor de euro werd eten en drinken duurder / goedkoper en betalen gemakkelijker.
43 N . Meerdere factoren veroorzaken onrust tussen de Palestijnen en Israelis in Jeruzalem. De Palestijnse w in­
keliers hebben last van de strenge regels voor de veiligheid die de Israelis hanteren. Ze vrezen voor hun 
vrijheid.
43 L. Meerdere factoren veroorzaken onrust tussen de Palestijnen en Israelis in Jeruzalem. De Israëlische 
winkeliers hebben last van de lage prijzen voor de producten die de Palestijnen hanteren. Ze vrezen voor 
hun  omzet.
43 CS. Israëlische winkeliers voelen zich bedreigd door Palestijnen met bom m en / groenten en vuurwapens.
44 N . B M W  racet mee in de Formule-1. H et Formule-1 team van B M W  had in het jaar 2005 veel kansen
doordat Michael Schumacher weinig races won met zijn Ferrari. Michael reed slecht en de snelheid van 
de Ferrari’s was laag in tegenstelling to t de andere automerken.
44 L. B M W  racet mee in de Formule-1. H et Formule-1 team van B M W  had in het jaar 2004 weinig kansen 
doordat Michael Schumacher veel races won m et zijn Ferrari. Michael reed uitstekend en de snelheid 
van de Ferrari’s was hoog in tegenstelling to t de andere automerken.
44 CS. De auto’s van B M W  zijn snel / langzaam en mooi.
45 N . Er zijn veel soorten plastic verkrijgbaar. Wegwerpplastic is niet afbreekbaar en kan na gebruik in de
afvalbak, maar w ordt toch nog veelvuldig gebruikt. Organisators zien hier bij festivals een praktische 
mogelijkheid in, al veroorzaakt dit problem en bij de afvalverwerking.
45 L. Er zijn veel soorten plastic verkrijgbaar. Bioplastic is volledig afbreekbaar en kan na gebruik in de biobak, 
maar wordt toch nog nauwelijks gebruikt. Organisators zien hier bij festivals een veelbelovende mogeli­
jkheid in, al veroorzaakt het problem en bij de afvalscheiding.
45 CS. Over het grote aantal gebruikte plastic bekertjes was de milieupartij erg boos / tevreden volgens de
woordvoerder.
46 N . In het W estland heeft men nieuwe kassen neergezet. Deze zijn speciaal bedoeld om  tegemoet te komen
aan de groeiende vraag naar Nederlands’ belangrijke exportproduct, mooie bloemen. De vraag naar de 
bloem en kom t zowel uit Nederland zelf als uit het buitenland.
46 L. In het W estland heeft men nieuwe kassen neergezet. Deze zijn speciaal bedoeld om  tegemoet te kom en 
aan de groeiende vraag naar Nederlands’ nieuwste exportproduct, tropische vruchten. De vraag naar de 
vruchten kom t zowel uit Nederland zelf als uit het buitenland.
46 CS. In Holland kweekt m en veel rozen / kiwi’s voor de export.
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47 N . Taal is voortdurend in ontwikkeling. De taal van de VS heeft onlangs een grote groei meegemaakt in 
de wereld. Sinds de opmars van de internationalisering zocht het wereldvolk een standaardtaal om met 
mensen van andere nationaliteiten te communiceren.
47 L. Taal is voortdurend in ontwikkeling. De taal van ons land heeft onlangs een verrassende groei meege­
maakt in de wereld. Sinds de opmars van het anti-Amerikanisme zocht het wereldvolk een andere taal 
om m et mensen van andere nationaliteiten te communiceren.
47 CS. Wereldwijd spreken mensen Engels / Nederlands om elkaar te verstaan.
48 N . Chimpansees en mensen hebben voor 98%  hetzelfde D N A  maar toch zijn chimpansees niet de echte
voorvaderen van mensen. Beiden stam m en af van een uitgestorven prehistorische soortgenoot. Ze zijn 
later op verschillende wijze geëvolueerd.
48 L. Chimpansees en mensen hebben voor 98%  hetzelfde D N A  maar toch zijn chimpansees niet de echte 
voorvaderen van mensen. Beiden stamm en af van een uitgestorven wilde hond. Ze zijn later op dezelfde 
wijze geëvolueerd.
48 CS. M ensen stamm en af van apen / wolven volgens de evolutietheorie.
49 N . De groei van planten hangt af van vele factoren. In de nabijheid van een raam blijken planten harder te
groeien. Zoals bekend produceren ze door de stralen meer zuurstof en nemen beter voedsel in zich op. 
49 L. De groei van planten hangt af van vele factoren. In de nabijheid van een luidspreker blijken planten 
beter te groeien. Verrassend genoeg produceren ze door het geluid meer zuurstof en nemen beter voedsel 
in zich op.
49 CS. O m  te groeien gebruiken planten zonlicht / muziek en water.
50 N . Pepernoten zijn een traditionele traktatie. Ze zijn in Nederland lang geleden heel populair geworden.
H ier eet men pepernoten meestal aan het begin van december tijdens de feestdagen.
50 L. Pepernoten zijn een traditionele traktatie. Ze zijn in Amerika sinds kort heel populair geworden. Daar 
eet men pepernoten meestal aan het eind van december tijdens de feestdagen.
50 CS. M ensen eten pepernoten met Sinterklaas / Kerstmis als traditie.
51 N . De Nederlandse taal krijgt er steeds meer woorden bij waarvan onduidelijk is hoe ze gespeld m oeten
worden. Daarom  is besloten de officiële spelling van het Nederlands aan te passen. Iedereen kan nu 
spellen m et het woordenboek.
51 L. De Nederlandse taal krijgt er steeds meer woorden bij waarvan onduidelijk is hoe ze gespeld m oeten 
worden. Daarom  is besloten de officiële spelling van het Nederlands af te schaffen. Iedereen kan nu 
spellen zonder het woordenboek.
51 CS. De Van Dale is een Nederlands woordenboek dat bekend / onbekend is.
52 N . In het jaar 79 na Christus is Pompeï verwoest en zijn veel inwoners omgekomen. N ieuw onderzoek
heeft uitgewezen dat de stad niet vernietigd is door lava, maar door hete aswolken uit de Vesuvius. Deze 
hebben de stad bedolven en de inwoners verstikt.
52 L. In het jaar 79 na Christus is Pompeï verwoest en zijn veel inwoners omgekomen. N ieuw onderzoek heeft 
uitgewezen dat de stad niet vernietigd is door lava, maar door heftige w inden uit de Sahara. Deze hebben 
de stad verwoest en de inwoners verblind.
52 CS. Pompeï is verwoest door een vulkaan / zandstorm in de eerste eeuw.
53 N . Andrelon is bekend van de tv-reclames. H et m erk heeft in samenwerking met een aantal kapsalons een
nieuwe productlijn op de m arkt gebracht. Deze nieuwe lijn bevalt de kappers goed.
53 L. Andrelon is bekend van de tv-reclames. Daarom  heeft Andrelon in samenwerking met enkele pedicure­
salons een nieuwe productlijn op de m arkt gebracht. Deze verrassende wending bevalt de pedicurespe- 
cialisten goed.
53 CS. Andrelon verkoopt producten voor de verzorging van haren / voeten van goede kwaliteit.
54 N . O p  de huurw oningm arkt is de vraag veel groter dan het aanbod. De enorme krapte op de woningm arkt
is laatst verder verergerd. O m  in aanm erking te kom en voor een huurw oning moet men nu eerst vele 
jaren ingeschreven staan.
54 L. O p  de huurw oningm arkt is de vraag veel groter dan het aanbod. De enorme krapte op de woningm arkt
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is laatst drastisch verminderd. O m  in aanm erking te kom en voor een huurw oning m oet men nu slechts 
enkele weken ingeschreven staan.
54 CS. H et verkrijgen van een huurw oning is m omenteel lastig / eenvoudig en vereist inschrijving.
55 N . W innie de Poeh is een bekend beertje. Hij heeft een overbekend lievelingshapje. Hij geniet nog dagelijks
van het zoete maaltje waar hij zo dol op is.
55 L. W innie de Poeh is een bekend beertje. Hij heeft een nieuw lievelingsmaaltje. Hij geniet nu  dagelijks van 
het frisse fruit waar hij zo dol op is.
55 CS. W innie de Poeh snoept het liefst honing / appeltjes uit een pot.
56 N . De zeemeermin kom t al in Middeleeuwse sprookjes voor. In deze verhalen w oont zij in een grot op de
bodem  van de zee. Ze zwemt vrolijk rond en kletst m et voorbijkomende vissers.
56 L. De zeemeermin kom t al in Middeleeuwse sprookjes voor. In deze verhalen w oont ze in vijvers in de b in ­
nenplaatsen van grote kastelen. Ze spettert vrolijk rond en kletst met voorbijgaande wandelaars.
56 CS. De zeemeermin is een schepsel dat je aantreft in sprookjes / kastelen en fantasie.
57 N . Kleine kinderen worden goed beziggehouden op school. In pauzes is er van alles te doen op de basiss­
chool. Binnen kun je knutselen en buiten de school staan allemaal groepjes die traditionele kinder­
spelletjes doen.
57 L. Kleine kinderen worden goed beziggehouden op school. O p bevrijdingsdag is er van alles te doen op 
de basisschool. Binnen kun je knutselen en buiten de school zitten allemaal groepjes die traditionele 
bordspelletjes doen.
57 CS. O p  het schoolplein doe je spelletjes als knikkeren / schaken en voetballen.
58 N . Voor kinderen met problem en bestaan er speciale scholen. O p  scholen voor doven leren kinderen in
groep 3 lezen en schrijven. De scholen gebruiken grote tekeningen van letters.
58 L. Voor kinderen m et problem en bestaan er speciale scholen. O p scholen voor blinden leren kinderen in 
groep 3 lezen en schrijven. De scholen gebruiken grote kleivormen van letters.
58 CS. De kinderen op school moeten de letters lezen / voelen van de juf.
59 N . Doe M aar is één van de bekendste Nederlandse bands aller tijden. De bandleden zijn met hun muziek
rijk geworden, maar hebben nog steeds plezier in het maken van pacifistische muziek. N aar aanleiding 
van de oorlog in Irak speelden ze laatst een aangepaste versie van één van hun grootste succes 
59 L. Doe M aar is één van de bekendste Nederlandse bands aller tijden. De bandleden zijn met hun muziek 
rijk geworden, maar hebben nog steeds plezier in het maken van satirische muziek. N aar aanleiding van 
de krach op de beurzen speelden ze laatst een aangepaste versie van één van hun g
59 CS. H et liedje van Doe M aar gaat over het vallen van de bom  / koersen en is bekend.
60 N . Carl Barks schreef veel Donald D uck verhalen en is de bedenker van Duckstad. In zijn vroege schetsen
zien we Kwik, Kwek en Kwak als kleine brave jongens met hoedjes en sjaaltjes. Ze gaan er vaak op 
uit om oude dametjes te helpen.
60 L. Carl Barks schreef veel Donald D uck verhalen en is de bedenker van Duckstad. In zijn vroege schetsen 
zien we Kwik, Kwek en Kwak als kleine stoute jongens met streepjestruien en maskertjes. Ze gaan er vaak 
op uit om  oude dametjes te beroven.
60 CS. De drie neefjes van Donald D uck zijn padvinders / boeven en erg slim.
61 N . De allereerste Tv-uitzending vond plaats in 1935 In de jaren vijftig was de buis al heel populair. Gezin­
nen besteedden hun avond dus zittend in de woonkam er om te weten te kom en wat er was gebeurd in 
de politiek o f sportwereld.
61 L. De allereerste Tv-uitzending vond plaats in 1935 In de jaren vijftig was de buis nog niet populair. Gezin­
nen besteedden hun  avond toch zittend in de woonkam er om te weten te kom en wat er was gebeurd in 
de politiek o f sportwereld.
61 CS. Iedereen was thuis want W im  Kan’s nieuwe program m a was op de televisie / radio om acht uur.
62 N . In India is landbouw erg belangrijk voor de voedselvoorzieining van de bevolking. Vergeleken bij andere
landen in Azië w ordt in India veel rijst verbouwd, die vooral gebruikt w ordt in een rijstsoort die pandan
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heet. Deze rijst wordt vaak gekruid en kan ook gegeten worden bij groenten o f  vlees.
62 L. In India is landbouw erg belangrijk voor de voedselvoorziening van de bevolking. Vergeleken bij andere 
landen in Azië wordt in India veel graan verbouwd, dat vooral gebruikt w ordt in een broodsoort die 
naan heet. D it brood wordt vaak gekruid en kan ook gegeten worden bij groenten o f vlees.
62 CS. O m  je buik vol te krijgen, eet je rijst / brood bij je eten.
63 N . De familie Jansen vindt het heerlijk om  koude dessertjes te eten. Vooral wanneer het buiten warm weer
is en het in huis warm is verheugen ze zich erop. M et hun dunne shirtjes aan zitten ze gezellig te smul­
len.
63 L. De familie Jansen vindt het heerlijk om koude dessertjes te eten. Vooral wanneer het buiten koud weer is 
en het in huis warm is verheugen ze zich erop. M et hun  dikke truien aan zitten ze gezellig te smullen.
63 CS. De familie eet graag ijsjes in de zomer / w inter na het eten.
64 N . H et einde van de Tweede W ereldoorlog was in N ederland de zwaarste periode. De Tweede Wereldoorlog
was maar net voorbij en veel Nederlanders hadden nog honger. Mevrouw Bakker was jarig en wilde eens 
goed uitpakken dankzij de weelde aan luxe voedingsmiddelen die nu  beschikbaar waren.
64 L. H et einde van de Tweede W ereldoorlog was in N ederland de zwaarste periode. De Tweede Wereldoorlog 
was nog niet voorbij en veel Nederlanders hadden nog honger. Mevrouw Bakker was jarig en wilde eens 
goed uitpakken ondanks de schaarste aan gewone voedingsmiddelen die nu  beschikbaar waren.
64 CS. De gasten aten kaviaar / bloembollen op een mooi opgemaakt bord.
65 N . W indows is een besturingssysteem voor de PC. Veel mensen zijn tevreden over dit systeem. Daarom
w ordt het nog volop verkocht.
65 L. W indows is een besturingssysteem voor de PC. Veel mensen zijn ontevreden over dit systeem. Daarom 
w ordt het nog nauwelijks verkocht.
65 CS. W indows is een besturingssysteem dat populair / vergeten is.
66 N . Jan-Peter Balkenende is vaak op TV. Hij speelt een hoofdrol in de huidige Nederlandse politiek. Het
regeren gaat hem  moeizaam af.
66 L. Jan-Peter Balkenende is vaak op TV. Hij speelt een gastrol in de nieuwe H arry Potter film. H et toneel­
spelen gaat hem makkelijk af.
66 CS. Balkenende is een Nederlandse premier / acteur en vader.
67 N . Dagobert D uck is bedacht door Carl Barks. Vroeger woonde hij in een geldpakhuis en had zat te best­
eden. Desondanks wil hij nooit geld geven aan zijn familie.
67 L. Dagobert D uck is bedacht door Carl Barks. Vroeger woonde hij in een doos en had niks te besteden. 
Daarom  kon hij nooit geld geven aan zijn familie.
67 CS. Dagobert D uck is een miljardair / zwerver u it Duckstad.
68 N . Rome is de hoofdstad van Italië. In het centrum  wordt al eeuwen veel gebouwd. De sporen van de oude
beschaving zijn overal te zien.
68 L. Rome is de hoofdstad van Italië. In het centrum  wordt al m aanden veel gebouwd. De sporen van de 
snelle vernieuwing zijn overal te zien.
68 CS. Rome is een stad die antiek / m odern en groot is.
69 N . M ensen kom en van ver om naar de toren van Pisa te kijken. H et gevaar dat hij omvalt is zo groot dat hij
grotendeels gesloten is. Zo onherroepelijk gedoemd is de toren des te interessanter voor toeristen.
69 L. M ensen kom en van ver om naar de toren van Pisa te kijken. H et gevaar dat hij omvalt was zo groot dat 
hij om hoog getrokken is. Zo drastisch hersteld is de toren lang niet zo interessant voor toeristen.
69 CS. In Pisa staat een toren die scheef / recht is.
70 N . In Nederland w ordt gevarieerd gegeten. De traditionele keuken blijft populair. Iedere dag verschijnt er
weer gestampte groente op tafel.
70 L. In Nederland w ordt gevarieerd gegeten. De Chinese keuken wordt populair. Iedere dag verschijnt er 
weer gekookte deegwaar op tafel.
70 CS. In N ederland eet men veel boerenkool / bami en brood.
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71 N . Michael Jackson was ooit bekend als de King o f Pop. N a alle schandalen heeft hij Amerika de rug toege­
keerd. N u  m aakt hij muziek in Bahrein.
71 L. Michael Jackson was ooit bekend als de King o f Pop. N a alle schandalen heeft hij muziek de rug toege­
keerd. N u  m aakt hij schilderijen in Bahrein.
71 CS. Michael Jackson is een zanger / kunstenaar uit Californië.
72 N . Nelson M andela w oont in Zuid-Afrika. Hij heeft zich to t zijn pensioen ingezet tegen de apartheid. N u
houdt hij zich bezig met het beschermen van mensenrechten.
72 L. Nelson M andela w oont in Zuid-Afrika. Hij heeft zich na zijn pensioen teruggetrokken u it de publiciteit. 
N u  houdt hij zich bezig m et het spelen van Beethoven.
72 CS. Nelson M andela is een politicus / pianist uit Zuid-Afrika.
73 N . Noorwegen ligt in Scandinavië. Groeiende aantallen toeristen trekken naar de ongerepte bergen daar. In
je skipak kun je daar lekker door de sneeuw glijden.
73 L. Noorwegen ligt in Scandinavië. Groeiende aantallen toeristen trekken naar de ongerepte stranden daar. 
In je bikini kun je daar heerlijk aan het strand liggen.
73 CS. Noorwegen is een land dat koud / warm is.
74 N . Kenya is bekend om de mooie natuur. De mensen hebben het er echter moeilijk. Oogsten zijn vaak karig
en mensen hebben dus te kam pen met honger.
74 L. Kenya is bekend om de mooie natuur. De mensen hebben het er steeds beter. Oogsten zijn vaak weelderig 
en mensen hebben dus te kam pen met overschotten.
74 CS. Kenya is een land dat arm / rijk is.
75 N . De Italiaanse keuken is overal ter wereld bekend. Voor mensen die niet van vernieuwing houden is een
boek verschenen m et traditionele Italiaanse recepten. De traditionele versie van spaghetti bolognese 
w ordt met inspanning bereid.
75 L. De Italiaanse keuken is overal ter wereld bekend. Voor mensen die niet van vlees houden is een boek 
verschenen m et aangepaste Italiaanse recepten. De vegetarische versie van spaghetti bolognese wordt met 
vis bereid.
75 CS. Spaghetti bolognese bestaat uit spaghetti met gehakt / tonijn  en tomatensaus.
76 N . In Utrecht kan m en wel een hele dag rondkijken in de binnenstad. Veel mensen weten niet dat de stad
vroeger heeft gebloeid vanwege de kardinalen. H onderden gelovigen kwamen dagelijks om hun geloof 
te betuigen.
76 L. In Utrecht kan m en wel een hele dag rondkijken in de binnenstad. Veel mensen weten niet dat de stad 
vroeger heeft gebloeid vanwege de vaarwegen. H onderden boten kwamen om  hun handelswaar te verko­
pen.
76 CS. De stad Utrecht heeft een grote toren / haven en grachten.
77 N . O p  de Nederlandse universiteiten kam pt m en met de toenem ende vergrijzing: meer dan 40%  van de
hoogleraren is ouder dan 55 jaar. Er zijn ook uitschieters. In Leiden is zelfs 50%  van de hoogleraren 
ouder dan 55 jaar.
77 L. O p  de Nederlandse universiteiten kam pt m en met de toenem ende vergrijzing: meer dan 40%  van de 
hoogleraren is ouder dan 55 jaar. Er zijn ook uitzonderingen. In Leiden is slechts 20%  van de hoogler­
aren ouder dan 55 jaar.
77 CS. De universiteit van Leiden is de oudste / jongste van Nederland.
78 N . Bill C linton heeft twee am btsterm ijnen gediend en was erg bekwaam in zijn functie. In het boek van
zijn vrouw staat te lezen hoe ze hem ontm oet heeft op een debatclub, waar hij wekelijks kwam om  te 
oefenen. Die oude hobby is hij in zijn vak uitvoerig blijven beoefenen.
78 L. Bill C linton heeft twee am btsterm ijnen gediend en was erg bekwaam in zijn functie. In het boek van zijn 
vrouw staat te lezen hoe ze hem ontm oet heeft op een ijsbaan, waar hij wekelijks kwam om te oefenen. 
Die oude hobby is hij naast zijn vak uitvoerig blijven beoefenen.
78 CS. Bill C linton is een m an met veel ervaring in regeren / schaatsen en reizen.
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79 N . Buitenlandse toeristen vinden Nederland een heel interessant land. Ze vinden het heerlijk om in Frie­
sland door de weilanden te fietsen om te genieten van het mooie landschap. Ze houden van de vlakke 
landweggetjes.
79 L. Buitenlandse toeristen vinden Nederland een heel interessant land. Ze vinden het heerlijk om in Lim­
burg door de heuvels te fietsen om te genieten van het mooie landschap. Ze houden van de hobbelige 
landweggetjes.
79 CS. Nederland is een land dat plat / bergachtig en groen is.
80 N . Doordeweeks is er altijd veel verkeer op de Graafseweg. O ok op zondag ziet de straat er hetzelfde uit. Tot
laat in de m iddag zijn er veel auto’s.
80 L. Doordeweeks is er altijd veel verkeer op de Graafseweg. M aar op zondag ziet de straat er anders uit. Tot 
laat in de m iddag zijn er weinig auto’s.
80 CS. De Graafseweg is heel d ruk  / rustig en breed.
81 N . Popeye is een bekend stripfiguur die vanwege zijn enorme spierballen heel geliefd is bij kleine jongens.
D oor een vitam inetekort m oet hij zijn lievelingsmaaltje dagelijks eten. Gelukkig werkt dit maaltje ook 
heel goed voor zijn humeur.
81 L. Popeye is een bekend stripfiguur die vanwege zijn enorme spierballen heel geliefd is bij kleine jongens.
D oor een nitrietvergiftiging mag hij zijn lievelingsmaaltje niet eten. Gelukkig werkt ingeblikt fruit ook 
heel goed voor zijn kracht.
81 CS. Popeye wordt heel sterk van het eten van spinazie / appelmoes uit blik.
82 N . Hygiëne is in ziekenhuizen van vitaal belang. O m dat er in het ziekenhuis bacteriën waren geconstateerd,
heeft de directie een aantal regels aangescherpt. De chirurg lette daarom extra goed op bij het treffen van 
de gewoonlijke voorbereidingen.
82 L. Hygiëne is in ziekenhuizen van vitaal belang. O m dat er in het ziekenhuis luizen waren geconstateerd, 
heeft de directie een aantal regels aangescherpt. De chirurg lette daarom extra goed op bij het treffen van 
de bijzondere voorbereidingen.
82 CS. Voor de operatie waste de dokter zijn handen / haren m et zeep.
83 N . Vergrijzing is in W est-Europa een groeiend probleem. Zoals in de rest van Nederland, is in Nijmegen
de vergrijzing de laatste jaren drastisch gestegen. H et stadsbestuur heeft daarom besloten om vier nieuwe 
bejaardentehuizen te openen.
83 L. Vergrijzing is in W est-Europa een groeiend probleem. In tegenstelling to t de rest van Nederland, is in 
Nijmegen het geboortecijfer de laatste jaren drastisch gestegen. H et stadsbestuur heeft daarom besloten 
om vier nieuwe kleuterscholen te openen.
83 CS. Nijmegen is één van de oudste / jongste steden van Nederland.
84 N . M alta is een eiland in de Middellandse Zee. O p  het eiland houden de rijkste bewoners er een zeer sobere
levensstijl op na. Kerken en zelfs bioscopen hebben zeer harde zittingen geplaatst.
84 L. M alta is een eiland in de Middellandse Zee. O p het eiland houden de rijkste bewoners er een zeer riante 
levensstijl op na. Bioscopen en zelfs kerken hebben zeer comfortabele zittingen geplaatst.
84 CS. In de meeste kerken zitten de mensen nu in banken / fauteuils voor het altaar.
85 N . In Spanje kent m en de siësta, een lange middagpauze waarin men aan de hitte van de zon kan ontsnap­
pen. In de 21ste eeuw heeft de siësta aan populariteit gewonnen. Bijna iedereen gaat na de lunch even 
liggen.
85 L. In Spanje kent m en de siësta, een lange middagpauze waarin men aan de hitte van de zon kan ontsnap­
pen. In de 21ste eeuw heeft de siësta aan populariteit ingeboet. Bijna niem and gaat na de lunch even 
liggen.
85 CS. De meeste mensen in Spanje vinden een siësta heel normaal / vreemd en rustgevend.
86 N . D oor diverse instellingen wordt onderzoek gedaan naar een m otor die loopt op waterstofgas. H et gas is
erg explosief en bij verbranding kom t er vervuilende stikstof vrij. In zijn huidige staat zal de m otor niet 
op de m arkt gebracht worden.
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86 L. D oor diverse instellingen wordt onderzoek gedaan naar een m otor die loopt op waterstofgas. H et gas is 
erg goedkoop en bij verbranding kom t er onschuldige waterdamp vrij. In zijn huidige staat zal de m otor 
gauw op de m arkt gebracht worden.
86 CS. Inadem en van uitlaatgas is gevaarlijk / veilig en het ruikt typisch.
87 N . Een kunsthistoricus heeft onlangs een collectie schilderijen van van Gogh ontdekt. De schilderijen
hebben een vertrouwd onderwerp, namelijk planten. Er zijn veel dergelijke schilderijen van de schilder 
bekend.
87 L. Een kunsthistoricus heeft onlangs een collectie schilderijen van van Gogh ontdekt. De schilderijen heb­
ben een nieuw onderwerp, namelijk vee. Er zijn weinig dergelijke schilderijen van de schilder bekend.
87 CS. De schilder V incent van Gogh maakte bekende schilderijen van bloem en / paarden en landschappen.
88 N . H et wordt steeds lastiger om door de binnenstad van Amsterdam te rijden. Desondanks kiezen veel di­
recteuren ervoor om  met hun vertrouwde vervoermiddelen naar hun werk te komen. Ze tonen zo weinig 
betrokkenheid met de Amsterdamse medemens.
88 L. H et wordt steeds lastiger om door de binnenstad van Amsterdam te rijden. D aardoor kiezen veel di­
recteuren ervoor om m et meer praktische vervoermiddelen naar hun werk te komen. Ze tonen zo veel 
betrokkenheid met de Amsterdamse medemens.
88 CS. De directeuren gaan naar hun  werk met een luxe auto / scooter en krijgen allemaal een laptop.
89 N . Kinderen die al lang ziek zijn hebben vaak niet veel plezier meer. Sommige TV-programma’s kunnen de
kinderen helpen m et hun problem en en kunnen ze daardoor steunen. Speelse programma’s beuren de 
kinderen op.
89 L. Kinderen die al lang ziek zijn hebben vaak niet veel plezier meer. Sommige TV-programma’s kunnen 
de kinderen confronteren met hun  problem en en kunnen ze daardoor kwetsen. Speelse programma’s 
kwetsen de kinderen diep.
89 CS. Teletubbies is een program m a waar kinderen vaak blij / droevig van worden.
90 N . H et doel van schaken is om de koning van je tegenspeler te slaan. Onlangs is een nieuwe variant on t­
staan, waarbij je met een extra rij speelt. D it m aakt het spel extra lang.
90 L. H et doel van schaken is om de koning van je tegenspeler te slaan. Onlangs is een nieuwe variant on t­
staan, waarbij je met een extra speler speelt. D it maakt het spel extra dynamisch.
90 CS. Schaken doe je met twee / drie spelers op een schaakbord.
91 N . Douwe Egberts slaat 250 jaar na oprichting nog altijd nieuwe paden in. H et bedrijf blijft werken aan
verbetering van zijn producten. Onlangs heeft het een groot contract afgesloten m et bonenplukkers in 
Afrika, zodat zij kans hebben op een beter bestaan.
91 L. Douwe Egberts slaat 250 jaar na oprichting nog altijd nieuwe paden in. H et bedrijf blijft werken aan 
invoering van nieuwe producten. Zo heeft het onlangs een groot contract afgesloten met cacaoboeren in 
Afrika, zodat zij kans hebben op een beter bestaan.
91 CS. Douwe Egberts verkoopt koffie / chocola en thee.
92 N . In luilekkerland is alles in overvloed te krijgen en je hoeft er niet voor te werken. Aan de bom en groeien
volop appels. De zon schijnt er vaak en de neerslag is hetzelfde als bij ons.
92 L. In luilekkerland is alles in overvloed te krijgen en je hoeft er niet voor te werken. Aan de bom en groeien 
volop chocolaatjes. De zon schijnt er vaak en de neerslag is anders dan bij ons.
92 CS. U it de donkere wolken valt regen / chocola gestaag naar beneden.
93 N . H et postbedrijf T PG  doet graag mee aan reclamestunts. N u  heeft het ter gelegenheid van de tweede
verjaardag van het nieuwe brandweerkorps alle brievenbussen een speciale brandweerkleur gegeven. H et 
verschil valt niem and op.
93 L. H et postbedrijf T PG  doet graag mee aan reclamestunts. N u  heeft het ter gelegenheid van de tweede 
verjaardag van het nieuwe prinsesje alle brievenbussen een speciale babykleur gegeven. H et verschil valt 
iedereen op.
93 CS. De brievenbussen van T PG  zijn rood / roze en hebben twee vakken.
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94 N . In ziekenhuizen m oeten de artsen in dienst passende kleding dragen. Recent hebben ziekenhuizen jassen 
in een nieuw materiaal ontworpen. De vlekken van een operatie gaan zo makkelijker weg.
94 L. In ziekenhuizen m oeten de artsen in dienst passende kleding dragen. Recent hebben ziekenhuizen jassen 
in een nieuw kleurtje ontworpen. De vlekken van een operatie vallen zo m inder op.
94 CS. Artsen in dienst dragen jassen die wit / rood zijn.
95 N . O m  de uitstoot van broeikasgassen door het verkeer terug te dringen worden energiebesparende maa­
tregelen ingevoerd. O p  zondag is de snelweg verboden terrein voor vrachtwagens. Bestuurders zijn blij 
dat zij nu  lekker kunnen scheuren op de weg.
95 L. O m  de uitstoot van broeikasgassen door het verkeer terug te dringen worden energiebesparende maa­
tregelen ingevoerd. O p zondag is de snelweg verboden terrein voor bestuurders. Kinderen zijn nu  blij 
dat ze lekker kunnen rijden op de weg.
95 CS. O p  de snelweg rijden veel auto’s / fietsen met hoge snelheid.
96 N . Greenpeace is in 1971 opgericht. D oor slinkende ledenaantallen gaat de organisatie nu een samenwerk­
ing aan m et het Wereld N atuur Fonds. Greenpeace heeft de doelstellingen die het wil bereiken dus 
aangepast.
96 L. Greenpeace is in 1971 opgericht. D oor slinkende ledenaantallen gaat de organisatie nu een samenwerk­
ing aan met het Leger des Heils. Greenpeace heeft de doelgroep die zij wil helpen dus veranderd.
96 CS. Greenpeace helpt dieren / mensen in nood.
97 N . Kerstmis is weer geweest. M en vierde een gezellige Kerst om samen te zijn met de familieleden. O p  tafel
verschenen schalen met heerlijk eten.
97 L. Kerstmis is weer geweest. M en vierde een sobere Kerst om solidair te zijn m et de hongerlijdenden. Op 
tafel verschenen kom m en m et simpele soep.
97 CS. M et Kerstmis aten veel mensen kalkoen / groentesoep met boontjes.
98 N . W asmiddelfabrikanten verzinnen vaak nieuwe snufjes om de consum ent te trekken. Speciaal voor de
lichte was heeft Dreft iets nieuws ontwikkeld. M et d it blekende waspoeder wordt de was iedere wasbeurt 
een klein beetje licht geverfd.
98 L. W asmiddelfabrikanten verzinnen vaak nieuwe snufjes om de consum ent te trekken. Speciaal voor de 
donkere was heeft Dreft iets nieuws ontwikkeld. M et dit gekleurde waspoeder wordt de was iedere was­
beurt een klein beetje donker geverfd.
98 CS. W aspoeder is wit / zwart en ruikt fris.
99 N . Prinses D iana is op een gruwelijke manier aan haar einde gekomen. De koninklijke familie heeft haar
inmenging als ware oorzaak uit de media weten te houden. Geheim onderzoek heeft echter uitgewezen 
dat dit D iana fataal is geworden.
99 L. Prinses D iana is op een gruwelijke manier aan haar einde gekomen. De koninklijke familie heeft haar 
drugsgebruik als ware oorzaak uit de media weten te houden. Lichamelijk onderzoek heeft echter u it­
gewezen dat dit D iana fataal is geworden.
99 CS. Prinses Diana is gestorven door een ongeval / overdosis in Frankrijk.
100 N . Veel mensen in Groot-Brittannië zijn trots op de doedelzak, al is het niet hun  volk dat dit instrum ent
ontwikkeld heeft. Barbaren uit die gebieden hebben in de oudheid een voorloper ontwikkeld. Ze ge­
bruikten het instrum ent bij offers aan Thor.
100 L. Veel mensen in Groot-Brittannië zijn trots op de doedelzak, al is het niet hun  volk dat dit instrum ent 
ontwikkeld heeft. M ensen uit verre gebieden hebben in de oudheid een voorloper ontwikkeld. Ze ge­
bruikten het instrum ent bij offers aan Zeus.
100 CS.De doedelzak is afkomstig uit Schotland / Griekenland en geeft volle klanken.
101 N . Beethoven is een beroemde musicus. H et orkest speelt deze week m uziek van Beethoven. De toetsen-
groep is goed vertegenwoordigd want Beethoven heeft voor deze muzikanten zijn meest bekende reper­
toire geschreven.
101 L. Beethoven is een beroemde musicus. De fanfare speelt deze week muziek van Beethoven. De slagwerk- 




101 CS.Beethoven componeerde muziek voor piano / drum s en viool.
102 N . In Frankrijk zijn de druivenoogsten erg belangrijk. D oor de goede oogsten kunnen de Fransen zich nu
volgieten m et hun  lievelingsdrank. ‘s Avonds is het nog veel gezelliger aan tafel.
102 L. In Frankrijk zijn de druivenoogsten erg belangrijk. D oor het schaarse aanbod m oeten de Fransen het 
doen m et gezonde fruitdranken. ‘s Avonds is het nu  veel ongezelliger aan tafel.
102 CS.In Frankrijk drinkt m en bij het eten wijn / appelsap en water.
103 N . Youp van ‘t H ek is in N ederland een bekende cabaretier. In zijn conferences vertelt Youp van ‘t H ek vaak
over mensen die in absurde situaties terechtkom en. Terwijl ze proberen nog iets van hun toestand te 
maken, wordt de situatie alsmaar hilarischer.
103 L. Youp van ‘t H ek is in N ederland een bekende cabaretier. In zijn conferences vertelt Youp van ‘t H ek vaak 
over mensen die in uitzichtloze situaties terechtkom en. Terwijl ze proberen nog iets van hun leven te 
maken, wordt de situatie alsmaar hopelozer.
103 CS.De cabaretier vertelt verhalen die grappig / droevig zijn.
104 N . Amsterdam is de grootste stad van Nederland. Recentelijk is er een grote toenam e in het aantal vakan­
tiegangers. Reizigers blijven maar komen.
104 L. Amsterdam is de grootste stad van Nederland. Recentelijk is er een grote toenam e in het aantal vers­
laafden. Reizigers blijven maar weg.
104 CS.Amsterdam is een stad die toeristisch / crimineel is.
105 N . Voetbal is de nationale sport. Voor het W K  heeft het gras in de Arena een extra beurt gekregen. Zo kan
men het Nederlands elftal helpen bij de voorbereiding.
105 L. Voetbal is de nationale sport. Voor het W K  heeft het gras in de Arena een nieuwe kleur gekregen. Zo kan 
men het Nederlands elftal aanmoedigen bij de voorbereiding.
105 C S.H et grasveld in de Arena is groen / oranje en groot.
106 N . George Bush is een m achtig man. Vroeger ambieerde hij al een carrière in de politiek
netwerken hielp veel bij het realiseren van deze droom.
106 L. George Bush is een m achtig man. Vroeger ambieerde hij nog een carrière in de sport 
balspellen schoot tekort voor het realiseren van deze droom .
106 CS.George Bush is president / voetballer en kom t uit Amerika.
107 N . W ibi Soerjadi is een bekend musicus. O ok  met een Kawai blijkt hij goed overweg te kunnen. Hij geeft
overal concerten op zijn favoriete instrument.
107 L. W ibi Soerjadi is een bekend musicus. O ok m et een strijkstok blijkt hij goed overweg te kunnen. Hij 
geeft besloten concerten op zijn nieuwe instrument.
107 CS.W ibi Soerjadi is pianist / violist en w oont in Zeist.
108 N . In zijn boek beschrijft Paul McBarley hoe Zuid-N ederland wordt geteisterd door hevige aardbevingen.
De aarde scheurt op verscheidene plaatsen en stukken land worden omlaag getrokken. De rustige pro­
vincie Zeeland heeft nu  grote zandvlaktes.
108 L. In zijn boek beschrijft Paul McBarley hoe Zuid-N ederland wordt geteisterd door hevige aardbevingen.
De aarde scheurt op verscheidene plaatsen en stukken land w orden om hoog getrokken. De rustige pro­
vincie Zeeland heeft nu  grote hoogteverschillen.
108 CS.Zeeland is een provincie m et veel stranden / bergen en water.
109 N . Bill Gates is na de vele rechtszaken een nieuwe weg ingeslagen. Hij richt zich nu  op exclusieve en m od­
erne computers. M et deze wending hoopt hij dat zijn bedrijf weer rendabel zal functioneren.
109 L. Bill Gates is na de vele rechtszaken een nieuwe weg ingeslagen. Hij richt zich nu  op exclusieve en m od­
erne pottenbakkerskunst. M et deze wending hoopt hij dat zijn bedrijf weer rendabel zal functioneren.
109 C S.H et bedrijf Microsoft maakt software / aardewerk en hardware.
110 N . M eneer Aart van Sesamstraat interviewt Sinterklaas dit jaar. H et valt m eteen op dat de hulpsinterklaas
. Zijn talent voor 
. Z ijn talent voor
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een oude rot in het vak is. Hij loopt heel moeilijk en kom t tijdens het gesprek wijs over.
110 L. M eneer Aart van Sesamstraat interviewt Sinterklaas dit jaar. H et valt m eteen op dat de hulpsinterklaas 
een groen blaadje in het vak is. Hij is loopt erg kwiek en kom t tijdens het gesprek onervaren over.
110 CS.Sinterklaas is een m an die heel aardig / jeugdig is.
111 N . Voor het goede doel speelde een team met bekende acteurs een tijdje geleden een wedstrijd tegen een
team m et bekende voetballers. De voetballers speelden voor deze gelegenheid op dezelfde posities als 
gewoonlijk. D aardoor konden ze de acteurs makkelijk van het veld spelen.
111 L. Voor het goede doel speelde een team met bekende acteurs een tijdje geleden een wedstrijd tegen een 
team met bekende voetballers. De voetballers speelden voor deze gelegenheid op andere posities dan 
gewoonlijk. D aardoor konden ze de acteurs moeilijk van het veld spelen.
111 CS.De voetballer M aradona vervulde de rol van spits / keeper in zijn team.
112 N . H et Stedelijk M useum te Amsterdam viert dit jaar zijn jubileum. Voor deze gelegenheid heeft het een
speciale historische editie van de wereldatlas uitgegeven. H ierin zijn voor elk land oude geografische 
tekeningen opgenomen.
112 L. H et Stedelijk M useum te Amsterdam viert dit jaar zijn jubileum. Voor deze gelegenheid heeft het 
een speciale artistieke editie van de wereldatlas uitgegeven. H ierin zijn voor elk land oude bijzondere 
kunstwerken opgenomen.
112 CS.De wereldatlas bevat van ieder land een kaart / schilderij en wat informatie.
113 N . Vroeger had Gazelle nog concurrentie van allerlei lokale fabrieken. Daarom  ging het bedrijf zich steeds
specialistischer profileren en produceerde het steeds betere vervoermiddelen. De Gazelle-trapper was 
toentertijd een belangrijke uitvinding.
113 L. Vroeger had Gazelle nog concurrentie van allerlei lokale fabrieken. Daarom  ging het bedrijf zich steeds 
breder profileren en produceerde het steeds andere vervoermiddelen. De Gazelle-motor was toentertijd 
een belangrijke uitvinding.
113 C S.U it de fabrieken van Gazelle kwamen fietsen / auto’s en brommers.
114 N . De laatste tijd  zijn ouderwetse kinderspelletjes onverwacht populair geworden op kleuterscholen. De
leerlingen doen namelijk ook nog andere dingen dan alleen naar school gaan en achter de com puter zit­
ten. Zo kunnen ze ook aan hun  lichamelijke conditie werken.
114 L. De laatste tijd zijn ouderwetse kinderspelletjes onverwacht populair geworden in bejaardentehuizen.
De bewoners doen namelijk ook nog andere dingen dan alleen naar bingo gaan en achter de geraniums 
zitten. Zo kunnen ze ook aan hun  lichamelijke conditie werken.
114 CS.Hoepelen en touwtje springen zijn bij kinderen / ouderen geliefde spellen.
115 N . In Rusland zijn de omgangsvormen in het bedrijfsleven anders dan bij ons. O ok  als je iem and wat beter
kent, is het beleefd om iem and zeer zakelijk te begroeten. Als je het verkeerd doet lijk je al gauw onre­
spectvol.
115 L. In Rusland zijn de omgangsvormen in het bedrijfsleven anders dan bij ons. O ok  als je iem and wat 
m inder kent, is het beleefd om iem and zeer hartelijk te begroeten. Als je het verkeerd doet lijk je al gauw 
afstandelijk.
115 C S .O p de bijeenkomst geven de zakenlui elkaar een hand / zoen en wisselen kaartjes uit.
116 N . De werknemers keken al m aanden naar Koninginnedag uit. De directeur stak zijn antipathie voor het
koningshuis niet onder stoelen o f banken. In de verte zag je altijd al dat hij weer zijn begrafenispak weer 
had aangetrokken.
116 L. De werknemers keken al m aanden naar Koninginnedag uit. De directeur stak zijn liefde voor het kon­
ingshuis niet onder stoelen o f  banken. In de verte zag je altijd al dat hij speciaal zijn Koninginnedagpak 
weer had aangetrokken.
116 CS.De directeur droeg een pak dat zwart / oranje was.
117 N . Theologische wetenschappers hebben een aantal fouten gevonden in de vertaling u it het Hebreeuws van
het bijbelse scheppingsverhaal. Zo is bijvoorbeeld verkeerd vertaald hoe de slang Eva verleidde. Blijkbaar 
kreeg ze een uitweg aangeboden.
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117 L. Theologische wetenschappers hebben een aantal fouten gevonden in de vertaling uit het Hebreeuws 
van het bijbelse scheppingsverhaal. Zo is bijvoorbeeld verkeerd vertaald waarmee de slang Eva verleidde. 
Blijkbaar kreeg ze een citrusvrucht aangeboden.
117 CS.De slang verleidde Eva en zij plukte de appel / sinaasappel van de boom.
118 N . Afgelopen zomer ben ik naar de Italiaanse kust op vakantie geweest. H et weer was prachtig, het strand
was schoon en de zee had de kleur van aquamarijn. Ik had daarom veel zin om erin te duiken.
118 L. Afgelopen zomer ben ik naar de Italiaanse kust op vakantie geweest. H et weer was prachtig, het strand 
was schoon maar de zee had de kleur van roest. Ik had daarom weinig zin om  erin te duiken.
118 C S.H et water was blauw / rood en warm.
119 N . KPN probeert m et reclamestunts het gebruik van telefooncellen te stimuleren. Ter gelegenheid van
Kerst hebben de cellen een nieuw laagje verf gekregen. D it valt nauwelijks op en trekt dus weinig 
mensen aan.
119 L. KPN probeert met reclamestunts het gebruik van telefooncellen te stimuleren. Ter gelegenheid van Pa­
sen hebben de cellen een speciaal kleurtje verf gekregen. D it valt erg op en trekt dus meer mensen aan.
119 CS.Een telefooncel van KPN is groen / geel van kleur.
120 N . Veel vrouwen vinden de lange zwangerschap een last in het leven. Er zijn nu  nieuwe technieken die de
ontwikkeling van het kind stimuleren. Zo wordt de last van een zwangerschap gehalveerd.
120 L. Veel vrouwen vinden de lange zwangerschap een last in het leven. Er zijn nu  nieuwe technieken die de 
ontwikkeling van het kind versnellen. Zo wordt de duur van een zwangerschap gehalveerd.
120 CS.Een zwangerschap duurt negen / vier maanden.
121 N . Filmwetenschappers hebben de hand weten te leggen op verdwenen films van Charlie Chaplin. Destijds
werden deze producties verboden om dat ze het publiek to t satire bewogen. De politie was bang dat de 
parodie tegen de regering to t oneerbiedig gedrag zou leiden.
121 L. Filmwetenschappers hebben de hand weten te leggen op verdwenen films van Charlie Chaplin. Destijds 
werden deze producties verboden om dat ze het publiek to t tranen bewogen. De politie was bang dat de 
aanklacht tegen de regering to t emotioneel gedrag zou leiden.
121 CS.Charlie Chaplin maakte films die grappig / droevig waren.
122 N . Vorig jaar werden er allerlei speciale program m a’s uitgezonden ter gelegenheid van het vijftigjarige
bestaan van televisie in Nederland. Voor de gelegenheid passeerden oude bekenden de revue in hun 
programma’s. D it leverde bekende beelden op.
122 L. Vorig jaar werden er allerlei speciale program m a’s uitgezonden ter gelegenheid van het vijftigjarige 
bestaan van televisie in Nederland. Voor de gelegenheid passeerden oude bekenden de revue in andere 
programma’s. D it leverde grappige beelden op.
122 CS.Erwin Kroll presenteerde het weer / journaal op de publieke zenders.
123 N . O m dat het kerst was, had moeder alles prachtig versierd en vader ging op zoek naar een mooie boom.
D it jaar zou hij zijn kinderen verrassen m et een prachtige boom  in de tu in  wanneer ze uit school zouden 
komen. De boom  dom ineerde de patio volledig.
123 L. O m dat het kerst was, had moeder alles prachtig versierd en vader ging op zoek naar een mooie boom.
D it jaar zou hij zijn kinderen verrassen met een prachtige boom  in de woonkam er wanneer ze uit school 
zouden kom en. De boom  dom ineerde de kamer volledig.
123 CS.Hij plantte de boom  binnen / buiten in een pot met verse aarde.
124 N . De arme student kon zijn studie maar net bekostigen, to t hij to t zijn verbazing van een verre oom  de hele
erfenis kreeg. Hij kreeg niet alleen zijn geld, maar kon ook eindelijk zijn gammele tweewieler vervangen. 
Voortaan trapte hij vrolijk door de stad.
124 L. De arme student kon zijn studie maar net bekostigen, to t hij to t zijn verbazing van een verre oom  de hele 
erfenis kreeg. Hij kreeg niet alleen zijn geld, maar kon ook eindelijk zijn gammele vierwieler vervangen. 
Voortaan scheurde hij vrolijk door de stad.
124 CS.De arme student had een nieuwe fiets / auto voor de deur staan.
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125 N . H aar baas was ziek en daarom moest de secretaresse overdag zijn bezigheden overnemen. Zij moest voor 
de directeur vele nota’s ontwikkelen. Ze werd het al snel zat om niem and om zich heen te zien terwijl ze 
met zijn com puter bezig was.
125 L. H aar baas was ziek en daarom moest de secretaresse overdag zijn bezigheden overnemen. Zij moest voor 
de fotograaf vele foto’s ontwikkelen. Ze werd het al snel zat om niks om  zich heen te zien terwijl ze met 
zijn negatieven bezig was.
125 CS.De secretaresse werkte overdag in het licht / donker in het kleine kamertje.
126 N . D it jaar gaan de kinderen van groep zes het boerenbedrijf ervaren in Hoogeveen. Ze krijgen daar een
indruk van hoe boeren tegenwoordig hun  werk doen. O p het erf en in de stallen zien ze alle machines 
die een moderne boer nodig heeft.
126 L. D it jaar gaan de kinderen van groep zes het boerenbedrijf ervaren in Hoogeveen. Ze krijgen daar een 
indruk van hoe boeren vroeger hun werk deden. O p het erf en in de stallen zien ze alle hulpm iddelen 
die een middeleeuwse boer nodig had.
126 C S .O p het erf heeft de boer een tractor / waterpom p staan.
127 N . De overheid wil het volk meer vaderlandsliefde bijbrengen. D it m oet bereikt worden door kijkers via de
T V  vertrouwd te m aken m et uitingen van de Nederlandse cultuur. Aan het begin van sportuitzendingen 
w ordt het volkslied dus ten gehore gebracht.
127 L. De overheid wil het volk meer vaderlandsliefde bijbrengen. D it m oet bereikt worden door kinderen via 
de T V  vertrouwd te m aken met uitingen van de Nederlandse cultuur. Aan het begin van kinderpro­
gramma’s wordt dus het volkslied ten gehore gebracht.
127 C S.H et W ilhelmus wordt gespeeld bij wedstrijden / Sesamstraat en herdenkingen.
128 N . Nederland telt veel forensen. Ondanks de vele vertragingen blijft de trein een populair vervoermiddel.
H et aantal mensen dat m et de trein reist blijft groeien en vooral tijdens de spits kan de NS het aantal 
reizigers nauwelijks aan.
128 L. Nederland telt veel forensen. O ndanks de vele files blijft de auto een populair vervoermiddel. H et aantal 
mensen dat m et de trein reist blijft dalen en zelfs tijdens de spits kan de N S het aantal reizigers makkelijk 
aan.
128 C S .O p het centraal station in Amsterdam is het druk  / rustig en groot.
129 N . Coca Cola com pany en H aribo-drop beginnen gezamenlijk een nieuwe reclamestunt. Voor je lege fless­
en krijg je nog steeds een financiële bijdrage. M aar dit geldt ook als je snoepzakken inlevert.
129 L. Coca Cola com pany en H aribo-drop beginnen gezamenlijk een nieuwe reclamestunt. Voor je lege fless­
en krijg je voortaan geen financiële bijdrage. M aar je wordt nu  wel in natura uitbetaald.
129 CS.W anneer je lege flessen terugbrengt krijg je statiegeld / snoepjes retour.
130 N . Er w ordt veel onderzoek gedaan naar de situatie van dieren in verschillende leefomgevingen. U it laatste
milieuonderzoeken is gebleken dat het aantal dieren in de zee drastisch is verminderd. Gelukkig zijn er 
organisaties die zich over deze waterdieren bekommeren.
130 L. Er w ordt veel onderzoek gedaan naar de situatie van dieren in verschillende leefomgevingen. U it laatste 
milieuonderzoeken is gebleken dat het aantal dieren in de stad drastisch is verminderd. Gelukkig zijn er 
organisaties die zich over deze stadsdieren bekommeren.
130 CS.Milieuactivisten helpen bedreigde diersoorten zoals de walvis / du if die met uitsterven bedreigd
worden.
131 N . Berijders van m otorfietsen lopen veel meer kans op ongelukken en letselschade dan autorijders. Vooral
gebruikte versleten m otorfietsen hebben vaak relatief slechte remmen en kunnen niet zo goed scherp 
uitwijken. M oderne m odellen zijn degelijker.
131 L. Berijders van m otorfietsen lopen veel meer kans op ongelukken en letselschade dan autorijders. Vooral 
nieuwe goedkope m otorfietsen hebben vaak relatief slechte remm en en kunnen niet zo goed scherp 
uitwijken. Vroegere modellen zijn degelijker.
131 CS.Rijden op een oude m otorfiets is onveiliger / veiliger en m inder comfortabel.
132 N . Calvé is een bekend Nederlands bedrijf. Calvé was een firma gespecialiseerd in levensmiddelen voor het
gezin. Aan deze producten verdient het concern nog steeds veel.
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132 L. Calvé is een bekend Nederlands bedrijf. Calvé was een firma gespecialiseerd in smeermiddelen voor de 
auto. Aan deze producten verdient het nog steeds weinig.
132 CS.De firma Calvé maakt producten zoals pindakaas / olie en mayonaise.
133 N . D an Brown heeft weer een spannend boek geschreven. Deze keer beschrijft hij hoe in de Santa Maria
een kaart van Amerika gevonden werd. De ontdekkingsreiziger had in 1492 Amerika als eerste on t­
dekt.
133 L. D an Brown heeft weer een spannend boek geschreven. Deze keer beschrijft hij hoe achter de M ona Lisa 
een kaart van Amerika gevonden werd. De artiest had in 1472 Amerika als eerste ontdekt.
133 CS.Amerika werd ontdekt door Colum bus / D a Vinci in de 15e eeuw.
134 N . Boven Ibiza is een groot gat in de ozonlaag ontstaan, waardoor het niet meer veilig is om op het strand
te liggen. M ensen trekken zich hier weinig van aan. O m  nog meer toeristen te lokken heeft het eiland 
extra stranden voor de recreatie aangelegd.
134 L. Boven Ibiza is een groot gat in de ozonlaag ontstaan, waardoor het niet meer veilig is om op het strand 
te liggen. M ensen trekken zich hier veel van aan. O m  nog wel toeristen te lokken heeft het eiland extra 
paden voor de recreatie aangelegd.
134 CS.Veel mensen gaan tegenwoordig naar Ibiza om te zonnen / fietsen en te feesten.
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The number of colleagues who have contributed to this thesis by being there to com­
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